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...as the days get brighter & flowers begin
to blossom, you may be thinking it's time to plant new roots.
Your local Fine & Country agent can provide a professional valuation, as well as
an unrivalled insight into your local marketplace.
For more information, or to request a no-obligation valuation, please get in touch

30 High Street | Chepstow | Monmouthshire | NP16 5LJ
01291 629 799 | chepstow@fineandcountry.com
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AUCTION
Tuesday 24th May 2022 and
Wednesday 25th May 2022
starting at 10am each day

Prinknash Abbey Park
Gloucestershire
GL4 8EU

Viewing
Sunday 22nd May 10am-4pm
Monday 23rd May 9am-4pm
Sale morning 8.30am-10am

Enquiries
Tel: +44 (0) 1452 344499
Email: info@chorleys.com
www.chorleys.com

All Lots offered subject to Chorley’s Terms of Sale, as published at the back of this catalogue and available on our website.

If you cannot attend the auction to view in person, you will find many additional images and condition reports in our online
catalogue at www.chorleys.com. Please contact us with any specific questions and we will be pleased to help.

BIDDING:
There are a number of ways to bid at our auctions
● In person
● Commission (absentee) bid
● Telephone bid
● Online via third-party website
See our website or contact us for further information.
INTERNET PLATFORMS:
Live internet bidding is available for this auction on these
platforms, subject to an additional fee for the-saleroom.com

COLLECTION:
It is the responsibility of the purchaser to make collection
arrangements. All purchased lots in this auction must be
paid for and collected from Chorley’s salerooms by 5pm on
Wednesday 1st June. Lots uncollected after this date will be
removed to storage at a cost of £10 and will incur a storage
charge thereafter at a rate of £2 per lot per day (all charges
are subject to VAT)

FEES:
Buyer’s premium (+ VAT at 20%) will be charged to the purchaser on
top of the hammer price of each lot purchased, at the following
rates:
22.5% (27% incl. VAT) on the first £100,000
15% (18% incl. VAT) on the excess between £100,000.01 and £500,000
12.5% (15% incl. VAT) on the excess between £500,000.01 and
£1,000,000
10% (12% incl. VAT) on any balance exceeding £1,000,000
Artist’s Resale Right (ARR) derives from a European Directive and
came into force in the UK in 2006. Living artists and the descendants
of artists deceased within the last 70 years are entitled to receive a
resale royalty each time their work is bought. The right only applies
when the sale price reaches or exceeds the sterling equivalent of
€1,000. The fee is calculated on a sliding scale and charged to the
buyer as a percentage of the hammer price, and in addition to the
buyer’s premium. ARR is not subject to VAT. Please note ARR is
calculated in Euros and the auctioneers will apply current exchange
rates. This fee is passed on by Chorley’s to the artist’s collecting
society.
Applies to lots with hammer value over €1,000 as follows:
€1,000 to €50,000 – 4%, €50,000.01 to €200,000 – 3%
€200,000.01 to €350,000 – 1%, €350,000.01 to €500,000 – 0.5%
Exceeding €500,000 – 0.25%. ARR is capped at €12,500
PAYMENT:
We accept payment by debit card, credit card or bank transfer
(maximum payment by credit card £1,000 per buyer per auction).
We do not accept payment by cheque or cash.
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Gloucestershire's Fine Art Auctioneers
The beautiful grounds of Prinknash Abbey are located in the heart of the
Cotswolds, midway between Cheltenham, Cirencester, Stroud and Gloucester
and easily accessible from the M5 / M4 / M40. Chorley's salerooms can be
found next to the Abbey's popular tea rooms, and there is always plentiful
parking which makes delivering and collecting items easy.
We conduct frequent auctions of high quality antiques and art, as well as
offering valuation services for private and corporate clients. Our experienced
valuers and saleroom staff are bound by the values of integrity, honesty and
professionalism and we are members of the Society of Fine Art Auctioneers
& Valuers (SOFAA).
We look forward to welcoming you soon.
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T: +44 (0) 1452 344499 E: info@chorleys.com
www.chorleys.com
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DAY ONE
Tuesday 24th May 2022 at 10am
Silver, White Metal & Plated Items
Jewellery, Watches & Coins
Glass
Ceramics
Asian Art
A Collection of Asian 19th Century Photographs
Militaria
Toys & Dolls
Miscellaneous & Books

Lots

Page

1-105
110-243
249-260
261-362
370-434
441-458
460-465
468-512
521-580

6
12
22
23
29
34
39
40
44

Lots

Page

600-787
788-791
800-939
940-959
960-967
968-971
975-1007
1010-1019
1020-1058
1060-1152

48
58
60
67
70
70
70
72
73
79

DAY TWO
Wednesday 25th May 2022 at 10am
The Contents of Tidenham Manor
Garden & Outside Effects
Furniture & Lighting
Clocks & Barometers
Boxes & Tea Caddies
Works of Art
Rugs & Carpets
Textiles & Costumes
Portrait Miniatures
Pictures
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Explanation of Cataloguing Practice
Pictures

Generally

When offering Oil Paintings, Watercolours and
Drawings, a picture code is used. Using one
artist's name we illustrate below the manner of
attributing the pictures in the catalogue.

Furniture, porcelain, bronzes, etc are attributed
as follows:

Arthur Devis
In our opinion a work by the artist.

Attributed to Arthur Devis
In our opinion a work possibly by or partly by the artist.

A Sheraton period
In our opinion made at the same time that Sheraton was
active.

Sheraton style or of Sheraton design
In our opinion of later manufacture.

Dated 1660

School of Arthur Devis

In our opinion a genuine date.

In our opinion a work contemporary with the artist and
showing his influence.

Carved with the date 1660

Manner of Arthur Devis
In our opinion a work in the artist's style and of a later
date.

After Devis
In our opinion a copy of a known work by the artist (of
any date).

Signed, Dated, Inscribed
In our opinion the work has been signed/dated/inscribed
by the artist.

Bears Signature; Bears a Date; Bears an
Inscription

In our opinion a later decoration.

A Derby figure
In our opinion a figure from the Derby factory.

Possibly Derby
In our opinion this is similar to a Derby product.

By
In our opinion made by the artist or modeller in
question.

After
In our opinion made by another artist or modeller
as a copy of the original.

In our opinion the signature/date/inscription is by a hand
other than the artist.

Dimensions
These are given height before width.

Symbols
ARR Lot subject to Artist’s Resale Right (see page 1 for further information)
◆ Lot contains an element of pre-1947 ivory or other organic material which may be subject to export
restrictions.
† Lot subject to VAT on the hammer price, as well as on the Buyer’s Premium.

Condition
Condition information is not usually provided in our printed catalogue, but is available upon request.
Further images and some condition reports can be viewed on our online catalogue at www.chorleys.com.
The absence of a condition report does not imply that a lot is without imperfections.
Books are not collated unless stated and are not guaranteed to be complete.
Purchasers of old wines must assure themselves regarding ullage levels, labels, etc. No returns will be
accepted.
Catalogue produced by Pardy & Son (Printers) Ltd
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Day One
Tuesday 24th May 2022
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Silver
1.
A three-piece silver tea set, Docker &
Burn, Birmingham 1927, of oval form
with gadroon and leaf decoration, the
teapot with ebonised handle and finial
and a mustard pot with spoon, Sheffield
1911, total weight 563g gross
£200-300 (+Fees*)
2.
A Victorian silver cruet, Richard Martin
& Ebenezer Hall, Sheffield 1864, with
embossed borders and a seven division
bottle holder with a central handle,
31cm high
£250-300 (+Fees*)
3.
An embossed silver trinket box, William
Comyns, London 1912, decorated birds
and C-scrolls, monogrammed, 20cm
wide
£100-150 (+Fees*)
4.
An Edwardian silver biscuit box,
Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Company,
London 1910, with hinged cover and
gadroon border, inscribed ‘Grace,
Coronation of George V 1911’, 17cm wide
£180-220 (+Fees*)
5.
A Victorian embossed silver trinket box,
George Nathan & Ridley Hayes, Chester
1895, three silver sweetmeat dishes and
four cut glass scent bottles with silver
mounts, approximately 278g
£80-120 (+Fees*)

Lot 8
6.
A silver and tortoiseshell mounted
trinket box, London 1915, of quatrefoil
outline on four feet, three other trinket
boxes and a pair of circular photograph
frames
£150-200 (+Fees*)
7.
A silver guilloché enamel powder
compact with marcasite border, a
kidney-shaped pill box with red guilloché
enamel cover and a small circular silver
box with a tortoiseshell cover
£120-150 (+Fees*)
8.
Two silver elephant pin cushions, A L
Lord, Birmingham 1907, 3.5cm and 3cm
high
£70-90 (+Fees*)
9.
A foreign silver trinket box, import
marks London 1891, in the form of a
chest, embossed figures in landscapes,
a shovel-shaped silver caddy spoon, a
silver circular scent bottle and a napkin
ring
£80-120 (+Fees*)
10.
A silver mounted dressing brush with a
porcelain back and three other silver
mounted brushes
£60-80 (+Fees*)
11.
Five silver fiddle pattern teaspoons,
Dublin 1829 and sundry teaspoons,
approximately 420g
£100-150 (+Fees*)

12.
Four silver fiddle and thread pattern
dessert spoons, WT, London 1840 and a
quantity of silver flatware, approximately
1535g
£400-500 (+Fees*)
13.
A silver picture frame, a silver trinket
box and six gilded studs each with a
portrait of a dog
£40-60 (+Fees*)
14.◆
A George III pierced silver fish slice,
London 1792, with green stained ivory
handle
£120-150 (+Fees*)
15.
A George III silver snuff box, IA 1811, the
hinged cover embossed a hunting scene,
8cm wide
£180-220 (+Fees*)
16.◆
A George III silver teapot, HC, London
1789, of oval form with tapering spout,
the cover with ivory finial, the handle
with ivory heat absorbers, 25.5cm long,
approximately 390g
£200-300 (+Fees*)
17.
A George III silver coffee pot, London
1777, with straight sides and a hinged
cover with boxwood handle, on a skirt
base, crested, 23.5cm high, gross weight
approximately 700g
£600-800 (+Fees*)

Lot 17
6

Further images & information at www.chorleys.com
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Lot 18
18.
A Victorian silver inkstand and pen tray,
J Davis & Son, Sheffield 1894, with
rounded sides and beaded borders,
fitted two cut glass pots and a central
sander, 29cm wide, approximately 580g
£200-300 (+Fees*)
19.
A George III silver toddy ladle, London
1792, with spiral whalebone handle and
another
£120-150 (+Fees*)

25.
A silver octagonal sugar caster, R S,
Sheffield 1933, four pierced sweetmeat
dishes and a salver, approximately 455g
£200-250 (+Fees*)
26.
A Victorian oval silver fruit dish, John
Bodman Carrington, London 1899,
decorated pierced scrolls and foliage
with a flower and gadroon border, 27cm
wide, approximately 560g
£200-250 (+Fees*)

Lot 24
27.
A pair of George II cast silver
candlesticks, John Quantock, London
1756, of knopped form with shell motifs
to the spreading foot, crested, 23cm
high and a near pair of similar
candlesticks, John Cafe, London
1752/1754, one with indistinct armorial
to base of stem, 22cm high, with four
unmarked drip trays, perhaps
associated, gross weight approximately
2171g
£2000-3000 (+Fees*)

20.
A Victorian silver scent bottle, H & A,
Birmingham 1893, of embossed tapering
form with hinged cover and stopper, in a
fitted case, 13cm high
£200-250 (+Fees*)
21.
A silver trinket box, Cornelius
Desormeaux Saunders & James
Frances Hollings Shepherd,
Birmingham 1913, with cushion top on
four hoof feet, 22cm wide, approximately
112g
£70-90 (+Fees*)
22.
A cut glass silver topped scent bottle, a
silver mounted spray and a white metal
incense burner
£80-120 (+Fees*)
23.
An Art Deco silver rectangular cigarette
case, Birmingham 1933, with green
guilloché enamel cover, 8.5cm wide,
gross weight approximately 84g
£80-100 (+Fees*)
24.
A George III silver oval cruet, Charles
Chesterman 1807, with central handle
and beaded border, fitted eight matching
silver mounted bottles and two spoons,
21cm wide
£300-400 (+Fees*)

Lot 27
Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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39.
A pair of silver toast racks, Goldsmiths
& Silversmiths Co Ltd., of oval form with
loop handles, 10cm wide, approximately
179g
£50-70 (+Fees*)
40.
A pair of silver sauce boats, Birmingham
1919, approximately 180g
£50-70 (+Fees*)
41.
A George IV three-piece silver tea
service, WB, London 1828, of oblong
form with leaf capped scroll handles and
bands of gadrooned decoration,
approximately 1255g
£500-700 (+Fees*)

Lot 28
28.
A set of three George II baluster-shaped
silver casters, Samuel Wood, London
1733, with vase finials to the pierced
domed covers, bearing armorials, 18cm
x 15.5cm
Note: the crest and armorial is of Brune
of Dorset (and Essex)
£800-1200 (+Fees*)
29.
A Regency style three-piece silver tea
service, Adie Bros., Birmingham 1925,
approximately 910g
£250-350 (+Fees*)
30.
A silver table pheasant, import marks
for London, 18.5cm long (wing
detached), a silver jug, S Blanckensee &
Son Ltd., Birmingham 1926, a toddy
ladle with twisted whalebone handle
(bowl detached), and sundry silver,
approximately 424g
£200-300 (+Fees*)
31.
An Edwardian silver vesta case, Samuel
Mordan & Co, Chester 1907, another
smaller vesta, and a small silver
pill-box, engraved with ’30th December,
1926’, approximately 73g
£60-80 (+Fees*)
32.
A silver and silver gilt cigarette case,
Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Co Ltd.,
London 1916, initialled EMM, 9cm x 6cm,
another, Chester 1910 and a silver
matchbook holder, London 1926, with
sliding mechanism and engine turned
decoration, gross weight approximately
230g
£80-120 (+Fees*)
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33.
A large rectangular silver tray, Heming
& Co Ltd., London 1929, with re-entrant
corners and on scroll legs with shaped
feet, 58.5cm x 41cm, approximately
3660g
£1200-1800 (+Fees*)
34.
A George III silver fiddle pattern basting
spoon, Sarah & John William Blake,
London 1817, initialled ‘B’,
approximately 140g
£40-60 (+Fees*)
35.
A George I silver sugar caster, makers
mark indistinct, London 1725, of plain
baluster shape, 13cm high
approximately 128g
£200-300 (+Fees*)
36.
A pair of Georgian silver sugar nips,
James Graham, London circa 1770,
initialled and crested and two pairs of
sugar tongs, approximately 66g
£50-70 (+Fees*)
37.
A three-piece silver tea service, Charles
& Richard Comyns, London 1926, with
cut card work at the handles and finials,
teapot 17cm high, approximately 1106g
£400-600 (+Fees*)
38.
A silver coffee pot, Elkington & Co,
Birmingham 1923, of baluster form with
fruitwood handle and finial, 23cm high,
approximately 559g
£150-200 (+Fees*)

42.
An oval silver mustard pot, London 1924,
with blue glass liner and spoon and two
further mustard pots, approximately
369g
£80-120 (+Fees*)
43.
A set of four silver ashtrays, John
Collard Vickery, Chester 1926, of shaped
oval form, 8.5cm wide, approximately
82g
£30-50 (+Fees*)
44.
Three George III bright cut silver
teaspoons, GB, London 1792, another
bright cut teaspoon etc. approximately
75g
£20-30 (+Fees*)
45.
Three Georgian silver marrow scoops,
one with Britannia marks for London
1720, one SH, London 1808 and one
perhaps Thomas & William Chawner,
circa 1767, approximately 128g
£250-300 (+Fees*)
46.
A cased set of four Victorian silver salts
with spoons, IA, Sheffield 1857, of squat
circular form with engraved decoration,
in a fitted case, approximately 153g
£80-120 (+Fees*)
47.
A cased silver set of knife, spoon and
fork, the spoon and fork London 1894,
the knife later and two cased sets of
commemorative spoon and fork for the
Jubilee of Queen Victoria, 1897,
Cornelius Desormeaux Saunders &
James Francis Hollings Shepherd,
Birmingham 1896, approximately 100g
£60-80 (+Fees*)

Further images & information at www.chorleys.com
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Lot 50

48.
A cased pair of silver pepper pots, EH,
London 1913 and a cased set of four
similar pepper pots, HH Sheffield 1892,
approximately 85g
£40-60 (+Fees*)
49.
A set of eleven Victorian silver teaspoons
and the matching sugar tongs, Wakely &
Wheeler, London 1897, the shell bowls
with turned stems, crest of Milburn,
boxed by Spink & Son, approximately
129g
£50-70 (+Fees*)
50.
A George IV three-piece silver tea
service, Thomas & John Settle, Sheffield
1821, of circular form with shell and
scroll rims, leaf capped scroll handles
and on paw feet, approximately 1285g
£400-600 (+Fees*)
51.
A small Victorian silver sugar bowl, HH,
Sheffield 1894, of half-ribbed form,
initialled EMM, 11cm diameter,
approximately 132g
£40-60 (+Fees*)
52.◆
A set of twelve silver fish knives and
forks, with ivory handles, HH&S,
Sheffield 1907, in a mahogany case
£150-200 (+Fees*)
53.◆
A set of twelve silver fish knives and
forks, with ivory handles, Goldsmiths &
Silversmiths Co Ltd., Sheffield 1901,
cased
£100-150 (+Fees*)
54.
A silver salver, Jay, Richard
Attenborough Co Ltd., London 1926, of
shaped square form on claw and ball
feet, 26cm wide, approximately 759g
£250-350 (+Fees*)

55.
A pair of Victorian silver sauce boats,
Edward Barnard & Sons Ltd., London
1897, of Neoclassical design with reeded
scroll handles and on oval feet, 17cm
high, approximately 643g
£200-300 (+Fees*)
56.
A quantity of fiddle pattern silver
flatware, initialled, various makers and
dates, comprising thirteen dessert
spoons, sixteen dessert forks, eleven
table forks, three tablespoons, five
mustard spoons, one teaspoon and a
bright cut mustard spoon, approximately
2616g
£800-1200 (+Fees*)
57.
A quantity of Old English pattern silver
flatware, various dates and makers, with
crest of Milburn comprising, a soup
ladle, nine tablespoons, three table
forks, a dessert spoon, six dessert
knives, eight teaspoons, a sauce ladle
and two condiment spoons,
approximately 1462g
£600-800 (+Fees*)

Lot 55

60.
A George III silver cream jug, Peter &
Ann Bateman, London 1793, of
octagonal vase-shape with engraved
decoration of rosettes and swags, 14cm
high and a pair of bright cut silver sugar
nips, Peter, Ann & William Bateman,
London 1804, approximately 157g
Note: with receipt for the jug dated 1918
from Walter H Wilson, 28 King St, St
James’
£100-150 (+Fees*)
61.
A George I style silver jug, Walter H
Wilson Ltd., London 1928, the octagonal
baluster form with leaf capped scroll
handle, 10.5cm high, approximately 198g
£80-120 (+Fees*)

58.
Three Irish silver feather edge table
spoons, Christopher Haines, Dublin
1793, crested, a small quantity of King’s
pattern flatware including basting
spoon, a pair of sauce ladles and sundry
flatware, approximately 1007g
£250-350 (+Fees*)
59.
A George III silver bread basket, Henry
Chawner, London 1791, of oval shape
with pierced border, reeded rim and
reeded swing handle, 34cm long,
approximately 654g
£400-600 (+Fees*)

Lot 59

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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75.
A pair of George III silver entrée dishes,
Thomas Robins, London 1808, each of
oblong form with gadrooned borders,
engraved armorials, 30cm x 22cm
approximately 3340g
Note: Arms of Menzies impaling Norton.
Made for Sir Neil (sic) Menzies, 6th
Baronet of Castle Menzies, who married
secondly in December 1816 the Hon.
Grace Charlotte Conyers Norton, eldest
daughter of the Hon. Fletcher Norton,
English Baron of the Court of Exchequer
in Scotland
£2000-3000 (+Fees*)

Lot 75

62.
An Edwardian silver pedestal bowl,
Thomas Bradbury & Sons, Sheffield
1911, of circular form on a spreading
circular foot, 10.5cm diameter,
approximately 190g
£80-120 (+Fees*)
63.
A George III silver mustard pot, London
1800, of oval form with a blue glass
liner, crested to front, 9.5cm high,
another of shaped oblong form, London
1808, a silver cigarette case and various
condiment spoons including Scottish
examples, approximately 547g
£150-200 (+Fees*)
64.◆
A Victorian silver fish set with ivory
handles, James George, Birmingham
1855, comprising twenty-four forks,
19.5cm and twenty-four knives, 21.5cm
each with rampant lion crest, in a
mahogany and brass case
£200-300 (+Fees*)
65.◆
A Victorian silver fish set with ivory
handles, Edward Gilbert, London 1884,
comprising twelve three-pronged forks,
18cm and twelve pointed-tip knives,
21cm, each with marked crest of head
with axe and spear, in a mahogany and
brass case
£150-200 (+Fees*)
66.◆
A George III silver flatware set with
twisted ivory handles, Moses Brent,
London 1802, comprising six small
three-pronged forks, 16cm and six
knives, 20cm
£60-80 (+Fees*)
67.
A silver three piece cruet set, C J
Vander, London 1968, of Neoclassical
design, with blue glass liners and pair of
associated spoons, approximately 240g
£70-100 (+Fees*)

10

68.
Two George III silver meat skewers, 1782
and 1806 and two plated examples, the
silver approximately 117g
£80-120 (+Fees*)

76.
A large silver punch bowl, Goldsmiths &
Silversmiths Co Ltd., London 1899, of
circular half ribbed form, 31cm
diameter, approximately 1375g
£600-800 (+Fees*)

69.
A silver jug, TB&S, Sheffield 1951, 8.5cm
high and a tea strainer and stand, Adie
Bros., Birmingham 1958, approximately
186g
£60-80 (+Fees*)

77.
An Art Decco silver teapot, RGH,
Birmingham 1935, of canted rectangular
form, approximately 755g
£200-300 (+Fees*)

70.
A George III silver hot water jug, James
Wintle, London 1820, of half-ribbed form
with fruitwood handle, crested, 20.5cm
high, approximately 638g
£200-300 (+Fees*)

78.
A set of four William IV provincial silver
dessert spoons, George Turner, Exeter
1832 and a set of six George IV silver
table forks, London 1826, initialled,
approximately 522g
£100-150 (+Fees*)

71.
Some small silver items including glass
mounted bottles
£60-80 (+Fees*)
72.
A silver candlestick, Sheffield 1911,
converted as a table lamp with pleated
shade, the candlestick 36.5cm high
£300-400 (+Fees*)
73.
A pair of Victorian silver open salts, TH,
Birmingham 1994, two condiment
spoons and a pepper pot, approximately
192g
£120-180 (+Fees*)
74.
A set of Art Deco silver flatware, James
Dixon & Sons, mainly Sheffield 1943,
comprising six tablespoons, twelve soup
spoons, twelve table forks, twelve table
knives, twelve dessert spoons, twelve
dessert forks and twelve dessert knives,
approximately 3723g
£1500-2000 (+Fees*)

79.
A pair of George III oval silver salt
cellars, David & Robert Hennell, London
1767, 8cm wide, a mustard pot, a sauce
ladle, two salt spoons and a silver plated
soup ladle by Christofle, silver weight
approximately 276g
£100-150 (+Fees*)
80.
Two novelty silver corkscrews, one
modelled as a running fox, Birmingham
1979, the other as a pheasant,
Birmingham 1981
£100-150 (+Fees*)
81.◆
A George III silver and ivory apple corer,
IT, Birmingham 1801, the silver blade
screwing into the ivory handle, 12cm
long, a silver knife with ivory blade and
an ivory handled fork
£80-120 (+Fees*)
82.
Six George III silver berry spoons,
various makers, London 1796-1811
£100-150 (+Fees*)

Further images & information at www.chorleys.com
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White Metal & Plated Items
89.
A Russian silver snuff box, 84 HK, the cover with niello
decoration of buildings, presentation inscription to the interior,
7.5cm wide and another snuff box with engraved stag
£70-90 (+Fees*)
90.
A Romanian white metal teapot with spiral ribbing and foliate
decoration on a pedestal base, 16.5cm high, approximate gross
weight 550g
£60-80 (+Fees*)
91.◆
A Russian silver teapot, Nikolay Kemper, St Petersburg 1894,
assay master Alexander Sevier, of melon-shape with a hinged
cover, ivory finial and heat absorbers, 19cm high,
approximately 660g
£200-300 (+Fees*)
92.
A Chinese white metal cocktail shaker with scaled decoration,
22cm high and a sugar bowl with a shovel-shaped spoon
£100-150 (+Fees*)
93.
A pair of Dutch silver grape scissors, Daniel van Outvorst &
Son, Amsterdam, with realistically modelled fruiting vine
handles
£40-60 (+Fees*)
94.
An early 19th Century Dutch silver rectangular snuff box with
ribbed case, the hinged cover engraved a cow, 19cm wide,
approximately 75g
£200-250 (+Fees*)
95.
A Danish silver vase of octofoil shape, S & M Benzen,
Copenhagen circa 1920, assay master Christian F Heise, with
presentation inscription 'To Capt Gordon from Price Valdemar
of Denmark', 8cm high approximately 199g
£100-120 (+Fees*)

Lot 96
99.
A plated oval tray, Elkington & Co., with central crest, beaded
rim and reeded handles, 72cm wide
£70-100 (+Fees*)
100.
A pair of silver plate mounted claret jugs, with hinged covers
and scrolling handles, 30cm high
£150-200 (+Fees*)
101.◆
A George III Sheffield plate loving cup, the scroll handles with
heart terminals, 12.5cm high and a large oval silver plated
warming dish, with ivory set handle, 35cm wide
Provenance: Loving cup only Harvey & Gore 16th October 1980
£50-70 (+Fees*)
102.
A pair of plated four-branch candelabra, 77cm high
£150-200 (+Fees*)

96.
A silver plated epergne, the central circular bowl flanked by
three scrolling branches with candle sconces to a tripod base,
42cm high
£250-350 (+Fees*)

103.
A set of German plated flatware for six place settings with
various servers and a boxed set of flatware marked Berndorf
Luzern
£100-150 (+Fees*)

97.
A pair of plated fish servers, pierced and engraved with bone
handles, a pair of sugar tongs and a few bone handled knives
£40-60 (+Fees*)

104.
A German gold plated set of flatware, marked 18/10, Solingen
Germany, in a fitted case marked Bestecke SBS Solingen
£80-120 (+Fees*)

98.
An early 20th Century plated breakfast heater, the revolving
cover embossed stylised berries on a hammered ground, 39cm
wide
£60-80 (+Fees*)

105.
A set of twelve plated dessert knives and forks, cased
£10-20 (+Fees*)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Jewellery

115.
Two gem set bar brooches, each set in
unhallmarked yellow metal, the larger
10cm long, approximately 18g gross
£60-80 (+Fees*)

123.
An Edwardian 15ct gold expanding
bracelet, marked patent, approximately
13g
£250-350 (+Fees*)

116.
An oval garnet brooch, probably
Scottish, set in a pierced oval white
metal frame, 4.1cm wide, approximately
8g gross, a Scottish silver bar brooch of
thistle form, approximately 2g gross,
and a turquoise set sword and scabbard
pin, 6cm long, approximately 4g gross
£70-100 (+Fees*)

124.
An 18ct yellow gold charm bracelet, the
curb link bracelet suspending various
charms to include a heart, barrel, roller
and violin, 19cm long, approximately
32.8g gross
£800-1200 (+Fees*)

117.
A Victorian amethyst brooch, the oval
amethyst in scrolling yellow metal
frame, stone 2.9cm x 2cm, brooch 5.5cm
x 5cm approximately 17g gross,
£70-100 (+Fees*)

Lot 120
110.
A 10k gold and paste set Masonic jewel,
Govan Chapter No 12, a 9ct gold and
enamel Masonic jewel, a pair of 9ct gold
cufflinks of Masonic interest,
approximately 8g, a silver and
tortoiseshell Royal Artillery brooch etc.
£250-350 (+Fees*)
111.
A 9ct gold double Albert and a 9ct gold
medallion, approximately 66g
£600-800 (+Fees*)
112.
A quantity of 9ct gold jewellery,
comprising a signet ring with onyx
plaque, size P½, a plain signet ring (cut
shank), two brooches, a small medallion
and a fine link chain, gross weight
approximately 14.1g
£150-200 (+Fees*)
113.
A yellow metal and pearl wreath brooch,
approximately 2g gross, 2.3cm diameter,
a garnet and turquoise floral brooch set
in yellow metal, approximately 5g gross
and an Edwardian yellow metal brooch
marked ‘Mother’, approximately 4g
£60-80 (+Fees*)
114.
An Edwardian 15ct gold bar brooch, the
central plaque set with ruby, diamond
and sapphire, approximately 3.8g and
another Edwardian 15ct brooch of
openwork form set with a central peridot
and seed pearls, 4cm wide,
approximately 3.2g gross
£120-180 (+Fees*)

12

118.
Three 22ct gold prize medallions
mounted as a brooch, obverse inscribed
‘Prize G Medal’ and reverse with ‘Trust
In God’, 5.5cm wide, approximately 7.2g
gross
£180-220 (+Fees*)
119.
A brooch set with three Napoleon III gold
coins, one 20 Franc and two 10 Franc
coins, 5.3cm wide, approximately 13.7g
gross
£400-500 (+Fees*)
120.
A diamond and pearl pendant of
openwork form decorated a bird above
mistletoe, suspended by a diamond set
bail from a white metal pin, 3.3cm
diameter, approximately 10g
£120-180 (+Fees*)
121.
An oval shell cameo brooch depicting
Diana the huntress, in yellow metal
foliate frame, 5.5cm high, approximately
17g gross, a cameo ring in unmarked
yellow metal setting with decorative
shoulders, size Q and a loose shell
cameo
£120-180 (+Fees*)
122.
Three brooches, the largest set in yellow
metal with painted porcelain depicting a
classical scene, a further example set in
yellow metal and tortoiseshell with
mother of pearl inlay and another
£40-60 (+Fees*)

125.
A George V Sovereign, 1911, mounted in
a 9ct gold ring setting, size P,
approximately 13g gross
£350-400 (+Fees*)
126.
A George V half-sovereign, 1914, with
yellow metal scrolling pendant mount,
approximately 4.5g gross
£150-200 (+Fees*)
127.
Two 22ct gold wedding bands, sizes K
and N, approximately 12g with a further
yellow metal example, size N,
approximately 2g
£400-500 (+Fees*)
128.
A Victorian diamond ring, gypsy set in
18ct yellow gold, Birmingham, 1848, size
P, approximately 6g and an 18k gold
neck chain, approximately 3.5g
£150-200 (+Fees*)
129.
A bi-colour 14k gold ring, size Q, and a
14k gold signet type ring, size Y
approximately 22.8g
£400-600 (+Fees*)
130.
An amethyst fringe necklace on yellow
metal chain, approximately 5g gross and
an openwork brooch set with purple
coloured stones
£60-80 (+Fees*)
131.
A pair of Art Deco style simulated pearl
drop earrings set in white metal with
paste stones, 4.5cm long, boxed
£40-60 (+Fees*)
132.
Sundry costume jewellery including a
simulated turquoise brooch marked
‘Sphinx’, a South African 2 Shilling coin
mounted as a brooch, a sovereign holder
etc, in a leather jewel box
£50-70 (+Fees*)

Further images & information at www.chorleys.com
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Lot 134
Lot 133
133.
An Indian pendant set a blister pearl
within a gold scroll border, set eight
amethysts, the reverse marked ETW,
5cm long approximately 9.5g
Provenance: formerly the property of
Maharana Bhagwat Singh Mewar of
Udaipur Rajasthan
£500-700 (+Fees*)
134.
A George III gold mourning ring, the
reverse inscribed Adml BS Rowley, died
7 Oct 1811 aged 47 and an 18ct
memoriam ring for Captn. Chas Cotton
RN Ob. 11 Feb 1828 aet 25
Provenance: Admiral Sir Charles Cotton
5th Baronet of Madingley by decent and
then through purchase to the present
owner
£300-400 (+Fees*)
135.
A carved mother-of-pearl lion mask,
mounted as a clasp, 3cm wide
£100-150 (+Fees*)
136.
A pear-shaped cameo pendant depicting
a Classical figure of a woman, in a gold
mount, 4.5cm long including bail
£100-150 (+Fees*)
137.
Two Victorian brooches and a
tortoiseshell box
£60-80 (+Fees*)
138.
An oval enamel Union flag pendant
within a rope border, the back a hair set
panel, 2cm x 1.5cm
£150-200 (+Fees*)

139.
A Victorian circular garnet brooch of
cluster form and a matching bracelet of
seven octagons, 16.5cm long
£100-150 (+Fees*)

145.
A 9ct gold fancy link necklace chain,
clasp broken, approximately 16.9g, five
dress rings set in 9ct gold, etc.
£250-350 (+Fees*)

140.
An Edwardian 15ct gold stick pin, of
hunting interest, modelled as a farriers
nail with hunting horn and crop
terminal, 6.5cm long, approximately 2.7g
in a fitted case by Goldsmiths &
Silversmiths Co., a stick pin with pearl
terminal, boxed and a 9ct gem set bar
brooch
£100-150 (+Fees*)

146.
A diamond solitaire ring, the
cushion-shaped stone claw set to an
18ct yellow gold shank with split
shoulders, size O, approximately 4.5g
£1200-1800 (+Fees*)

141.
A three-strand coral bead necklace, a
coral filigree brooch and an enamel
brooch
£120-150 (+Fees*)
142.
A 9ct gold oval locket decorated bright
cut flowers, 4cm x 3cm, approximately
16.5g
£150-200 (+Fees*)
143.
An amethyst three-stone ring set in 18ct
gold, size L, approximately 8.4g and
three gem set dress rings, one in 14k
gold the other in 9ct gold
£300-500 (+Fees*)
144.
A diamond stick pin, the claw set stone
approximately 3.9mm diameter, 1.4g in a
fitted case
£80-120 (+Fees*)

147.
An Edwardian 15ct gold and jade pearshaped Kia Ora pendant, sponsors mark
HB, 5cm long, approximately 6.5g
£120-150 (+Fees*)
148.
A diamond solitaire ring, sponsors mark
T & B, set in 18ct yellow gold, size K, a
Victorian diamond ring, the single stone
gypsy set to an 18ct yellow gold band,
size P, a five-stone ring in an 18ct gold
scroll setting (one stone missing) and a
diamond illusion ring set with two
stones, total weight approximately 8.8g
£250-350 (+Fees*)
149.
A circular photographic portrait in a 9ct
gold frame, the reverse monogrammed
£80-120 (+Fees*)
150.
A diamond three-stone ring, the central
stone of approximately 0.42ct, claw set
in 18ct white gold, size J½,
approximately 1.8g
£800-1000 (+Fees*)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Lot 152
151.
A Victorian amethyst, pearl and white
enamelled brooch, the central
hexagonal stone with a small pearl to
each side, the frame with white details
and pearls to each corner, 3.5cm wide,
approximately 14.8g
£200-300 (+Fees*)
152.
A Victorian diamond crescent brooch,
set with two rows of graduated
cushion-shaped stones, the silver
fronted gold setting with removable pin
and pendant loop, 3.5cm wide,
approximately 10.2g with an 18ct white
gold neck chain, approximately 6.3g,
boxed by Rowlands & Frazer
£1000-1500 (+Fees*)
153.
A Victorian shell cameo brooch depicting
a charioteer on a cloud, mounted in an
oval gold frame with ribbon tie details to
the sides, 5cm wide approximately 10.7g
£100-150 (+Fees*)
154.
A Victorian brooch centred by an oval
amethyst within a scrolling yellow metal
frame, 5cm wide approximately 8.3g
£100-150 (+Fees*)
155.
An Edwardian amethyst, diamond and
white enamel pendant, the teardrop
shaped stone within a wavy border of
white enamel interspersed by four
diamonds, approximately 4.1g
£150-200 (+Fees*)
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Lot 161
156.
An Edwardian garnet and pearl
heart-shaped pendant necklace, centred
by a garnet of cushion shape, with pearshaped garnet drop beneath and with
split pearls throughout, set in 9ct gold
on a fine link neck chain, approximately
7.1g
£300-500 (+Fees*)
157.
A 9ct gold watch chain of baton type
links, 61cm long, approximately 34.4g
£400-600 (+Fees*)

161.
An Italian 14k yellow gold charm
bracelet hung with a variety of 14k and
unmarked yellow metal charms to
include cat, stag, rocking horse, heart
and galleon, gross weight approximately
43.5g
£700-900 (+Fees*)
162.
An 18k gold curb link identity bracelet,
18cm long, approximately 13.4g, a 14k
fine link necklace, approximately 12.7g
and a 9ct yellow gold curb link necklace,
approximately 9.3g
£500-700 (+Fees*)

158.
A bi-colour 18ct gold bracelet, 4.5g and
a 9k yellow gold necklace, approximately
7.5g
£150-200 (+Fees*)

163.
A bi-colour gold dress ring set with a
line of small diamonds, a 14k gold ring
of buckle form and two pearl dress rings
set in 9ct yellow gold
£300-500 (+Fees*)

159.
A 9ct gold butterfly pendant
brooch with sapphire eyes and opal set
wings, 4cm wide approximately 5.1g
£150-200 (+Fees*)

164.
A 14k gold torc bangle with lion mask
terminals, approximately 6.8g, a similar
ring, apparently unmarked and a 14k
gold ring with single lion mask motif,
approximately 6.4g
£200-300 (+Fees*)

160.
Two diamond dress rings, circa 1980,
one set with two rows of diamonds to an
18ct yellow gold shank, approximately
4.9g the other set in 9ct yellow gold,
approximately 3.1g
£400-600 (+Fees*)

165.
An 18ct gold ring set with a small
Mexican token, gross weight
approximately 4.2g, a shell cameo
brooch in a scrolling frame and a pair of
unhallmarked yellow metal earrings of
modern design, the butterflies marked
585
£150-200 (+Fees*)

Further images & information at www.chorleys.com
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173.
A seven row seed pearl bracelet, the
large oval enamel clasp depicting a dog
in a garden, 18cm long, a pair of seed
pearl set flowerhead earrings and a
circular pendant centred by a seed pearl
cluster, 23mm diameter
£200-300 (+Fees*)
174.
A Victorian diamond brooch of flower
form, 3.4cm long, approximately 4.9g
£150-200 (+Fees*)
175.
An Art Deco sapphire and diamond bar
brooch, the central diamond to a
surround of four sapphires in a canted
square frame flanked by a row of pearls
to each side, 5cm wide, approximately
4.6g
£120-150 (+Fees*)
Lot 171
166.
A large oval shell cameo brooch
depicting a Classical lady in profile,
within an outer black border of Greek
key design, 6.5cm x 6cm and a lava
cameo brooch depicting a young Greek
man carrying a pitcher, 4cm x 3.5cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)

172.
A pearl and diamond bar brooch, by
Cropp & Farr, the central cluster to a 9ct
gold bar, 4.5cm wide, approximately 2.9g
£80-120 (+Fees*)

176.
A lapis lazuli and diamond brooch, the
oval lapis cabochon to a surround of
rose cut diamonds, 3.5cm x 2.9cm
£180-220 (+Fees*)
177.
A pair of Iberian emerald ear pendants,
set in yellow metal with a lion mark
£800-1200 (+Fees*)

167.
A diamond and pearl brooch of
openwork form, with central initial ‘M’ to
a scrolling surround of diamonds and
pearls, 4.5cm wide, approximately 7.9g
£250-350 (+Fees*)
168.
A pair of gold filigree ear pendants of
torpedo shape, 7cm long including
hooks, approximately 14.4g
£200-300 (+Fees*)
169.
A fine pearl set necklace, the long white
precious metal chain interspersed by
pearls and caged pearls, unmarked,
45cm long, approximately 4.5g
£80-120 (+Fees*)
170.
A single row pearl necklace, the
graduated row of pearls to an oval
diamond set clasp, 44cm long
£200-300 (+Fees*)
171.
A single row pearl necklace, the
graduated row of pearls to a diamond
flowerhead cluster clasp, 44.5cm long
£700-900 (+Fees*)

Lot 177

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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184.
A 14ct yellow gold curb link necklace
with a turquoise and paste set floral
design approximately 8g
£200-300 (+Fees*)
185.
A diamond ring set in 18ct yellow gold,
Birmingham 1973, with textured
shoulders approximately 2g, size M, and
a pearl crossover ring set in 18ct yellow
gold, the pearl terminals with paste set
collars, approximately 6g, size K
£300-400 (+Fees*)
186.
A collection of three rings comprising a
14ct yellow gold ring modelled as a
snake approximately 2g, size Q, a 14ct
yellow gold ring with repeating lion motif
approximately 8g, size N and a yellow
metal ring set with an agate cabochon,
approximately 8g gross
£200-300 (+Fees*)
187.
A 9ct yellow gold necklace hung with a
9ct gold locket and a 9ct yellow gold
fancy link chain, total approximately 22g
£250-350 (+Fees*)
188.
A Victorian 15ct yellow gold bracelet, of
hollow links, 17.5cm long, approximately
20.8g, the fitted box with plate inscribed
May Waters 2nd August 1882
Provenance: Harvey & Gore 11th March
1986
£500-700 (+Fees*)

Lot 178

178.
A tri-colour 9ct gold chainmail purse,
retailed by Asprey, import marks for
London 1924, sponsor’s mark J.L.U, with
cabochon sapphires to the clasp,
initialled, 17cm long excluding chain, in
an Asprey’s box, approximately 143g
£1500-2000 (+Fees*)

181.
An unhallmarked yellow metal watch
chain, with T bar, hung with an
unmarked yellow metal propelling
pencil, an 18ct gold cased compass, an
1863 shilling and a small gold American
coin, with two other coins
£300-400 (+Fees*)

179.
A set of four onyx and diamond dress
buttons, set in 18ct gold, 13mm
diameter, boxed by Asprey
£200-300 (+Fees*)

182.
A pair of cat’s eye cabochon cufflinks,
set in 9ct gold, approximately 5.6g and a
pair of 15ct gold shirt studs,
approximately 2.1g
£120-180 (+Fees*)

180.
A pair onyx and diamond cufflinks, set in
18ct gold, boxed by Asprey
£300-400 (+Fees*)

16

183.
A set of six bloodstone dress buttons,
boxed by Hall & Co., Diamond
Merchants, and another set of dress
buttons
£200-300 (+Fees*)

189.
An 18ct yellow gold gate link bracelet,
marked London Made, 17.5cm long,
approximately 24.4g
£600-800 (+Fees*)
190.
A three row cultured pearl bracelet,
interspersed by two baton links set with
sapphires, the clasp set pearls and
sapphires in 9ct gold, 18cm long
Provenance: Charig Ltd. 1st January
1970
£200-300 (+Fees*)
191.
A pair of diamond and pearl drop
earrings, the pear shaped pearls
suspended beneath a circular diamond
and row of rose diamonds, 2.5cm drop,
approximately 3.1g
£500-700 (+Fees*)

Further images & information at www.chorleys.com
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192.
A Victorian diamond snowflake brooch
pendant, with removable diamond drop beneath
and removable brooch fitting, 27mm diameter,
approximately 8.6g
£1500-2000 (+Fees*)
193.
An amethyst cocktail ring, the oval stone set in
14ct yellow gold, size O, approximately 5.5g
£100-150 (+Fees*)
194.
A diamond clip brooch of openwork form, set in
white precious metal, the two principal stones of
approximately 0.4ct and 0.3ct, dimensions 2.5cm
wide x 2.9cm long, approximately 9.5g
£1000-1500 (+Fees*)
195.
A pendant cross set with split pearls, Deakin &
Francis, on a 9ct yellow gold ropetwist necklace,
cross approximately 8.9g, chain 7.2g
£200-300 (+Fees*)
196.
A multi-gem set pendant, of openwork cluster
form on a 9ct yellow gold neck chain, pendant
approximately 2.2g, chain 3.7g
£80-120 (+Fees*)
197.
A diamond set bow brooch of openwork form, 5cm
wide, approximately 10.2g
£400-600 (+Fees*)
Lot 192

198.
A 9ct yellow gold gate link bracelet with heart
shaped padlock clasp, approximately 24.2g
£250-350 (+Fees*)

Lot 197

Lot 194

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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199.
An emerald and diamond bar brooch set
with a central line of seven emeralds,
flanked to each side by a line of ten
graduated diamonds, the diamonds to
the terminals of approximately 0.15cts,
7.5cm wide, approximately 6.3g
£800-1200 (+Fees*)
200.
A diamond bow brooch, the central
stone of approximately 0.87ct, 6.2cm
wide, approximately 10.5g
£2000-3000 (+Fees*)
201.
A paste set openwork pendant on a fine
silver neck chain, a 9ct yellow gold
necklace interspersed by five reeded
jade beads and a fine silver necklace
interspersed by cultured pearls
£60-80 (+Fees*)

Lot 199

202.
A charm bracelet with 9ct yellow gold
heart-shaped padlock clasp, marked
B&S, hung with a bloodstone seal fob
initialled ‘B’, a Swiss gold 20 Franc coin
1922 (drilled), a 9ct gold cased miniature
penknife, a South African gold 1 pond
coin, 1898 (drilled) etc. gross weight
approximately 82.8g
£1000-1500 (+Fees*)
Lot 200

Lot 202
18
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214.
A pair of diamond cluster ear studs,
each nine-stone cluster to an 18ct gold
setting, the central stone approximately
3mm diameter, approximately 4.29g
£500-700 (+Fees*)
215.
A green sapphire and diamond cluster
ring, the circular sapphire to a canted
square border of diamonds with
diamond set shoulders, to an 18k white
gold shank, size N, approximately 4.8g
£200-300 (+Fees*)
216.
A pair of cultured Tahitian pearl and
diamond drop earrings, the pearls
suspended from a seven-stone cluster,
23mm drop, approximately 4.5g
£300-500 (+Fees*)
Lot 203

203.
An emerald and diamond cluster ring,
the central marquise-shaped emerald to
a surround of sixteen diamonds,
approximately 2.4g size G ½
£300-500 (+Fees*)
204.
A multi-gem set six-stone ring, circa
1988, set in 9ct yellow gold,
approximately 2.9g size N and a 9ct gold
ring set an oval jade approximately 2cm
x 1.5cm, approximately 6.3g size L
£200-300 (+Fees*)
205.
Two single row cultured pearl
necklaces, each of graduated pearls one
with diamond set 9ct white gold snap,
the other with pearl set 9ct white gold
snap and a single pearl ring set in 18ct
white gold, size J ½
£300-500 (+Fees*)
206.
A pearl three-row necklace, set with two
Art Deco style paste snaps and sundry
costume jewellery
£120-180 (+Fees*)
207.
A modern diamond half hoop ring, set
with alternating rows of round and
baguette cut stones, approximately 8.8g
size M-N
£300-500 (+Fees*)
208.
A modern diamond pendant cross, set in
18ct white gold and on a fine Italian gold
chain, approximately 6.2g
£200-300 (+Fees*)

Lot 212

209.
A 9ct gold fancy link bracelet and a pair
of 9ct gold cufflinks, approximately
13.6g, a pair of emerald and diamond
cluster earrings, a cameo brooch, and
an agate brooch, all contained in a
plated cigarette box
£200-300 (+Fees*)
210.
A Cheltenham Musical Festival 9ct gold
medallion, for the Soprano Solo
Competition, presented by John Howell
Esq, C.B.E., M.B., 32mm diameter,
approximately 14.7g boxed by Edward P
Mallory
£150-200 (+Fees*)

217.
A citrine and diamond dress ring, the
oval stone flanked by a small diamond to
each side, set in 9ct yellow gold, size N,
approximately 3.9g
£100-150 (+Fees*)
218.
A pair of diamond earrings, each set
with two stones, the larger
approximately 0.4ct, French marks to
the setting, approximately 2.5g
£700-1000 (+Fees*)

211.
An opal three-stone ring, set in 18ct
yellow gold, size J½, approximately 3.7g,
two gem set dress rings set in 9ct god
and a 9ct gold ring
£180-200 (+Fees*)
212.
An emerald and diamond cluster ring,
the emerald cut central stone to a
double border of diamonds and diamond
set shoulders, to an 18ct yellow gold
shank, sponsors mark KJ, size O,
approximately 7g
£600-800 (+Fees*)
213.
A seven-stone diamond ring, the square
cut stones channel set to a platinum
shank, sponsors mark LB Ld., total
diamond weight approximately 0.5ct,
size N, approximately 6.6g
£250-350 (+Fees*)

Lot 216

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Watches
220.
A gentleman’s 18ct gold pocket watch,
the case Birmingham 1909
£300-400 (+Fees*)
221.
A gentleman’s Omega open faced pocket
watch, a lady’s fob watch in a gun metal
case and a powder compact with a small
travelling watch to the cover
£80-120 (+Fees*)
222.
An Art Deco cocktail watch mounted as
a brooch, in an 18k gold case, concentric
bands of diamonds and sapphires to the
bezel, flanked by diamond shoulders
with a larger diamond to each terminal,
inscribed verso ‘Ebbw Vale, March 3rd,
1913’, 4.3cm wide, approximately 14g
£300-500 (+Fees*)
223.
An 18k gold cased open-faced pocket
watch, the cream dial with Roman
numerals, on a yellow metal faceted
chain, approximately 51gm gross, 36mm
£150-200 (+Fees*)
224.
Three pocket watches, a lady’s watch
and a wristwatch
£80-120 (+Fees*)
225.
A lady’s gold half-hunter pocket watch,
the engraved case with blue enamel
chapter ring, stamped 18k, cased
£150-200 (+Fees*)

Lot 225
20

Lot 222
226.
A lady’s gold and enamel fob watch, with
pearl set border and red guilloché
enamel and diamond set back, stamped
18k, the plain white dial with Arabic
numerals with a twin gold entwined
heart shaped brooch
£200-250 (+Fees*)

227.
An 18ct gold cased wristwatch, the dial
with Roman numerals marked Quartz,
with diamond set bezel to an 18k and
diamond set bracelet, gross weight
57.5gm
£1500-2000 (+Fees*)

Lot 226

Further images & information at www.chorleys.com
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228.
A silver open faced pocket watch,
Simpsons Ltd, Queens Road, Brighton
£60-80 (+Fees*)
229.
An 18ct gold Bulova ‘Accutron’
wristwatch, the rectangular blue face
with baton markers and rounded
corners, 31mm case, gross weight
approximately 47g
£1200-1800 (+Fees*)
230.
An 18k gold and enamel cased pocket
watch, the dial with Arabic numerals,
the case numbered 166262, on a
conforming gold chain interspersed by
enamel gold links, the watch 3cm
diameter, approximately 28.3gm
£500-700 (+Fees*)
231.
A lady’s diamond set cocktail watch, the
circular dial with Arabic numerals and a
diamond bezel, the case labelled G & S
Co. Ltd. and numbered 4143, to a 9k
white gold chain, approximately 20.8gm
£600-800 (+Fees*)

Lot 229

232.
A George III silver pair cased pocket
watch, the white enamel dial with three
subsidiary dials, the fusee movement
Ja’s Traies, Dartmouth, the case London
1790, 5cm diameter, gross weight
approximately 162g gross
£200-300 (+Fees*)

Lot 230

Lot 231

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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251.
A pair of cut glass scent bottles with
silver mounts, 16.5cm high, five
coloured glass scent bottles and a glass
ink pot with brass cover
£70-90 (+Fees*)
252.
Two green glass onion wine bottles,
19cm and 17cm high
£100-150 (+Fees*)
253.
A quantity of cranberry and other glass
£180-220 (+Fees*)
254.
A large quantity of lustre glass and other
drops
£80-120 (+Fees*)
Lot 236

233.
A George III silver case hunter pocket
watch, Grimaldi & Johnson, 431 Strand,
London, the white enamel dial with
Roman numerals and subsidiary dial at
6 o’clock, the movement with dust cover,
signed and numbered 5678, the case
London 1812, 5.5cm diameter,
approximately 169g
£300-500 (+Fees*)
234.
A gunmetal cased open faced pocket
watch, the white enamel dial signed R H
Halford & Sons, movement numbered
69348 and a movement from a bedside
clock, the white enamel dial signed J C
Vickery, fitted with an 8 day movement
(2)
£30-50 (+Fees*)
235.
A lady’s TAG Heuer Aquaracer, stainless
steel, pink pearlescent face, diamond
bezel and hour markers, 27mm, box,
papers and spare links
£600-800 (+Fees*)
236.
A Breitling Colt chronograph, stainless
steel, blue face with Arabic numerals,
three subdials, 41mm, A13035CG, box
and papers
£800-1200 (+Fees*)
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Coins

255.
A pair of cranberry glass vases, 27cm
high and two other pieces
£60-80 (+Fees*)

240.
An Elizabeth I silver three farthing piece,
an Edward IV silver penny and an
Edward IV silver halfpenny
£80-120 (+Fees*)

256.
A cranberry glass epergne, 58.5cm high
£150-200 (+Fees*)

241.
A quantity of British pre 1947 silver
coins, approximately 490gm
£120-150 (+Fees*)
242.
Sundry British copper and other coins
£40-60 (+Fees*)
243.
A Victorian sovereign, 1887
£200-250 (+Fees*)

Glass
249.
Three Tiffany favrile footed bowls, with
lustre finish, initialled L.C.T beneath,
11cm diameter
£80-120 (+Fees*)
250.
A pair of Mary Gregory spill vases with
boy and girl amongst trees and flowers,
17cm high and a carafe and beaker by
the same
£40-60 (+Fees*)

257.
A large quantity of Moser style
glassware, with tooled gilt rims,
comprising thirteen champagne flutes,
thirteen red wine glasses, fourteen
white wine glasses, thirteen tumbles,
ten tall glasses, two bell shaped
decanters, a ewer and an ashtray
together with eleven similar tumblers in
two patterns
£1500-2000 (+Fees*)
258.
A set of eight wine glasses, the ruby
coloured bowls with cut decoration,
21cm high
£80-100 (+Fees*)
259.
An Art Glass tazza, the circular amethyst
coloured class bowl on trailed white
supports, 29.5cm diameter
£50-70 (+Fees*)
260.
Eight Victorian smoke bells, the largest
30cm diameter
£100-150 (+Fees*)
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Ceramics
261.
Four Royal Worcester bisque chinoiserie
figures modelled by A Azori, Le Panier,
La Fleur, L’oiseau, Le Miroir, 29cm high
£150-250 (+Fees*)
262.
A pair of Continental bisque figures, a
gallant and companion, each on a
circular base, 9.5cm high and another
figure
£80-120 (+Fees*)
263.
Two pairs of English blue and white
coffee cups, circa 1760, painted with the
Dragon pattern
£70-100 (+Fees*)
264.
A Meissen figure of a seated girl holding
a hat and with baskets of flowers, 19th
Century and two pearlware figures of
putti, 12cm high
£80-120 (+Fees*)
265.
A large collection of Royal Albert Old
English Rose to include twelve 26.5cm
dinner plates, thirteen 20cm side plates,
thirteen 15cm side plates, twelve soup
bowls, twelve dessert bowls, nine
teacups and sixteen saucers, six coffee
cups and twelve saucers, five serving
platters of various sizes, three serving
bowls, two teapots, a coffee pot, a hot
water pot and a jug etc.
£100-150 (+Fees*)

Lot 266
266.
A child’s early 19th Century blue and
white pearlware dinner service, Boy with
a Kite pattern, comprising three 9cm
bowls, two 7.5cm plates, one 6.5cm
plate, an oval 10cm dish, an oval 4cm
dish, a pair of 8cm two-handled tureens
and covers, a pair of 9cm square tureen
and covers, a sauce boat and a square
dish and cover
£200-300 (+Fees*)
267.
An 18th Century Worcester blue and
white fisherman pattern sauce boat,
16.5cm wide and a blue and white
asparagus server, 7cm wide
£80-120 (+Fees*)

268.
A Ratcliffe’s Patent porcelain lamp of
circular stepped form with gilded
decoration, 8cm high, a Capodimonte
circular box embossed allegorical
scenes, a French blue glass scent bottle
with gilt metal mounts, set circular
miniatures of buildings, a small
barometer and a picture frame
£150-200 (+Fees*)
269.
A 19th Century dry drug jar and cover,
Ptamarind, with polychrome decoration
of a piper, 19cm high
£80-120 (+Fees*)
270.
Two English white stoneware tankards
decorated hunting scenes, trees etc., in
raised relief within brown bands, having
silver mounts bearing London hallmarks
for 1796 and 1799, 10.5cm high
£180-220 (+Fees*)
271.
A pair of Wedgwood white jasper
Neoclassical vases and covers, early
19th Century, of oviform shape with
acorn finials and horned Bacchus
handles, 24cm high
£800-1200 (+Fees*)
272.
A Wedgwood black basalt teapot with
ribbed decoration, the cover with seated
woman finial, 10cm high and a matching
jug and sugar basin and cover
£150-200 (+Fees*)
273.
Two Wedgwood black basalt sugar
basins and covers, 14.5cm diameter and
two teapots and covers
£40-60 (+Fees*)

Lot 271

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Lot 294 (part)
274.
A Wedgwood black basalt two-handled
sugar basin and cover, with border of
lotus leaves in terracotta relief, 15cm
wide and a black basalt spill vase with
handles in terracotta and palm leaves to
the base in terracotta low relief, 10cm
high
£120-150 (+Fees*)
275.
A pair of 19th Century majolica chargers
painted allegorical scenes within a mask
head and acanthus scroll border,
39.5cm diameter
£200-300 (+Fees*)
276.
An English pink lustre baluster jug with
foliate decoration 17cm high
£60-80 (+Fees*)
277.
A collection of six pink lustre cups and
saucers, two trios and three single cups,
19th Century, together with five later
cups and saucers
£50-70 (+Fees*)
278.
Six pink lustre jugs with various
decoration, 19th Century, the largest
13cm
£60-80 (+Fees*)
279.
A group of pink lustre decorated
teawares comprising six plates, two
saucer dishes and two bowls
£40-60 (+Fees*)
280.
A purple lustre coffee can and saucer,
two saucers and a teapot stand
decorated with buildings
£60-80 (+Fees*)
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281.
A Poole Pottery apple green inkstand, a
Bruce Bairnsfather WWI Tommy money
box, a Clarice Cliffe Crown tea bowl,
saucer and vase, a chamber stick and a
Myott tulip vase
£60-80 (+Fees*)
282.
A Royal Worcester blush ivory jug
painted roses, by Jack Southall, 1094,
21cm high
£50-60 (+Fees*)
283.
Two Sylvac models of spaniels and
sundry china
£100-150 (+Fees*)
284.
A Clarice Cliff Fantasque honey pot and
cover and a Bizarre pot (no cover)
£100-150 (+Fees*)
285.
Four Staffordshire figures of seated
spaniels and a pair of cats recumbent on
cushions, the largest dog 34cm high
£70-90 (+Fees*)
286.
A pair of French bisque and glazed
porcelain figures of a gentleman and
lady grape pickers, 19th Century, 49cm
high
£70-90 (+Fees*)
287.
A Continental scent bottle and cover, a
Worcester vase and dish and other china
£70-90 (+Fees*)
288.
Four Staffordshire flatback figures, a
pair of graduated jugs and a figural
sweetmeat
£120-160 (+Fees*)

289.
Two Robinson & Leadbeater small
Parian busts of Edward VII and
Alexandra, approximately 20cm high
£100-150 (+Fees*)
290.
Six items of pink Sunderland lustre
ware, early 19th Century, comprising
two covered pots, two jugs printed with
verses and two small jugs
£50-80 (+Fees*)
291.
A biscuit porcelain bust of Cupid, 19th
Century, impressed Sèvres, 24cm high
£70-90 (+Fees*)
292.
A Hoechst figure of a girl dressed as a
Sultan, circa 1770, modelled by Johann
Peter Melchior, enamelled and gilt
wearing Turkish costume and feathers
in her hair, standing on a grassy base
edged with rockwork, blue mark to base
and incised K, 17cm high
£300-400 (+Fees*)
293.
Two blue jasperware plaques of the
dancing hours, 18.5cm long, a Meissen
prunus moulded cup, Sèvres style
mount and a cloisonné scent bottle
£60-80 (+Fees*)
294.
A French porcelain botanical dinner
service bearing a French retailers
stamp, comprising approximately
fifty-six pieces
£300-500 (+Fees*)
295.
A Wedgwood mug commemorative of
the Queen’s Silver Jubilee, designed by
Richard Guyatt and six other
commemorative mugs
£80-120 (+Fees*)
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Lot 297 (part)
296.
A pair of Majolica nautilus shells with
dolphin supports, 12cm high
£150-200 (+Fees*)

299.
Six Meissen flower painted plates, circa
1880, 22cm diameter
£150-200 (+Fees*)

297.
A Coalport part dinner service, painted
with summer flowers in the style of
William Billingsley, circa 1830,
comprising a soup tureen, cover and
stand, two vegetable tureens and covers,
two sauce tureens, covers and stands, a
fruit bowl, seven graduating oval serving
dishes, a mazarine, twenty-three dinner
plates, twelve soup plates and twelve
side plates
£2000-3000 (+Fees*)

300.
A large Meissen figure group of three
farmers about a pear tree, with hound
and sheep, late 19th Century, blue
crossed swords mark, 28cm high
£600-800 (+Fees*)

298.
A Swansea part tea service, transfer
printed in blue, circa 1820, comprising
seven coffee cups, seven teacups, a
teapot and cover, a cream jug, nine
saucers and two plates
£500-800 (+Fees*)

301.
A Meissen group depicting apple
pickers, late 19th Century, blue crossed
swords mark and incised model No.
2229, 27cm high
£250-300 (+Fees*)
302.
Two Meissen style figure groups, late
19th Century, one couple with a lute, the
other with garlands and a birdcage,
spurious AR monograms, 14.5cm high
£100-150 (+Fees*)

Lot 298 (part)

303.
Five Continental figures, various
£80-120 (+Fees*)
304.
A Spode part tea service painted in
orange and gold flowers
£80-120 (+Fees*)
305.
A floral tea service, pattern no 5517,
circa 1900, comprising twelve cups,
twelve saucers, twelve 20cm plates, two
cake plates, a 29cm plate, a 33cm plate,
a jug, a small cachepot, a large
cachepot, six egg cups and a warming
dish
£200-300 (+Fees*)
306.
A tea and coffee service decorated pink
roses within a turquoise rim, comprising
eight coffee cans, ten teacups, nineteen
saucers, eleven 15cm plates, six 20cm
plates, two 22cm plates, a cachepot and
a cream jug
£100-200 (+Fees*)

Lot 300

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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318.
An extensive Masons Blue Mandalay
ironstone service
£300-500 (+Fees*)
319.
Two pairs of bat-printed bute-shape
teacups and saucers decorated with
children at play within pink lustre rims,
together with two similar saucer dishes,
circa 1810
£60-80 (+Fees*)
320.
A Dutch delft polychrome baluster vase,
late 18th Century, painted with Oriental
style flowers, 15cm high
£70-100 (+Fees*)
321.
A French porcelain pâte-sur-pâte
cylindrical vase, circa 1870, decorated
with a Chinese family regarding a bird
on a branch, against a pale brown
ground, 18.5cm high
£100-150 (+Fees*)

Lot 321
307.
An English part dessert service
decorated butterflies and flowers,
comprising four small comports, two
large comports and twelve plates,
pattern 5517
£100-150 (+Fees*)

312.
A pair of Royal Copenhagen obelisks,
each of tapering form with urn finials,
square plinths and figures of cherubs
holding floral swags, numbered beneath
12389, 40.5cm high
£500-700 (+Fees*)

308.
A Wedgwood white tea service of
seventeen pieces with gilt monogram
and handles
£30-40 (+Fees*)

313.
A Royal Worcester figure ‘En Repos’,
modelled by Kenneth Potts, no 38/500,
22cm wide
£40-60 (+Fees*)

309.
A pair of late 19th Century Continental
porcelain mounted candelabra, one of a
lady and the other of a gallant, both with
gilt metal foliate branches applied with
porcelain flower heads, each 23cm high
£150-200 (+Fees*)

314.
Five Royal crown Derby paperweights
and a Herend shell-shaped dish
£100-150 (+Fees*)

310.
A Royal Worcester biscuit porcelain
inkwell with owl finial to the cover,
18.5cm high
£150-200 (+Fees*)
311.
A set of twelve Coalport plates, each
painted with a central sepia portrait and
botanical study, named, dated and
monogrammed EMB to reverse, 24cm
diameter
£150-200 (+Fees*)
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315.
Three Royal Worcester painted porcelain
wall plaques, two depicting fishing boats
signed M Powell and another depicting a
lighthouse signed J Allen, framed, 11cm
x 16cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)
316.
A pair of Aynsley Cottage Garden pattern
vases and covers, of twin-handled form,
23cm high
£60-80 (+Fees*)
317.
A Royal Worcester twin-handled vase
and cover, painted fruit and foliage and
with gilt cover, handles and foot, signed
D Shinnie, 21cm high
£500-700 (+Fees*)

322.
Two Worcester blue and white slop
bowls decorated with fence and three
flower patterns, a polychrome slop bowl
with ogee lozenges of cornucopia, a
three flowers pattern milk jug and a fruit
printed tea bowl, late 18th Century
£100-150 (+Fees*)
323.
A Royal Worcester twin-handled rose
bowl with painted flowers, the handles
moulded with leafy stems, Rd No
442804, 27cm across handles
£80-120 (+Fees*)
324.
A Chamberlains Worcester slop bowl,
16cm diameter and a Chamberlains
Worcester sucrier and cover, 15cm
diameter
£80-100 (+Fees*)
325.
A pair of English porcelain low
rectangular comports, perhaps Ridgway,
decorated flowers within gilt and cobalt
borders, marked 8932, 29cm wide
£50-70 (+Fees*)
326.
A pair of Royal Crown Derby shaped oval
dishes, 1903, with green borders, 27cm
wide and a Mintons footed cup,
decorated roses in panels to a pink
ground, 12cm high
£50-70 (+Fees*)
327.
Four English porcelain flower painted
plates, including a pair by Alcock, a
Coalport and a Davenport example, a
cup and saucer with moulded and gilt
decoration and another cup and saucer
£50-70 (+Fees*)
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328.
Poole Pottery, a floral vase, impressed
mark, No 441, 16cm high and a similar
bowl, No 564, 25cm diameter
£20-30 (+Fees*)
329.
Poole Pottery, seven 15cm posy dishes,
assorted patterns
£20-30 (+Fees*)
330.
Poole Pottery, seven 15cm posy dishes,
assorted patterns
£20-30 (+Fees*)
331.
Poole Pottery, seven 15cm posy dishes,
assorted patterns
£20-30 (+Fees*)
332.
Poole Pottery, seven 15cm posy dishes,
assorted patterns
£20-30 (+Fees*)
333.
Poole Pottery, seven 15cm posy dishes,
assorted patterns
£20-30 (+Fees*)
334.
Poole Pottery, twenty-five floral plates,
25cm diameter
£20-30 (+Fees*)
335.
Poole Pottery, three floral vases, the
tallest 23cm high
£20-30 (+Fees*)

Lot 337
340.
Poole Pottery, two floral marmalade
jars, 11cm high, a floral circular serving
dish, 19.5cm diameter, two matching
plates, three posy vases, 12.5cm
diameter, two pairs of small floral vases,
the tallest 9cm high and six matching
small bowls, 7.5cm wide
£20-30 (+Fees*)

336.
Poole Pottery, three floral vases, the
tallest 23.5cm high
£20-30 (+Fees*)

341.
Poole Pottery, two large floral posy
rings, one with incised pottery mark,
22cm diameter, four smaller posy rings,
14cm diameter and three posy vases,
12.5cm diameter
£20-30 (+Fees*)

337.
Poole Pottery, a near pair of floral vases,
25cm high and another floral vase, 21cm
high
£20-30 (+Fees*)

342.
Poole Pottery, nineteen blue and white
Dutch windmill and river scene plates,
each 6” diameter
£20-30 (+Fees*)

338.
Poole Pottery, twenty blue and white
Dutch windmill and river scene plates,
each 15.25cm diameter
£20-30 (+Fees*)

343.
Poole Pottery, two six-section hors
d’oeuvres dishes, seven small floral
vases, the tallest 9cm high and three
small shallow bowls, 11cm wide
£20-30 (+Fees*)

339.
Poole Pottery, a floral three-section
hors d’oeuvres dish, 25.5cm wide, a
floral bowl, 13cm diameter, eight floral
pin dishes, 10cm wide, four shaped pin
trays and three posy vases, 12.5cm
diameter
£20-30 (+Fees*)

344.
Poole Pottery, a floral four section hors
d’oeuvres dish, 34cm wide, three small
square floral vases, 11cm high, a floral
vase, 18cm high, a squat floral vase,
10.5cm high and two pin dishes
£20-30 (+Fees*)

345.
Poole Pottery, a four-section hors
d’oeuvres dish, 34cm wide, a pair of
floral baluster vases, 15cm high, a pair
of squat floral vases, 17cm diameter and
two floral jugs, the tallest 16cm high
£20-30 (+Fees*)
346.
Poole Pottery, a pair of floral cylindrical
vases, 24cm high, a pair of floral
peanut-shape vases, 20cm tall, a floral
planter, 19cm high and a floral jug,
19cm high
£20-30 (+Fees*)
347.
Poole Pottery, four floral mugs, two
floral vases, the tallest 17.5cm high, two
floral posy rings, the largest 14cm
diameter and a shallow floral bowl,
15cm diameter
£20-30 (+Fees*)
348.
Poole Pottery, a floral cylindrical vase,
23cm high, two squat floral vases, the
largest 16cm diameter, two small floral
vases, 10cm high, a floral bowl, 17.5cm
diameter and two floral posy rings,
11.5cm diameter
£20-30 (+Fees*)
349.
Poole Pottery, four floral baluster vases,
the tallest 16cm high, two floral jugs, the
largest 12cm high, a floral rectangular
vase, 20cm high and a floral planter,
19cm high
£20-30 (+Fees*)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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354.
Poole Pottery, eight floral dinner plates,
23cm diameter, a large floral posy dish,
18.5cm diameter, a floral bottle vase,
26.5cm high, another smaller and a
white and green vase
£20-30 (+Fees*)
355.
Poole Pottery, a floral baluster vase,
25cm high, a matching posy dish,
18.5cm diameter, a floral jug, 17.5cm
high, with incised mark and six assorted
floral dinner plates, 26.5cm diameter
£20-30 (+Fees*)

Lot 350
350.
Poole Pottery, a floral cheese dish and
cover, 19cm long, three floral tankards,
11cm high, a floral jug, 14cm high and
two floral vases, the tallest 14.5cm high
£20-30 (+Fees*)
351.
Poole Pottery, a four section seafood
pattern hors d’oeuvres dish, 33.5cm
wide, five floral vases, the tallest 12.5cm
high, a floral posy vase, 13cm diameter
and two floral shallow dishes, the
largest 14cm diameter
£20-30 (+Fees*)

352.
Poole Pottery, three floral vases, the
tallest 16cm high, a floral marmalade
pot and cover, 10.5cm high, a floral
planter, 14cm high, a floral dish, 20cm
diameter, a small floral posy vase, 14cm
diameter, a teacup and four pin trays
£20-30 (+Fees*)
353.
Poole Pottery, six floral dinner plates,
23cm diameter, three floral bottle vases,
26cm high and two smaller
£20-30 (+Fees*)

356.
Poole Pottery, three floral shallow
serving bowls, 26.5cm diameter, one
signed N Blackmore, and four smaller,
20cm diameter, six assorted floral
dinner plates, 25.5cm diameter and two
side plates, 20.5cm diameter
£20-30 (+Fees*)
357.
Poole Pottery, three floral jam pots and
covers, 10cm high and three floral
marmalade pots and covers, 11cm high
£30-40 (+Fees*)
358.
Poole Pottery, three floral lamp bases,
the largest 23cm high and a floral jug,
19cm high
£20-30 (+Fees*)
359.
Poole Pottery, a large jug, Leo the Lion
pattern, 20.5cm high, a baluster vase,
18cm high, a small bowl, 17cm diameter
and two further vases, the largest 14cm
high, all with incised marks
£20-30 (+Fees*)
360.
Poole Pottery, two six-section hors
d’oeuvres dishes, 34.5cm wide, two
pottery lamp bases, the largest 24cm
high and a plain jug, 18cm high
£20-30 (+Fees*)
361.
Poole Pottery, three tiles, the largest
15cm wide
£20-30 (+Fees*)
362.
Poole Pottery, three cruets each
comprising a salt pot, a pepper pot, a
lidded mustard pot and a tray
£20-30 (+Fees*)

Lot 357
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Asian Art
370.
Chinese School, circa 1800
BOTANICAL STUDY WITH BUTTERFLIES
rice paper painting, 30.5cm x 25cm
£150-250 (+Fees*)
371.
Chinese School, circa 1800
BOTANICAL STUDY OF NERIUM OLEANDER WITH
INSECTS
rice paper painting, 31.5cm x 20.5cm
£150-250 (+Fees*)
372.
Chinese School, circa 1800
BOTANICAL STUDY WITH BUTTERFLIES
rice paper painting, 30cm x 24cm
£150-250 (+Fees*)
373.
An 18th Century Chinese export famille
rose teapot and cover, with straight
spout and entwined C-scroll handle,
decorated reserves of bouquets of
flowers within gilded borders on a
powder blue ground, 14cm high
£80-120 (+Fees*)
374.
A late 18th Century blue and white
willow pattern cup, cover and stand, the
two-handled cup with entwined handles,
the whole with gilt borders, 14cm high
and two blue and white tea bowls
£120-150 (+Fees*)
375.
A Chinese garden stool, decorated
garden insects including dragonflies,
butterflies, bees, snails, stag beetles
and foliage including vines, roses and
sweet peas, pierced coin motifs to top
and sides symbolising wealth, 47cm high
£300-400 (+Fees*)
376.
A Chinese blue and white porcelain vase,
20th Century, decorated with deities of
longevity and wealth, accompanied by
their assistants holding wine and
bouquets, motifs of peach, deer and a
bat meaning good life, marked beneath
‘Daqing Kangxi Nianzhi’, 44cm high
£80-120 (+Fees*)
377.
A Chinese blue and white jar and cover,
20th Century, modelled as a melon,
decorated mandarin ducks, lotus and
other wild life in a pond in one panel,
peonies and birds in the other, base
mark ‘Qianlong Nianzhi’ 25cm high and
a Chinese porcelain vase, decorated
peaches and pomegranates among
foliage, 23cm high
£40-60 (+Fees*)

Lot 385

378.
A Chinese bronze censer with embossed
water lilies and frogs in water around
the body, a lotus blossom modelled
finial, three lion mask feet, 14.5cm high
£100-150 (+Fees*)
379.
Four Chinese silk embroidered panels,
early 20th Century, various sizes, the
largest 54cm x 28cm
£50-80 (+Fees*)
380.
A Chinese celadon jade water vessel,
20th Century, carved lotus flowers
around the body, 7cm wide
£100-150 (+Fees*)
381.
A Chinese grey jade water vessel, 19th
Century, carved plum flowers
surrounded by branches, 8cm wide
£120-180 (+Fees*)
382.
A Chinese grey jade belt hook, 19th
Century, carved as two dragons, 11cm
long
£150-200 (+Fees*)

383.
A Chinese grey jade, carved as a boy on
the back of a buffalo, 7cm long
£180-220 (+Fees*)
384.
A Chinese red and white Shoushan stone
censer, 20th Century, carved and
pierced with all over floral motif, 11cm
high
£200-300 (+Fees*)
385.
A Japanese bronze incense burner with
two handles and four slender feet,
decorated birds in landscapes, the finial
depicting a beast, 11cm high
£100-120 (+Fees*)
386.
A Japanese bronze incense burner with
gilded beast mask handles and three
slender feet, decorated flowers and
birds, 7cm high
£120-150 (+Fees*)
387.
A Japanese carved green jade
recumbent Fu dog and pup, 18th
Century, 5cm long and a Japanese
wooden carving of a dragon holding a
ball, 18th Century, 3.5cm high
£60-80 (+Fees*)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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394.
A Chinese basket crib on a carved,
painted and decorated stand, 107cm
wide
£100-150 (+Fees*)
395.
A pair of Chinese famille rose porcelain
moon flasks, Baoyueping, late Qing
dynasty, decorated pheasants and
blossom in a panel on both sides,
other areas with magnolias and
chrysanthemums on a turquoise
background, a modelled dragon handle
on each side of the neck shoulders,
36cm high, 24cm wide
£300-400 (+Fees*)
396.
A pair of blue and white Japanese
baluster vases with flanged tops,
decorated birds in flowering gardens,
77cm high
£200-250 (+Fees*)

Lot 393

388.
A Chinese agate snuff bottle, 6cm high, a
stone snuff bottle with a red lid, 6.5cm
high and a glass snuff bottle decorated
green cranes and clouds on a
transparent background, 7cm high
£150-200 (+Fees*)

393.
A 19th Century Chinese blue and white
bowl, the whole decorated dragons
within clouds, the base with unusual
floral mark, 21cm diameter
£300-400 (+Fees*)

397.
A 19th Century Indian tribal bronze
pendant, primitively carved a mask head
and signs of the Zodiac to one side and a
tree to the other, 13cm x 5cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)

389.
A Chinese agate snuff bottle, 6.5cm high,
a red lacquer snuff bottle, 2.5cm high, a
red glass snuff bottle, 7.5cm high and a
Japanese white porcelain pendant with
brown spots, 6cm long
£150-200 (+Fees*)
390.
A Japanese embossed copper box,
19th/20th Century, decorated figures in a
landscape, animals and buildings, etc.,
18.5cm x 12.5cm
£30-40 (+Fees*)
391.◆
A late 19th Century Persian miniature of
a deer hunt, painted on ivory and within
a floral reserve, 6.5cm x 16cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)
392.
A collection of Qing blue and white
porcelain including a bowl decorated a
dragon, four teacups and saucers and
two small tea bowls
£120-150 (+Fees*)

Lot 396
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398.
An early Indian terracotta figure of a
veiled woman wearing a pleated dress,
8cm high, an early Indian tribal carved
fruitwood figure of a woman holding a
child, set on an oval base, 19.5cm high
and a Gandhara Grey Schist figure of a
semi-clad woman, her arms and legs
outstretched in the shape of a cross
£200-250 (+Fees*)
399.
A 19th Century small bronze Indian vase,
etched a continuous band of gods within
temple arches, 6cm high, a 19th Century
Indian bronze vase, etched continuous
bands of foliate scrolls and geometric
designs, 12cm high and two early Indian
carved wood frieze fragments, one of
Ganesha, the other a woman reclining
on a couch, 14cm and 16cm wide
£150-200 (+Fees*)
400.
An early Indian bronze claw bell with flat
finial, 14cm high
£80-120 (+Fees*)
401.
Five Chinese blue and white porcelain
plates, 19th Century, decorated a peony
in a planter to the centre and flower
patterns to the rim, 22.5cm diameter
£120-180 (+Fees*)
402.
Two Chinese blue and white porcelain
gravy boats, 19th Century, decorated
figures in landscapes, a shell to the
interior, base mark J, 25cm long
£150-200 (+Fees*)
403.
A Chinese blue and white two-handled
porcelain tureen, 19th Century,
decorated birds, fruits and all over
blossom, with a modelled peach finial,
25cm high
£200-300 (+Fees*)
404.
A Chinese Huanghuali square table with
panelled top and rectangles to the
frieze, on turned legs, 85cm wide
£120-150 (+Fees*)
405.
Chinese School, early 19th Century
FIGURES ON A TERRACE WITH FLOWERING
SHRUBS
six watercolour scroll drawings framed
as two
each panel 138cm x 55cm
£400-600 (+Fees*)
406.
A Chinese jardinière stand with inset
marble top, 36cm diameter
£150-200 (+Fees*)

Lot 417
407.
A Japanese netsuke, profile of a ram’s
head, 6cm high, a lacquered netsuke
man with bale and a carved toggle
£120-150 (+Fees*)
408.
A pair of Japanese cloisonné style
pottery vases, of baluster form
decorated with reserves of flowers,
41cm high
£200-300 (+Fees*)
409.
Eight Japanese Meji period buttons, 5cm
and 2.5cm diameter and twenty-one
others
£100-150 (+Fees*)
410.◆
Company School
MINIATURE PAINTING OF THE TAJ MAHAL
watercolour on ivory, 3.5cm x 4.5cm
a rectangular metal box, an Indian white
metal figure of a horse etc.
£100-150 (+Fees*)
411.
A Chinese carved stone head, Yuan
dynasty, 29cm high
£80-120 (+Fees*)
412.
A weighted stand for a large charger,
84cm high x 41cm wide
£80-120 (+Fees*)

413.
A Chinese model of a mill, Ming Dynasty,
part green glazed, 17cm x 14cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)
414.
A Chinese carved soapstone group of
three deities, 20th Century, 19cm x 15cm
£40-60 (+Fees*)
415.◆
A Chinese ivory snuff bottle, Qing
Dynasty, of flattened baluster shape,
with carved figure to one side and
etched squirrel among leaves to the
other, 7.5cm high
£60-80 (+Fees*)
416.
A pair of Chinese famille rose porcelain
jars, converted to table lamps, late Qing
dynasty, decorated peacocks, prunus
trees and chrysanthemums to one side,
pheasants and peach tree blossoms to
the other, 28cm high
£300-400 (+Fees*)
417.
A pair of Chinese famille rose porcelain
baluster vases, late Qing dynasty,
decorated figures in the interior in a
panel on one side and battle scenes to
the other, both sides of the necks
decorated with modelled boys standing
on lotus and two modelled dragons to
the shoulders, birds, fruits and
blossoms on the rest of the body, 41 cm
high
£300-400 (+Fees*)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Lot 418

418.
Two Chinese famille rose baluster vases, late Qing dynasty,
enamelled to the interior with panels of figures, birds,
butterflies and blossoms, the background in gilt and green with
motif of butterflies, blossoms and foliage, 61cm high
£400-600 (+Fees*)
419.
A Chinese blue ground ginger jar and cover, decorated
reserves of flowers and figures on a carved hardwood stand,
34cm high including stand
£300-500 (+Fees*)
420.
Two Chinese carved lantern holders, 71cm high
£80-120 (+Fees*)
421.
A Chinese hardwood side table, 50cm wide
£80-120 (+Fees*)
422.
A Chinese two-tier table, 41.5cm wide
£80-100 (+Fees*)

32

Lot 419

423.
Six Chinese rice paper paintings of Mandarins, 17cm x 14cm
£150-200 (+Fees*)
424.
A Chinese famille verte style jar and cover, late Qing dynasty,
40cm high
£200-300 (+Fees*)
425.
A group of Chinese blue and white porcelain, Qing dynasty, to
include a bullet-shaped teapot, 14cm high, four teacups and
saucers, tea bowls etc.
£60-80 (+Fees*)
426.
Three Chinese blue and white sparrow beak jugs, Qing dynasty,
decorated figures in landscapes, the largest 12.5cm high
£80-120 (+Fees*)
427.
Two Chinese blue and white plates, early Qing dynasty, 28cm
and 20.5cm diameter and a late Ming dish decorated a
grasshopper in a landscape, 20.5cm diameter (section broken
off) (3)
£70-100 (+Fees*)
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Lot 429
428.
A near pair of Chinese blue and white
vases, Baoyueping, late Qing dynasty,
both depict street scenes on panels, the
largest 21cm high
£200-300 (+Fees*)
429.
Chinese School
A SET OF FOUR BOTANICAL STUDIES
watercolour on rice paper, 19cm x 27cm
£500-700 (+Fees*)

430.◆
Two Cantonese carved ivory panels, Qing
dynasty, formerly part of a box, one
depicting three figures in Chinese
beneath a hanging branch, 5.5cm wide,
an 19th Century ivory handled desk seal
and sundry Georgian and later ivory
handled flatware
£50-70 (+Fees*)
431.
A Persian circular miniature, depicting
sailing boats before a city with a temple
beyond, script to the margins and
reverse, 25cm x 16.5cm
£40-60 (+Fees*)

432.
A pair of Japanese Satsuma baluster
vases, decorated with vases, 25cm high
(one badly damaged) and a pot pourri
and cover, 14.5cm high
£80-120 (+Fees*)
433.
A tribal stele of Ganesh in polished
sandstone, Rajasthan, early 18th
Century, 12cm high
£150-200 (+Fees*)
434.
A Japanese carved wooden netsuke,
Meiji period, modelled as two rats on a
coil of rope, 4cm diameter
£60-80 (+Fees*)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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A Fine Collection of Asian 19th Century Photographs

Lot 441
441.
Types of Employees in an Opium Factory
A group of shirtless Indians and seven
white suited superiors, four seated in
bentwood chairs, No. 3204
albumen print, 14.5cm x 20.5cm,
together with an opium pipe, circa 1890
£100-150 (+Fees*)

442.
Frederick Bremner (1863-1941)
PATHANS (THE HILL MEN INHABITING THE
BORDER SEPARATING AFGHANISTAN FROM
HINDUSTAN) BUYING GRAIN
albumen print, 20cm x 27cm
Note: See R J Johnson, John Falconer,
Sophie Gordon and Omar Khan Reverie
and Reality pp151 and 152
£200-250 (+Fees*)

Lot 442
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443.
D Singh of Darjeeling
TIBETAN LADY
signed and inscribed
hand tinted silver gelatin print, 20.5cm x
15cm, circa 1920
£80-120 (+Fees*)

Lot 443
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Lot 444
444.
Attributed to Bourne and Shepherd
BEARDED TRIBAL ELDER
holding a shield, the shield inscribed The Tribes on Our
Frontier. Sepah 9
silver gelatin print, 20.5cm x 15cm, circa 1900
£200-300 (+Fees*)
445.
A Nepalese Family
A group of four women with four children and a baby in a
wicker cradle chair
silver gelatin print, 15cm x 20cm
£150-200 (+Fees*)

Lot 446

Lot 445
446.
Attributed to Rohit Sonkiya
RAJA TENDUK PULGER LEPCHA OF SIKKIM
inscribed on the mount
albumen print, 28.5cm x 20.5cm, circa 1880
£400-600 (+Fees*)
447.
Samuel Bourne (1834-1912)
GROUP OF BHOOTA PEOPLE, DARJEELING
No. 1905
mounted albumen print, 26cm x 33.5cm, circa 1870
Note: See Rayner (H) Photographic Journeys in the Himalayas
1863-1866 Samuel Bourne
£250-300 (+Fees*)

Lot 447

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Lot 448
448.
Attributed to Sir Benjamin Simpson
(1831-1928)
TIBETAN BUDDHIST CHOD PRACTITIONER
mounted and inscribed Wandering
Llama on mount
albumen print, 31cm x 24cm
£500-700 (+Fees*)

Lot 449
449.
Charles Shepherd (acc. 1860-1885)
GROUP OF KABULESE MERCHANTS IN PESHUA,
NO. 1390
mounted albumen print, 18cm x 23.5cm
£200-250 (+Fees*)

450.
Oscar Mallite (1829-1905)
GROUP OF NAGA WOMEN
Aptina’s Tribe, circa 1890
mounted albumen print, 18cm x 24cm
Ref: Michael Ludgrove
£300-400 (+Fees*)

Lot 450
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Lot 451
451.
Sir Benjamin Simpson (1831-1923)
COURTYARD OF WALI SHER ALI KHAN’S ZENANA
signed and numbered 46
mounted albumen print, 22cm x 29.5cm
Source: Library of Congren
£150-200 (+Fees*)

452.
Samuel Bourne (1834-1912)
GROUP OF KASHMIR WOMEN, SHRENIGAI
circa 1865, numbered 809
mounted albumen print, 22cm x 29.5cm
£150-200 (+Fees*)

Lot 452

453.
The Tribes on Our Frontier, Orakzai 12
circa 1900, inscribed
mounted silver gelatin print, 21cm x
15.5cm
£150-200 (+Fees*)

Lot 453

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Lot 454

Lot 455

454.
Nepalese Woman in Darjeeling
inscribed on margin
mounted albumen print, 23cm x 17.5cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)

455.
Portrait of a Tibetan Servant
half-length, wearing a coat with hookah
tucked into his lapel
mounted silver gelatin print, 19.5cm x
14.5cm
£70-90 (+Fees*)

456.
P A Johnston and Th. J Hoffmann
PORTRAIT OF A LIMBO WOMAN
seated, with a basket on her back,
Darjeeling
circa 1990, inscribed on margin
mounted albumen print, 27.5cm x 22cm
£300-400 (+Fees*)

Lot 456
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457.
Samuel Bourne (1834-1912)
A LEPCHA OR RONGKUP WOMAN, A WOMAN
FROM LEIPCHA
No. 1908, signed, circa 1895
mounted albumen print, framed and
glazed, 28cm x 20.5cm
Note: A copy of this image was
acquired by Edward VII when Prince of
Wales and is in the National Collection
£300-400 (+Fees*)

Other Photographs
458.
Robert Turnbull Macpherson
(1811-1872)
ROME
nine numbered and stamped albumen
prints, 41cm x 32cm and five others
£600-800 (+Fees*)

Militaria
460.
A George V officers sword with pierced
hilt and shagreen handle, the blade
Aldershot Stores, Aldershot, and the
leather scabbard for the same
£80-120 (+Fees*)
461.
A George V officers sword with
entwined hilt and shagreen handle, the
blade inscribed Capt H Mackenzie ASC
and the leather scabbard for the same
£80-120 (+Fees*)

Lot 457

462.
Three silver mounted enamel
Stewards badges, three others and a
quantity of Military buttons
£80-120 (+Fees*)
463.
An 18th Century matchlock rifle with
walnut stock, octagonal steel barrel,
mount and a ramrod, 64.5cm long
£280-320 (+Fees*)
464.
Two wooden carved and painted
military figures, one a soldier of the
Kings African Rifles, the other a
soldier of the Northern Rhodesian
Regiment, 119cm and 115cm high
£80-120 (+Fees*)
465.
An 18th Century flintlock blunderbuss
by Richards, with 35cm brass flared
muzzle barrel and spring bayonet, the
walnut stock with brass mounts and
steel topped ramrod, 76cm long (132)
£1000-1500 (+Fees*)

Lot 458 (part)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Toys
468.
A push pull clockwork train and
carriage with 16cm track and
turntable, 38cm long
£40-60 (+Fees*)
469.
A Hornby series No. 2 double
arm signal, in the original box
and a Dinky Toy No. 1 set
comprising six station staff and
two passengers, in original base
box (cover odd)
£40-60 (+Fees*)
470.
A fibreglass model of a 1930s
Bugatti racing car and driver,
painted green, 72cm wide
£60-80 (+Fees*)
471.
A mid 19th Century French
walking Polichinelle clown
automaton, beating a drum and
cymbal in original clothes, 30cm
high now under a glass dome
£400-500 (+Fees*)
472.
A Lehmann monkey on a rope,
Tom, 21cm long
£60-80 (+Fees*)
473.
A Lehmann Lila Hansom cab
with driver, two passengers and
a dog, 15cm high
£300-500 (+Fees*)
474.
A German tinplate Hess mobile
with driver and engine handle,
22cm long
£500-700 (+Fees*)
475.
A clockwork bird in a shell and a
collection of wooden soldiers
£40-60 (+Fees*)

Lot 471

Lot 473

477.
A French 19th Century Jumeau automaton of a
drummer in a blue uniform, 27cm long
£500-700 (+Fees*)
478.
A teddy bear, circa 1920s, 33cm high
£180-220 (+Fees*)
479.
A Reliable Mechanical Comedian, Willie, 19cm
high
£70-90 (+Fees*)
480.
The Speaking Picture Book and a quantity of other
toys
£80-120 (+Fees*)
481.
A tableau of figures, animals and flowers outside a
cottage with a background of paper scraps in a
glazed case, 15.5cm high
£60-80 (+Fees*)

482.
An Alps Toy Co. clockwork monkey
drinking milk, 18cm high
£40-60 (+Fees*)
483.
A quantity of Dinky Toys including
Chipperfields Circus horse box, Bedford
tractor unit, Landrover etc. and other
toys (unboxed)
£80-120 (+Fees*)
484.
A quantity of Dinky Toys including
Pullmore car transporter, Avening
Bedford Diesel Roller and other toys
(unboxed)
£80-120 (+Fees*)

476.
A small two drawer chest in the
form of a house, 26cm high
£180-220 (+Fees*)

Lot 477
Lot 474
40
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Dolls & Dolls Houses

Lot 485
485.
A large early 20th Century dolls house of eight rooms, to
include a drawing room, a dining room, a kitchen, a sewing
room, a nursery and a bedroom, having a central hall and
staircase, three hinged doors to the front and back, gable roof
and chimneys, later furnished and painted and now on wheels,
modelled on the original Colesbourne Park House and built by
the Colesbourne Park Saw Mills, 170cm high, 128cm wide
£800-1200 (+Fees*)

486.
A doll’s three-tier George III mahogany dumb waiter, 31.5cm
high
£120-160 (+Fees*)
487.
A French bisque doll with jointed arms, 9cm high
£100-150 (+Fees*)
488.
A bisque head doll with wooden legs and arms, 20cm long
£250-350 (+Fees*)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Lot 489
489.
A Grodnertal 18th Century painted
wooden doll with moulded hair piece,
wooden arms and legs in original dress,
21cm high
£400-600 (+Fees*)
490.
An 18th Century German wooden doll
with a red coat, 16.5cm high
£300-500 (+Fees*)
491.
A German small bisque head doll with
sleepy eyes and a composition body, in a
crochet dress, 12cm high
£80-120 (+Fees*)

Lot 494
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Lot 490

Lot 491

492.
A lizard skin dolls bag and wallet, two
parasols etc.
£150-200 (+Fees*)
493.
Five small French dolls, various
£400-500 (+Fees*)
494.
A German bisque head doll attributed to
Cuno Otto Dressel the cymbal player,
with mechanical action, squeaker and
closing eyes, 38cm high
£700-900 (+Fees*)

Lot 495

495.
A German DEP character doll, with
sleepy eyes and jointed limbs in a later
knitted dress, 27cm high
£250-350 (+Fees*)
496.
A German Gebruder Heubach googly
eyed character doll, in later clothes,
21.5cm high
£400-500 (+Fees*)

Lot 496
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Lot 497

Lot 498

497.
A German DEP bisque head doll, with
sleepy eyes and open mouth, having a
composition body in original silk clothes,
31cm high
£180-220 (+Fees*)

500.
An 18th Century English painted wooden
dolls house doll with wooden painted
limbs and satin lace lined contemporary
dress, 10.5cm high
£600-800 (+Fees*)

498.
A French pressed bisque head
fashionable doll, with chamois body in a
long brown dress, 36cm high
£600-700 (+Fees*)

501.
A bisque head doll in Highland dress,
impressed W & S Germany
£250-350 (+Fees*)

499.
A French pressed bisque head
fashionable doll wearing a sequin hat,
30.5cm high
£500-400 (+Fees*)

Lot 500

502.
A large Armand Marseille bisque head
doll with composition body, 65cm high
£300-400 (+Fees*)

Lot 504

Lot 499
503.
An early bisque head doll with fixed eyes
and chamois body, 31cm high
£250-350 (+Fees*)
504.
A French bisque head fashionable doll
with chamois body and original clothes,
43cm high
£500-700 (+Fees*)
505.
A Heubach Koppelsdorf bisque head
doll, with googly eyes looking right and
composition body in a cotton romper and
hat, impressed 319.5, 31cm high
£400-600 (+Fees*)

Lot 505
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525.
A pair of Lemaire field glasses in a
leather case, a Rexoflex camera in a
case, five other cameras and an induced
current battery
£60-80 (+Fees*)

Miscellaneous
521.
A Texas roping saddle on stand, with
lariat and halter rope
Provenance: from the estate of Pat
Smythe
£150-200 (+Fees*)

526.
A Bergans Slirkniv with leather sheath,
an ebonised truncheon with gilt and red
decoration and a leather baton (3)
£80-120 (+Fees*)

522.
A quantity of mother-of-pearl gaming
counters, approximately one hundred
and fifteen rectangular-shaped and
twenty-one fish-shaped counters in a
brown leather box
£180-220 (+Fees*)

Lot 506
506.
A German bisque head doll by Handwerg
with composition body, 68cm high
£250-350 (+Fees*)
507.
A French porcelain head doll and a
bisque head doll, 45cm and 51cm high
£400-500 (+Fees*)

523.
A set of late 19th Century parcel scales
on an oak base and a small set of postal
sales
£60-80 (+Fees*)
524.
A leather cigar pouch, a quantity of
collar badges and sundry costume
jewellery
£70-90 (+Fees*)

527.
A pair of late 19th Century needlework
floral panels on silk within stylized
borders, both mounted on trays with
pierced hardwood borders, 43cm x
34.5cm
£150-200 (+Fees*)
528.
A brass telescope, Aitchison and Co., 47
Fleet Street, London, the tripod for the
same and three lenses, 104cm long
£400-600 (+Fees*)
529.
A ship’s brass light with bracket and
shade, a pewter capstan inkstand and a
tazza
£80-120 (+Fees*)

508.
A bisque head doll with white boots and
later clothes, 43cm high
£140-160 (+Fees*)
509.
Two bisque head dolls and a wax head
doll
£80-120 (+Fees*)
510.
A vintage Marmet pram and another
vintage pram
£60-80 (+Fees*)
511.
A 19th Century wax doll, a box of doll’s
clothing and an umbrella
£250-350 (+Fees*)
512.
A Limoges doll with highchair and pram
£100-150 (+Fees*)
Lot 528
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538.
Newlyn, a lined copper cylindrical pot,
the cover embossed tea, the sides
decorated stylised fish, 10cm high
£120-150 (+Fees*)

546.
A ship’s compass, boxed, the dial 16cm
diameter
£50-70 (+Fees*)

539.
A burr wood opium pipe, the bowl in the
form of a grotesque, a metal opium pipe
with bowl in the form of a bird and a
carved cheroot holder
£70-90 (+Fees*)
540.
A pair of embossed brass coal buckets
with handles
£100-150 (+Fees*)
541.
A quantity of luggage to include two
leather cases and a Gladstone bag
£100-150 (+Fees*)

530.
An early Victorian Crutchley’s new
terrestrial globe with brass meridian
scale, on a turned wood base, 38cm high
£400-600 (+Fees*)
531.◆
Eight ivory handled seals
£100-150 (+Fees*)
532.
A butler's mahogany tray on folding
stand, the tray 67cm x 41cm
£60-80 (+Fees*)
533.◆
Sundry white and stained red ivory chess
pieces
£80-100 (+Fees*)

548.
A six air Swiss musical box with key, the
lid decorated a central cartouche and
eight pointed star surrounded by
geometric and foliate design, 13cm x
37cm x 19cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)
549.◆
A carved ivory pin cushion with pierced
decoration, the side inscribed Diepe,
6.5cm high and four other pin cushions
various
£60-80 (+Fees*)

542.
A pipe rack, the supports in the form of
jester mask heads, 35cm wide
£100-150 (+Fees*)

Lot 530

547.
A pair of glass candle sconce reflectors,
sundry copper and brass
£40-60 (+Fees*)

550.◆
A quantity of ivory sewing accessories,
including carved bodkin cases,
notebook, sewing clamp etc.
£60-80 (+Fees*)

543.
A brass door stop of griffin form,
weighted, 25cm high
£30-50 (+Fees*)
544.◆
An early 19th Century ivory and white
metal banded surgical instrument set,
signed I Wilkes, 57 Cornhill London,
comprising pencil, two blades, calendar,
cutter etc. in a red morocco leather
case, 11cm long
Note: A similar example is in the Sir
Henry Wellcome Museum Collection,
No. A106076
£100-150 (+Fees*)

551.◆
A carved ivory sewing clamp with pin
cushion, 11cm high
£80-120 (+Fees*)
552.◆
A carved ivory bodkin case, modelled as
a standing woman holding a basket of
flowers, 8cm high and a smaller
example modelled as a woman carrying
fish, 7cm high
£100-150 (+Fees*)

545.
A collection of pens including Parker,
Sheaffer, Waterman and Caran d’Ache
£100-150 (+Fees*)

534.
A collection of paste and other buckles
and a tortoiseshell hair comb
£80-100 (+Fees*)
535.
A stick pin and an amber cheroot holder
£60-80 (+Fees*)
536.
Four Regency brass curtain ties, various
furniture mounts etc.
£70-90 (+Fees*)
537.
Two gilt door plates, opera glasses, etc.
£120-150 (+Fees*)

Lot 544
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553.◆
A thirteen string lute, the ivory mounted
body of eleven rosewood ribs, with
boxwood stringing, the table set a single
rose, the neck carved to both back and
front, 122.5cm long
£300-400 (+Fees*)
554.
A set of 20th Century bagpipes with
composition ivorine mounted drones and
rosewood chanter in a wooden case
£80-120 (+Fees*)
555.
A twin-back violin bearing a label Gnari
Cramona, with bow stamped Nach
Vuillaume, both in a wooden case
£80-120 (+Fees*)
556.
A sheet of fifty 1949 stamps to celebrate
the foundation of the Republic of China,
October 1949
£60-80 (+Fees*)
557.
An album of approximately two hundred
and fifty early 20th Century postcards,
actors, topographical, Continental etc.
£100-150 (+Fees*)
558.
A quantity of first day covers, various
albums of assorted stamps and loose
stamps
£40-60 (+Fees*)

Books & Periodicals
570.
A collection of broadsides relating to
voting in the Houses of Parliament
concerning the reform bill, 1831 and
another; General Conway’s Resolution in
the house of Commons 27 Feb 1782
against the Further Prosecution of the
Offensive War on the continent of North
America; Sir Thomas Phillipps Address
to the Electors of Worcester 1831,
signed with autograph note and integral
address panel
£200-400 (+Fees*)
571.
A folder of letters etc., including one on
a treason trial at Westminster after
Culloden, with a collection of eighteen
loose engraved plates, decorative
ceilings
£150-200 (+Fees*)
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Lot 572

572.
Curtis (A) Flowers, a series of short
poems original and translated,
illustrated with figures, published and
privately printed at R Martins
Lithographic Office, London 1827
£500-700 (+Fees*)
573.
Tomkins (PW) Book of Etchings, London
1790 and two other books
£80-120 (+Fees*)
574.
Punch, 88 bound volumes
£40-60 (+Fees*)
575.
Poe (Edgar Allan) Tales of Mystery and
Imagination, illustrated by Harry Clarke,
George G Harrap & Co Ltd., London
1919, with dust cover
£100-150 (+Fees*)
576.
Thackeray (William Makepeace) Vanity
Fair, illustrated by Lewis Baumer
Hodder and Stoughton, 1915
£50-70 (+Fees*)

577.
Maeterlinck (Maurice) Hours of
Gladness, illustrated by E J Detmold,
George Allen and Co Ltd, London 1912
£80-120 (+Fees*)
578.
Burton (Richard F) The Book of The
Thousand Nights and a Night with
Introduction, Explanatory Notes on the
Manners and Customs of Moslem Men
and a Terminal Essay on the History of
The Nights, 17 volumes including the 7
volume ‘Supplemental Nights’, printed
by The Burton Club for private
subscribers, circa 1900, The Illustrated
Benares Edition, limited to 1000 sets
£300-500 (+Fees*)
579.
Housman (Laurence) (E Dulac illus.)
Stories from Arabian Nights, Hodder and
Stoughton, circa 1907, Kingsley (C) (AE
Jackson illus.) The Water Babies and
Struwwelpeter
£150-200 (+Fees*)
580.
Beeton (Isabella) Mrs Beeton’s
Household Management, new edition
£80-120 (+Fees*)

Further images & information at www.chorleys.com
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The Contents of Tidenham Manor (Lots 600-787)
Cigars

600.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Montecristo No.1 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£200-300 (+Fees*)

605.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Montecristo No.2 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£400-600 (+Fees*)

610.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Montecristo No.3 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£250-350 (+Fees*)

601.
An opened, complete boxed set of
twenty-five Montecristo No.1
Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£200-300 (+Fees*)

606.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Montecristo No.2 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£400-600 (+Fees*)

611.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Montecristo No.3 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£250-350 (+Fees*)

602.
An opened, complete boxed set of
twenty-five Montecristo No.2
Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£400-600 (+Fees*)

607.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Montecristo No.2 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£400-600 (+Fees*)

612.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Montecristo No.3 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£250-350 (+Fees*)

603.
An opened, complete boxed set of
twenty-five Montecristo No.2
Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£400-600 (+Fees*)

608.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Montecristo No.2 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£400-600 (+Fees*)

613.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Montecristo No.3 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£250-350 (+Fees*)

604.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Montecristo No.2 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£400-600 (+Fees*)

609.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Montecristo No.2 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£400-600 (+Fees*)

614.
An opened, incomplete boxed set of
twelve Montecristo No.3 Havana/Habana
Cuban cigars
£120-180 (+Fees*)
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615.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Montecristo No.4 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£200-250 (+Fees*)
616.
A sealed, boxed set of ten Montecristo
Tubos Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£150-200 (+Fees*)
617.
A sealed, boxed set of ten Montecristo
Tubos Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£150-200 (+Fees*)
618.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five Cohiba
Esplendidos Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£250-350 (+Fees*)
619.
An opened, complete boxed set of
twenty-five Cohiba Esplendidos
Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£250-350 (+Fees*)
620.
A sealed cabinet of twenty-five Cohiba
Siglo III/3 Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£400-600 (+Fees*)
621.
A sealed cabinet of twenty-five Cohiba
Siglo III/3 Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£400-600 (+Fees*)
622.
An opened, complete cabinet of
twenty-five Cohiba Siglo III/3
Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£400-600 (+Fees*)
623.
An opened, complete cabinet of
twenty-five Cohiba Siglo III/3
Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£400-600 (+Fees*)
624.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five Cohiba
Robustos Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£300-500 (+Fees*)
625.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five Cohiba
Robustos Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£300-500 (+Fees*)
626.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five Santa
Damiana Churchill Dominican Republic
cigars
£80-120 (+Fees*)
627.
An opened, incomplete boxed set of
twenty Santa Damiana Churchill
Dominican Republic cigars
£40-60 (+Fees*)

628.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Romeo Y Julieta, Romeo No.2 de Luxe in
aluminium tubes/tubos de aluminio
Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£250-350 (+Fees*)
629.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Romeo Y Julieta, Romeo No.2 de Luxe in
aluminium tubes/tubos de aluminio
Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£250-350 (+Fees*)
630.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Romeo Y Julieta, Churchills in
aluminium tubes/tubos de aluminio
Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£300-400 (+Fees*)
631.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Romeo Y Julieta, Churchills in
aluminium tubes/tubos de aluminio
Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£300-400 (+Fees*)
632.
An opened, complete boxed set of
twenty-five Romeo Y Julieta, Churchills
in aluminium tubes/tubos de aluminio
Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£300-400 (+Fees*)
633.
An opened, incomplete boxed set of
eight Romeo Y Julieta, Churchills in
aluminium tubes/tubos de aluminio
Havana/Habana Cuban cigars
£80-120 (+Fees*)
634.
An opened, incomplete boxed set of
twelve Punch Punch Havana/Habana
Cuban cigars
£100-150 (+Fees*)
635.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Davidoff No.1 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£300-500 (+Fees*)
636.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Davidoff No.1 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£300-500 (+Fees*)
637.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Davidoff No.1 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£300-500 (+Fees*)

638.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Davidoff No.1 Havana/Habana Cuban
cigars
£300-500 (+Fees*)
639.
An unsealed, opened cabinet of
twenty-four Davidoff 3000 Dominican
cigars each individually wrapped
£100-200 (+Fees*)
640.
Two boxed Davidoff Dom Perignon 7”
Habana/Havana Cuban cigars
£60-80 (+Fees*)
641.
An assortment of 60+ incomplete cigars
to include, eight sealed Romeo Y Julieta
cigars, twelve Davidoff cigars in a Monte
Cristo box, an incomplete box of Golf
Club Weekend cigars, an incomplete box
of Churchill Brazil cigars, an incomplete
box of Exotica cigars and an empty
Romeo y Julieta No.2 de luxe box
£80-120 (+Fees*)
642.
A sealed, boxed set of twenty-five
Alhambra Coronas Sumatra’s 7” Manila
cigars
£40-60 (+Fees*)
643.
An opened, unsealed box of twenty-five
La Gloria Cubana, Médaille d’Or No.1
Habana/Havana cigars
£80-120 (+Fees*)
644.
A box of twenty-five Churchill Dinner
Time cigars and a sealed, unopened box
of 10 Backgammon Coronas Especiales
Turbos cigars
£40-60 (+Fees*)
645.
A mahogany cedar lined cigar humidor
by Dunhill of London, with sectioned
interior and lock and key, 39cm x 33cm x
15cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)
646.
A cigar humidor by Havanas/Habanos
with sectioned interior, brass handles
and clips, 44cm x 27cm x 10cm and a
similar humidor
£100-150 (+Fees*)
647.
A collection of cigar paraphernalia, to
include a brown leather faux alligator
Mulberry triple cigar case, a portable
ashtray and cutting set and further cigar
cutters
£100-150 (+Fees*)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Wine & Spirits

660.
Spirits; Tia Maria, a quart bottle and two litre bottles, 31.5%
and two litre bottles 26.5%
£60-80 (+Fees*)
661.
Spirits; Drambuie, three litre bottles, 40% and one 68cl bottle,
40%
£40-60 (+Fees*)
662.
Sherry; six various bottles including Croft Original, Harrows
No.11, Paarl sack Cream South African
£30-50 (+Fees*)
663.
Spirits; seven bottles including Kirsch, Pflumli, Williamine
£50-70 (+Fees*)
664.
Spirits; nine bottles including three bottle boxed set ‘The Italian
Classics’, Cinzano (Bianco and Rosso), Campari and Martini
£30-50 (+Fees*)
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665.
Cognac Remy Martin V.S.O.P, four boxed 70cl bottles
£70-90 (+Fees*)
666.
Cognac Remy Martin V.S.O.P, three 70cl bottles in presentation
tins
£60-80 (+Fees*)
667.
Cognac Remy Martin V.S.O.P, four 70cl bottles boxed
£70-90 (+Fees*)
668.
Cognac Remy Martin V.S.O.P, five 70cl bottles in presentation
tins
£80-100 (+Fees*)
669.
Cognac Remy Martin Napoleon, 70cl bottle in presentation box
£30-40 (+Fees*)
670.
Spirits; eight bottles various including D.O.M Benidictine,
Tequila, Barcardie, Bols, Lemon Hart Demerera Rum
£40-60 (+Fees*)

Further images & information at www.chorleys.com
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671.
Cognac Courvoisier Three Star Luxe, three 70cl bottles
£60-80 (+Fees*)

683.
Whisky, Laphroaig 10 year old, 70cl bottle in presentation tube
£40-60 (+Fees*)

672.
Cognac Courvoisier V.S, three 70cl bottles, two in presentation
bottles
£40-60 (+Fees*)

684.
Whisky, Glenmorangie, 10 year old, connoisseur tasting set and
Talisker 10 year old
£40-60 (+Fees*)

673.
Cognac Courvoisier V.S.O.P, one 70cl bottle and one 50cl bottle,
both in presentation boxes
£30-40 (+Fees*)

685.
Spirits; Larressingle Napoleon Armagnac, 700ml boxed, two
bottles of Commandaria and a bottle of Bronte Yorkshire
liqueur
£40-60 (+Fees*)

674.
Cognac and Brandy, eight bottles including; Camus VSOP 1L,
Prince Hubert de Polignac VSOP 70cl, Botrys Brandy 70cl,
Asbach Uralt 70cl etc.
£60-80 (+Fees*)
675.
Cognac Martell VS, four 70cl bottles
£70-90 (+Fees*)
676.
Cognac Martell VS, five 70cl bottles
£80-100 (+Fees*)
677.
Cognac Martell VSOP Medallion, one 70cl bottle and one 70cl of
Martell VS, both in presentation boxes
£30-40 (+Fees*)
678.
Spirits; eight bottles of Ouzo including five in boxes
£50-70 (+Fees*)
679.
Spirits; eight bottles including Metaxa Grand Olympian Reserve
100th Anniversary bottle, Bouzouki Raisin Brandy in novelty
bottle, Ceynar and Raki
£50-70 (+Fees*)
680.
Whisky; four bottles of Chivas Regal 12 year old boxed bottles
£80-100 (+Fees*)
681.
Cognac Hennessy VS, one 113cl bottle, one 70cl bottle and one
68cl bottle
£50-70 (+Fees*)
682.
Whisky Glenfiddich Special Reserve, two 70cl bottles in
presentation tubes
£40-60 (+Fees*)

686.
Whisky, Cardhu 70cl boxed
£20-30 (+Fees*)
687.
Wines; seven assorted bottles to include prosecco
£10-20 (+Fees*)
688.
Champagne Ruinart Brut, a 750ml bottle in presentation box
£30-50 (+Fees*)
689.
Champagne Krug Grande Cuvee, a 75cl bottle in presentation
box
£100-150 (+Fees*)
690.
Champagne Cristal 1995, a 750ml bottle in presentation box
£150-200 (+Fees*)
691.
Champagne, Dom Perignon vintage 1998 in a presentation box
£100-150 (+Fees*)
692.
Champagne; four Dom Pérignon vintage bottles comprising of
1971, 1983, 1985, 1990
£400-600 (+Fees*)
693.
Thirty-five miniature bottles including gin, whisky, amaretto,
cognac etc
£30-40 (+Fees*)
694.
Champagne; Rose Brut Andre Bonin 2001, ten 750ml bottles
£40-60 (+Fees*)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Furniture & Furnishings

Lot 704

700.
A cast iron stick stand, pierced
decoration to the sides, 59.5cm high
£80-120 (+Fees*)

705.
A pair of gilt metal mounted campana
shaped urns and covers, 51cm high
£300-500 (+Fees*)

706.
A reproduction longcase clock, 210cm
high
£80-120 (+Fees*)

701.
A pair of Louis XIV style gilt framed
armchairs, with shell decoration to the
crest rail, upholstered backs arms and
seats, 125cm high x 89cm wide
£400-600 (+Fees*)
702.
A set of four hall chairs by Jonathan
Charles, with pierced and gilt back
panels, upholstered seats and turned
legs joined by X-stretchers, 135cm high
£400-600 (+Fees*)
703.
A pair of gilt framed overmantel mirrors,
the crests with shell and scroll
decoration, the mirror plates with
arched top, total size 152cm x 138cm
£500-700 (+Fees*)
704.
A pair of Georgian style console tables
by Jonathan Charles, in flame
mahogany, each with brass gallery,
arrangement of drawers and on fluted
legs with paw feet, 183cm wide
£3000-5000 (+Fees*)
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709.
A large circular dining table by Jonathan
Charles, the marquetry inlaid top with
satinwood finish on outswept legs,
157cm diameter
£1000-1500 (+Fees*)
710.
A pair of cut glass and gilt metal candle
holders, 61cm high
£300-500 (+Fees*)
711.
A gilt framed mirror, decorated foliate
scrolls and putto, the arched bevelled
glass 77cm x 37cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)
712.
Four decorative prints in conforming gilt
frames, image size 19cm x 24cm
£40-60 (+Fees*)

Lot 707
707.
A pair of Regency style walnut bergère
armchairs, by Jonathan Charles, with
leather cushions on turned legs, 62cm
wide
£800-1200 (+Fees*)

708.
A gilt metal mounted table centrepiece,
the oval bowl with hippocampus handles
to each end on a fluted base with figural
supports, 60cm wide
£300-500 (+Fees*)

713.
A Victorian walnut three-division
Canterbury with galleried top and fret
carved panels to the sides, on turned
legs with castors, 56.5cm wide
£180-220 (+Fees*)
714.
A walnut framed open armchair by
Jonathan Charles, with upholstered
back and seat, the frame with gilt
highlights, 128cm high
£150-200 (+Fees*)

Lot 709

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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719.
A Victoria furniture two-seat sofa, with
carved scroll ends on turned feet, 163cm
wide
Provenance: Purchased from Harrods
£600-800 (+Fees*)
720.
A pair of patinated metal candle holders
of reeded column form with glass
shades, 87cm high
£300-500 (+Fees*)
721.
A large glass top coffee table by
Jonathan Charles, the bevelled glass
with eglomise decoration, the table with
oyster veneers to the border on twist
turned legs united by curved interlacing
stretchers, 133.5cm x 133.5cm
£500-700 (+Fees*)
722.
A pair of gilt framed overmantel mirrors,
each with architectural pediment above
a bevelled glass flanked by reeded
pilasters, total size 152cm x 137.5cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)
Lot 716
715.
A pair of vase-shaped pottery lamps with
gilt metal mounts, the handles modelled
as cherubs, 76cm high including shade
£200-300 (+Fees*)
716.◆
A late Victorian marquetry inlaid side
cabinet, in walnut with gilt metal
mounts, the panel doors inlaid with
central winged hippocampus motifs in
ivory, flanked by free standing carved
and fluted columns to the sides,
121.5cm high x 146cm wide
£1500-2000 (+Fees*)

717.
A marquetry inlaid three-tier whatnot by
Jonathan Charles, the tiers above a
Canterbury and drawer, 138cm high x
48.5cm wide
£100-150 (+Fees*)
718.
A pair of Victoria furniture two-seat
sofas with carved scroll ends on turned
feet, 224cm wide
Provenance: Purchased from Harrods
£2000-3000 (+Fees*)

723.
A pair of cut glass candle holders, hung
with prismatic drops, 57cm high
£60-80 (+Fees*)
724.
A pair of candle holders modelled as
parrots, with gilt metal mounts, 29cm
high
£200-300 (+Fees*)
725.
W Harford (19th/20th Century)
HIGHLAND SCENES
a pair, signed
watercolour, 34cm x 50.5cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)

Lot 724
Lot 719
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726.
A small George III mahogany bureau,
74.5cm wide
£200-300 (+Fees*)
727.
A pair of bedside tables by Jonathan
Charles, the galleried top above three
drawers on square tapering legs united
by an undertier, the top, drawers and
undertier all inset with leather, 39cm
wide
£400-600 (+Fees*)
728.
An Isfahan carpet, central Persia, late
20th Century, 310cm x 195cm
£3000-5000 (+Fees*)
729.
A William IV rosewood card table, the
fold-over top on octagonal column to a
platform base, 91cm wide
£300-500 (+Fees*)
730.
A pair of metal tripod tables with lobed
tops, 44cm wide
£200-300 (+Fees*)
731.
A wicker two-seater sofa, an armchair
and two side tables
£250-350 (+Fees*)

Lot 727
732.
A wicker two-seater sofa, an armchair,
two side tables and a low box stool
£250-350 (+Fees*)

734.
A glass top console table, the base with
ropetwist decoration, 150m x 65cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)

733.
A pair of decorative urns containing faux
bay trees, 177cm high
£80-120 (+Fees*)

735.
Eight lattice back conservatory chairs
£300-500 (+Fees*)

Lot 728

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Lot 736
736.
An inlaid stone top table on metal
support, by Tallendi, 209cm x 118cm
£1000-1500 (+Fees*)
737.
A George III mahogany pot cupboard of
chest form, 67.5cm wide
£80-120 (+Fees*)
738.
A Georgian style oak dresser with closed
rack over three drawers, on cabriole
legs with claw feet, 183.5cm wide
£300-500 (+Fees*)

741.
A Chinese style vase, the ‘Vase of the
Golden Carp’ by Franklin mint after Zhe
Zhou Jiang, 31.5cm high excluding
wooden stand
£40-60 (+Fees*)

743.
A Queen Anne style burl inlaid cabinet
on stand by Jonathan Charles, the
cabinet on carved cabriole legs and claw
and ball feet, 111cm wide
£800-1200 (+Fees*)

742.
A pair of figural spelter oil lamps, with
coloured glass reservoirs and clear
glass chimneys, 90cm high
£100-150 (+Fees*)

744.
A French style porcelain and gilt metal
mounted clock garniture, the clock
43.5cm high
£150-200 (+Fees*)

739.ARR
Robert Chailloux (1913-2006)
STRAWBERRIES
oil on canvas, 46cm x 53cm
£300-500 (+Fees*)
740.
A mirror top coffee table by Jonathan
Charles, the mirrored top with eglomise
decoration, on turned legs united by
curved stretchers, 140cm x 70cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)

Lot 739
Lot 743
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Lot 749
745.
After the Victorian School
PORTRAITS OF TWO GIRLS
oil on canvas, 90cm x 60cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)
746.
An Eastern runner, 462cm x 72cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)
747.
A pair of four-branch brass candelabra,
the stems with white marble knops,
52cm high
£100-150 (+Fees*)
748.
Four 17th Century style oak hall chairs
with profusely carved backs,
upholstered seats and the front legs
joined by a carved stretcher
£150-200 (+Fees*)
749.
A Victorian mahogany breakfront press
cupboard, the upper doors now with
lattice grille fronts, 240.5cm wide
£600-800 (+Fees*)
750.
A Victorian rosewood side table on twist
turned supports, 90cm wide
£100-150 (+Fees*)

751.
A late 19th Century continental pressed
leather workbox, the cover and sides
with hunting scenes, the interior part
fitted, 19.5cm x 16cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)

757.
A nest of four mahogany tables, the
largest 41.5cm wide
£40-60 (+Fees*)

752.
A 19th Century mahogany bowfront
chest of four drawers, with turned feet,
108.5cm wide
£200-300 (+Fees*)

758.
W M Steiner
STILL LIFE
with newspaper and stoneware jug on a
mantelpiece
oil on canvas, 60cm x 50cm
£50-70 (+Fees*)

753.
An modern Eastern runner, 292cm x
78cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)

759.
A pair of floor standing lamps and a
matching pair of table lamps
£400-600 (+Fees*)

754.
A pair of painted bedside tables, each
fitted two drawers, 55cm wide
£150-200 (+Fees*)

760.
20th Century
STILL LIFE
vase and flowers
oil on canvas, 60cm x 49cm and another
similar
£100-150 (+Fees*)

755.
An Eastern runner, 352cm x 81cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)
756.
An Edwardian button back open
armchair with upholstered back, arms
and seat
£30-50 (+Fees*)

761.
20th Century
MOTHER AND CHILD
with dog, young lady holding a lamb
a pair
prints, 39cm x 29cm
£50-70 (+Fees*)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Garden & Outside
Effects
780.
A pair of black painted cast iron
campana urns, 76cm high x 56cm
diameter
£300-400 (+Fees*)
781.
A composition stone bust of Apollo on a
fluted plinth, 179cm high
£300-500 (+Fees*)
782.
Three composition stone figures of
Classically draped women, on plinths,
the tallest 119cm including plinth
£400-600 (+Fees*)
783.
A pair of composition stone urns with
lion mask ring handles and on square
plinths with laurel wreath decoration,
containing box bushes, 116cm high
(excluding plants)
£400-600 (+Fees*)
784.
A pair of composition stone urns of
lobed form with twin handles, on square
plinths, 118cm high x 77cm wide across
handles
£300-500 (+Fees*)

Lot 783
58

Lot 782
785.
A pair of composition stone urns the
sides decorated with Classical scenes,
on square plinths decorated with laurel
wreaths, each containing a box bush,
140cm high (excluding plants)
£300-500 (+Fees*)

786.
A set of four composition stone urns,
each on a square plinth with wreath
decoration, 80cm high
£250-350 (+Fees*)
787.
A pair of composition stone figures of
seated dogs, 72cm high
£300-500 (+Fees*)

Lot 785
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Other Properties
788.
A child’s bow-top gypsy caravan with a
canvas roof, the painted wooden frame
with steering axle, the interior fitted with
cupboards, benches and shutters,
230cm long and 220cm high
£3000-4000 (+Fees*)
789.
A cockerel copper weather vane, 59cm
high
£100-150 (+Fees*)
790.
A Coalbrookdale horse chestnut pattern
garden bench, painted white and with
slatted seat, 185cm wide
£3000-5000 (+Fees*)
791.
A pair of terracotta finish garden urns,
with rams mask decoration and
inscribed ‘Flores Curat Deus Ad
MDCCCXCI’, 58cm high x 63cm diameter
£300-500 (+Fees*)

Lot 788

Lot 790

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Furniture
800.
A Victorian overmantel mirror with
crossbanded border, 52.5cm x 89cm
overall
£80-120 (+Fees*)
801.
A reproduction silver table, fitted a
single drawer on cabriole legs, 43cm x
75cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)
802.
An Edwardian open armchair on turned
front legs
£50-80 (+Fees*)
803.
A Victorian walnut framed stool on white
ceramic castors, 74cm x 45cm
£80-100 (+Fees*)
804.
A Dutch marquetry side table, the
serpentine front fitted two drawers, on
cabriole legs with claw and ball feet,
78.5cm wide
£200-300 (+Fees*)
805.
A 19th Century mahogany kneehole
table, fitted four drawers on tapering
legs, 86.5cm wide
£60-80 (+Fees*)
806.
A set of eight William IV dining chairs,
with carved horizontal splats on lappet
carved legs
£300-500 (+Fees*)
807.
A Windsor type armchair with pierced
splats and dished elm seat
£100-150 (+Fees*)
808.
A 19th Century rouge marble fire
surround, the mantel with serpentine
front above a carved frieze, 114.5cm
wide
£800-1200 (+Fees*)
809.
An early 18th Century walnut side table,
fitted a drawer, on turned legs united by
square section stretcher, the top 58.5cm
x 38.5cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)
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Lot 810
810.
An 18th Century walnut and
featherbanded cabinet on chest
(alterations}, the cabinet with frieze
drawer above arch inlaid panel doors,
enclosing an arrangement of drawers
around a central cupboard containing a
recess and three further short drawers,
the base fitted three drawers on bracket
feet, 139cm high x 88cm wide x 43cm
deep
£800-1200 (+Fees*)
811.
An oval oak gateleg table, the two-flap
top on baluster turned legs and square
stretchers, 137cm x 162cm x 72cm high
£150-200 (+Fees*)
812.
A 19th Century oak table on a turned
column and tripod support, the tilt top
67cm diameter
£50-70 (+Fees*)

813.
A late 19th Century oak dresser, fitted
three drawers with a pot board under
and associated shelves over, 145cm
wide
£150-200 (+Fees*)
814.
A mahogany serpentine front sideboard,
crossbanded and fitted two cupboards
and a central drawer, on square taper
legs with spade feet, 183cm wide
£100-200 (+Fees*)
815.
A pair of mahogany side tables with
carved borders and plain frieze, on
stepped fluted taper legs, 132cm wide
£100-200 (+Fees*)
816.
A large three-seater sofa, fitted loose
seat cushions, 210cm wide, 93cm deep
£400-600 (+Fees*)
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817.
A large four-seater sofa, fitted loose
seat and back cushions, 230cm wide,
101cm deep
£400-600 (+Fees*)
818.
A pine cupboard enclosed by a pair of
panel doors, with four drawers over,
214cm wide
£150-200 (+Fees*)
819.
A late 19th Century walnut armoire with
carved pediment, enclosed by a mirror
door, on bun feet, 107cm wide, 244cm
high
£100-150 (+Fees*)
820.
A carved oak fire surround set panels of
acanthus leaves, mask heads and
spears, in raised relief, 172cm x 133cm,
the aperture 98cm x 89cm
£120-150 (+Fees*)
821.
An upholstered wing back chair with ball
and claw feet
£300-400 (+Fees*)
822.
A Regency rosewood circular breakfast
table on a turned column, the circular
base with three claw feet, the top 120cm
diameter
£80-100 (+Fees*)
823.
A mid 18th Century saddleback sofa with
scroll arms, upholstered in Jacobean
style crewel work with a needlework
oval to the back, on square legs and
stretchers with leather barrel castors,
230cm wide
£2000-3000 (+Fees*)
824.
An early 18th Century oak bureau of
small proportions, fitted a well beneath
the fall and with two short and two long
drawers under, on later bracket feet,
70cm wide
£200-300 (+Fees*)
825.
A fruitwood food cupboard of 17th
Century style, with burnished steel grills
and hinges, 128cm wide
£400-500 (+Fees*)
826.
A 19th Century carved oak Glastonbury
chair on X-frame supports with wedged
peg joints, carved Latin inscriptions
throughout, 71cm wide
£300-400 (+Fees*)

Lot 827
827.
An 18th Century mahogany tallboy chest
of six long drawers, two short drawers
and a brushing slide, the top with canted
corners and dentil cornice, on bracket
feet, 111.75cm wide
£300-400 (+Fees*)
828.
An oak two-door Jacobean style
wardrobe with carved frieze, 127cm wide
£200-300 (+Fees*)
829.
An Edwardian mahogany display table,
on square taper legs united by an
X-shaped stretcher, 61cm wide
£120-150 (+Fees*)
830.
An Edwardian walnut chest of three long
and two short drawers, 100cm wide
£80-100 (+Fees*)

831.
An early 19th Century mahogany chest
with canted sides, fitted three long and
two short drawers, 106cm wide
£150-200 (+Fees*)
832.
A late 18th Century oak tea table, fitted a
surround of three drawers on square
taper legs, 81cm wide
£200-250 (+Fees*)
833.
A late 18th Century yew wood corner
cupboard, fitted shaped shelves
enclosed by a pair of arch-top fielded
panel doors, 89cm wide, 116cm high
£300-400 (+Fees*)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Lot 834

834.
A captain’s 18th Century mahogany two-flap desk of unusual
design, the central pedestal fitted a cupboard to each end with
parcel gilt moulding, one fitted a drawer the other a folding
writing slide, on bracket feet, the two-flap top with similar
parcel gilt moulding, 160cm x 120cm
£2000-3000 (+Fees*)
835.
A table top mirror with rounded ends and reeded ribbon tie
frame, 90cm x 47.5cm
£120-150 (+Fees*)
836.
Four upholstered dining chairs with padded seats and backs,
on turned legs and square stretchers
£80-100 (+Fees*)
837.
A mid 18th Century walnut bureau bookcase with moulded
cornice and fitted adjustable shelves, the fall enclosing a fitted
interior with two long and two short drawers beneath, on
bracket feet, 102.5cm wide, 191cm high
£400-600 (+Fees*)
838.
A pair of George III mahogany D-shaped tea tables, banded in
rosewood and with boxwood stringing on square taper legs,
91.5cm wide
£300-400 (+Fees*)

Lot 837
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839.
An 18th Century laburnum chest with
geometric inlay to the top, fitted three
drawers on later bracket feet, 94cm
wide
£400-600 (+Fees*)
840.
A French yew wood armoire of late 18th
Century style with plain rectangular
cornice, fitted for shelves and enclosed
by a pair of herringbone banded panel
doors, 131cm wide, 197cm high
£300-400 (+Fees*)
841.
An 18th Century Italian Florentine frame
with shell and C-scroll surmount and
borders, fitted a later mirror plate,
140cm x 97cm
£600-800 (+Fees*)

Lot 839

842.
An Indonesian camphor wood chest with
iron handles, hinges and hasp, 85.5cm
wide
£120-150 (+Fees*)

845.
An upholstered camel back sofa fitted
loose seat cushions, 180cm wide
£300-400 (+Fees*)

843.
A leather covered trunk with studded
scrolls and flower heads, on bracket
feet, 113cm wide
£200-300 (+Fees*)

846.
An oval mahogany wall mirror with
carved border, 70cm x 42cm and a shoe
cleaning stand
£60-80 (+Fees*)

844.
An early 19th Century mahogany oval
table on a turned column and tripod
support, the tip-up top 90cm x 57.5cm
£120-150 (+Fees*)

847.
A late 17th Century oak coffer with
twin-panelled hinged cover, the front
carved with arches to the frieze above
three carved stylised panels, 137cm
wide
Provenance: Lot 148 Bonhams, Chester
18/10/2012
£500-700 (+Fees*)

Lot 841

848.
An early 18th Century carved oak panel
set ten rectangular fielded panels, with
later moulded cornice, 125cm x 169cm
£400-600 (+Fees*)
849.
A late 18th Century carved oak
overmantel with carved cornice and
acanthus to the sides, the back set five
fielded arch panels, 243cm wide, 68cm
high
£300-500 (+Fees*)
850.
An Edwardian mahogany bureau, 71cm
wide
£70-90 (+Fees*)
851.
A child’s bentwood chair and two others
£50-70 (+Fees*)

Lot 847

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Lot 861
852.
A George III mahogany side table on
square taper legs, 122cm wide
£100-150 (+Fees*)
853.
A Victorian walnut button back armchair
on cabriole legs
£180-220 (+Fees*)
854.
A Victorian mahogany chiffonier with
carved backboard, 90cm wide
£40-60 (+Fees*)
855.
A George IV two-flap work table on a
turned column and tripod support, 50cm
wide
£80-120 (+Fees*)
856.
Five Regency rosewood dining chairs
with carved backs and upholstered
seats, on turned and reeded front legs
£200-300 (+Fees*)
857.
An 18th Century oak table on a turned
column and tripod support, 90cm
diameter
£120-180 (+Fees*)
858.
A white painted Davenport with drawer
to both sides on shaped supports,
54.5cm wide
£80-120 (+Fees*)
859.
A yew and elm stick back armchair on
turned legs with crinoline stretchers
£120-180 (+Fees*)
860.
A wing back armchair on dwarf cabriole
front legs
£180-220 (+Fees*)
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Lot 875
861.
A 19th Century mahogany campaign
chest of three long and two short
drawers, 91.5 wide
£250-350 (+Fees*)
862.
A George IV mahogany two-flap work
table, fitted three drawers on turned
legs, 61cm wide
£150-200 (+Fees*)
863.
A mid 19th Century oak writing table,
fitted two drawers on turned and reeded
legs, 104cm wide
£120-150 (+Fees*)
864.
A late 18th Century mahogany armchair
with pierced horizontal splat, fitted a
loose trap seat on square chamfered
legs
£250-350 (+Fees*)
865.
An upholstered tub-shaped chair, on
turned legs with spiral stretchers
£80-100 (+Fees*)
866.
A mahogany two-flap gateleg table on
baluster turned legs and square
stretchers, 108cm wide
£200-300 (+Fees*)
867.
A carved wood painted and decorated
wall mirror of Renaissance design, the
central escutcheon with female figure to
each side, the pillars carved caryatids,
98cm x 57cm
£250-350 (+Fees*)
868.
A George III mahogany tripod table, on
turned fluted columns with splay feet,
the dished tilt-top 75cm diameter
£200-300 (+Fees*)

869.
A walnut single chair with shaped
upright splat to the back, fitted a loose
trap seat on cabriole front legs and
turned stretchers and another single
chair similar but no stretchers
£100-150 (+Fees*)
870.
A 17th Century style oak chair with
carved panel to the back, having a solid
seat on turned legs and stretchers
£100-150 (+Fees*)
871.
A 17th Century oak wainscot chair with
arch-top panelled back, scroll arms and
box seat
£400-600 (+Fees*)
872.
A reproduction coffee/gaming table on
two tripod supports, extending leaf with
eight by eight grid, 170cm long
(extended), 62cm wide, 43cm high
£50-70 (+Fees*)
873.
A pair of late 19th Century mahogany
footstools, with needlework tops on
splay feet, 31cm wide
£50-70 (+Fees*)
874.
An early 19th Century Friesian fruitwood
mangle board, carved and incised,
monogrammed and dated 1837, 48.5cm
long
£80-120 (+Fees*)
875.
An early 18th Century walnut chest
featherbanded and fitted three long and
three short drawers on later bracket
feet, 98cm wide
£500-700 (+Fees*)
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Lot 876
876.
An Edwardian satinwood cabinet with
gilded brass gallery to the marble top,
compartments and drawers beneath,
53cm wide
£600-800 (+Fees*)
877.
A Regency rosewood cabinet enclosed
by a pair of brass grille silk lined doors
on a plinth base, 104cm wide
£200-300 (+Fees*)
878.
A George III mahogany supper table, the
circular tilt-top on a tripod base, 80.5cm
diameter
£250-350 (+Fees*)
879.
An 18th Century walnut chest of three
long and two short drawers on bracket
feet, 90cm wide
£500-600 (+Fees*)
880.
An 18th Century South European walnut
chest fitted three long and two short
drawers, on a stand fitted a drawer on
turned feet, 98cm wide, 105cm high
£800-1200 (+Fees*)
881.
A three-panel scrap screen, 157cm high
£100-150 (+Fees*)

Lot 880
882.
A 17th Century Dutch oak draw leaf
dining table, the top inset with three
slate panels on ring turned baluster
legs, 190.5cm long (extended)
£1000-1500 (+Fees*)

887.
A Carlton House type writing desk of
Regency design with carved gadrooned
border, the base fitted two drawers on
cabriole legs with ball and claw feet,
105cm x 59cm
£150-200 (+Fees*)

883.
An English oak press cupboard, the
overhanging cornice carved with the
initials LFK and dated 1665, with two
pairs of cupboard doors, 182.75cm wide
£400-600 (+Fees*)

888.
A Victorian mahogany tea table, the foldover top of serpentine outline over a
carved frieze and on moulded cabriole
legs, 87cm wide
£100-150 (+Fees*)

884.
A Regency rosewood Davenport desk in
the manner of Gillows, with four
graduated drawers to the side, on
reeded bun feet with original castors,
89cm high x 60cm wide x 65cm deep
£200-300 (+Fees*)
885.
A pair of deep seated armchairs, circa
1900, with carved rosette and anthemion
motifs to the show wood and on fluted
front legs, 95cm wide x 85cm deep
£200-300 (+Fees*)
886.
A Victorian overmantel mirror, the gilt
wood surround with repeating rosette
detail, the plate, 180cm x 170cm
£400-600 (+Fees*)

889.
A burr yew bowfronted side table, by
Titchmarsh & Goodwin, fitted three
short drawers over a long drawer on
square legs with castors, 46cm wide
£200-300 (+Fees*)
890.
A mahogany two division Canterbury,
with drawer under on turned legs with
castors, 47.5cm wide and a footstool
£80-100 (+Fees*)
891.
A pair of ebonised coffee tables with
inset glass tops, 80cm x 80cm
£60-80 (+Fees*)
892.
A Victorian mahogany metamorphic
dumb waiter on a triform base with
scroll feet, 56cm diameter
£100-150 (+Fees*)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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893.
A Victorian Aesthetic Movement writing
table, ebonised and with painted birds to
the cupboard doors, 106.5cm wide
£200-300 (+Fees*)
894.
A pair of 19th Century circular rosewood
footstools, the tops with Berlin work
upholstery, 27cm diameter
£60-80 (+Fees*)
895.
A Chinese pierced and carved hardwood
jardinière stand with inset marble top,
48cm high
£120-150 (+Fees*)
896.
A Victorian walnut square stool with
serpentine frieze on moulded cabriole
legs with pointed feet, 81cm wide
£150-200 (+Fees*)
897.
A mid 17th Century and later English
oak inlaid court cupboard, the upper
canopied section with foliate carved
wavy flat pediment over two panelled
cupboard doors flanking an arcaded
recessed centre inlaid with a tree, the
lower section with foliate carved top over
panelled cupboard doors fitted with iron
hinges, upon stile supports, 155cm wide,
50.75cm deep, 158.75cm high
£300-500 (+Fees*)
898.
A tiger skin rug with full mount head on
a felt backing and mounted to a wooden
board, the head with glass eyes and
open mouth, total length 280cm, total
width across paws 195cm
Note: Taken in India circa. 1920 by
Stratford Haliday Robert Louis
Tollemache (1864-1937)
£1200-1500 (+Fees*)
899.
A George IV mahogany work table on an
octagonal taper support, 52cm wide
£150-200 (+Fees*)
900.
An Arts and Crafts style dresser, in the
manner of Shapland & Petter, the
superstructure with embossed brass
plaque to the pediment above a green
glazed cupboard door flanked by
recesses, the base fitted two drawers
above inlaid cupboard doors, 140cm
wide
£400-600 (+Fees*)
901.
A Maison Jansen black and gold coffee
table, 131cm x 71cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)
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Lighting
918.
A Chinese style pottery lamp base, 68cm
high
£100-150 (+Fees*)
919.
A pair of oxidized candlestick table
lights, each with a gilt figure at the base,
with ivorine heads, 27cm high
£70-90 (+Fees*)
920.
A pair of cut glass three-light
chandeliers with spiral branches hung
trails of prismatic drops and a six-light
chandelier, the scrolling metal branches
hung drops
£60-80 (+Fees*)
921.
An early 20th Century gilt metal six-light
electrolier, each crabstock style branch
hung elongated glass drops, 64cm high
£40-60 (+Fees*)
922.
An early 20th Century gilt metal and
Meissen porcelain mounted four-light
chandelier with a surmount of entwined
gilded leaves and central putto, the
whole encrusted with coloured
flowerheads and nozzles, 80cm high
£500-700 (+Fees*)
923.
A six-light chandelier with baluster
central column and scroll arms, 30.5cm
high
£80-120 (+Fees*)
924.
An Italian brass and cut glass
twelve-light chandelier, the scroll
branches hung elongated and prismatic
drops terminating in a ball to the base,
106cm high
£600-800 (+Fees*)
925.
A pair of Italian alabaster ewer-shaped
lamps, encrusted with flowers on
pedestal bases, 67.5cm high (converted
for electricity)
£300-400 (+Fees*)
926.
An Italian carved giltwood altar type
candlestick on a tri-form base and bun
feet, 86cm high
£120-150 (+Fees*)
927.
A pair of cream painted and gilded
Italian type standard lamps, 152.5cm
high
£180-220 (+Fees*)

928.
A Tiffany type table lamp, the shade of
cream ground with grapes and vines in
relief on a gilded base, 59cm high
£120-160 (+Fees*)
929.
An Art Deco table lamp, a semi clad
figure of a kneeling woman supporting a
marbled glass globe, 43cm high
£120-150 (+Fees*)
930.
A wrought iron four-light electrolier with
scroll supports to the arms, 58.5cm wide
and a gilt metal three-light electrolier
with scroll branches
£80-100 (+Fees*)
931.
A pair of painted and decorated turned
wood candlesticks on circular bases,
39.5cm high
£80-100 (+Fees*)
932.
A white glazed table lamp decorated
swallows in flowering branches, with
shade, 60cm high
£60-80 (+Fees*)
933.
An adjustable brass reading lamp,
125cm high
£40-60 (+Fees*)
934.
A pair of gilt metal candelabra with
four-branches, five-lights and cherub
bases, 63cm high
£200-300 (+Fees*)
935.
An electrolier basket of Eden style,
metal framework with decorative glass
fruits and beads, 70cm high, 75cm wide
£300-400 (+Fees*)
936.
A pair of French table lamps of speckled
green ceramic ovoid form on gilt metal
tripod supports with hoof feet
£150-200 (+Fees*)
937.
A pair of 18th Century carved gilt wood
two-branch wall lights, with acanthus
clad scroll branches
£150-200 (+Fees*)
938.
A gilt metal pendant light with surround
of garlands and cut glass conical shade
with finial, another and a circular cut
glass pendant light shade
£150-200 (+Fees*)
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Lot 939
939.
An Empire ormolu and bronze six-light electrolier, the nozzles
with swan supports, 36cm diameter
£300-400 (+Fees*)

Lot 940

Clocks & Barometers
940.
A late 18th Century mahogany tavern clock, the enamel dial with
gilt Roman numerals, fitted an eight-day single train movement
with usual triangular back plate, 116cm high
£3000-5000 (+Fees*)
941.
A gilt brass eight-day carriage clock, the porcelain dial with
Roman numerals, signed J Ritchie & Son, Edinburgh, the
half-hour movement striking on a gong, No 6016, with leather
case and key, 18cm high and a photograph frame
£200-250 (+Fees*)
942.
An early 19th Century mahogany eight-day bracket clock, Edwin
Gray, London, in an arch-top case with handle, fitted a single
train fusee movement, 48cm high
£400-600 (+Fees*)
943.
A late 19th Century ebonised pearwood bracket clock, HW
Bedford, 67 Regent Street, London, in a gilt mounted case with
brass columns on bracket feet, the brass dial with silvered
chapter ring and triple fusee movement, playing Cambridge
chimes on eight bells with subsidiary dials, 49cm high
£2000-3000 (+Fees*)

Lot 943
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Lot 945
944.
A 19th Century black slate mantel clock
with cream enamel dial, 21cm high
£60-80 (+Fees*)
945.
A George III ebony veneered, eight-day,
quarter chime table clock by Gravell,
London, the case with brass mounts and
caryatids to the corners with brass
finials and handle to the top, having
pierced frets to the sides, fitted a brass
chapter ring with subsidiary dial to the
arch, inscribed in Dutch, strike/not
strike and quarter/no quarter, with lunar
dial to the arch and date aperture at 6
o’clock, the movement with later anchor
escapement, chiming on eight bells and
with single bell strike, 50cm high
Provenance: John Galsworthy
(1867-1933) Novelist, by bequest to his
nephew Rudolf Sauter (1895-1977) artist,
and by descent to the current owner
£6000-8000 (+Fees*)
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Lot 954
946.
A gilt brass half-hour strike hour repeat
carriage clock, the white enamel dial
signed Inlington & Sutton, Liverpool, No.
2884, 18.5cm high, with original leather
case and key
£400-500 (+Fees*)
947.
A gilt brass half-hour strike carriage
alarm clock, No. 5136, 15cm high
£120-150 (+Fees*)
948.
A late 19th Century black slate mantel
clock, fitted an eight-day movement
striking on a gong, 27cm high
£80-120 (+Fees*)
949.
A mid 19th Century wheel barometer in
a Black Forest carved oak case, 114cm
high
£80-120 (+Fees*)
950.
An Edwardian mahogany arch-top
mantel clock on four ball feet, 25cm
high
£70-90 (+Fees*)

951.
An American walnut wall clock with
eight-day striking movement, 72cm high
£40-60 (+Fees*)
952.
A small French Gothic table clock with
poppy finial to the sides, a figure in
armour and a woman to the base, fitted
a white enamel dial with verge watch
movement, 9.5cm high
£80-100 (+Fees*)
953.
An oak eight-day longcase clock, the
inlaid case with swan neck to the hood
fitted a painted dial signed M Worcester
Wednesbury
£300-400 (+Fees*)
954.
A Boulle type eight-day mantel clock in a
tortoiseshell and gilt metal case, the
chapter ring with blue segmented
numerals, striking on a bell
£600-800 (+Fees*)
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955.
A 19th Century black slate clock with a bronze figure finial, 44.5cm
high
£120-150 (+Fees*)
956.
An onyx cased mantel clock, the square dial signed Bright & Son Ltd,
Scarborough, 22cm high
£50-70 (+Fees*)
957.
A French clock garniture of veined marble, comprising a portico clock,
49cm high and two conforming urns
£250-350 (+Fees*)
958.
An early Georgian walnut longcase clock with caddy top hood
surmounted by turned ball finials, moulded cornice above a blind
fretwork carved frieze fitted with an arched glazed door between
turned gilt metal mounted pillars and enclosing a brass dial with
silvered chapter ring with strike/silent dial to the arched, subsidiary
seconds dial and date aperture, inscribed Henry Wade, London, the
boxwood and ebony lined case fitted with an arched rectangular trunk
door and crossbanded panelled base and moulded stepped plinth,
264cm high
£3000-5000 (+Fees*)
959.
A French 19th Century ormolu and marble half-hour strike, eight-day
mantel clock, signed Honbro Aine a Paris, the breakfront case with
two mounted musical putti above an arch top set a white enamel dial
with Roman numerals, a garland beneath on six raised and gilded
feet, 38cm high
£800-1200 (+Fees*)

Lot 959
Lot 958
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Boxes & Tea Caddies

977.
No Lot

960.
Five treen string boxes and covers, the
largest 6cm high and three treen beaker
boxes, the largest 17cm high
£70-90 (+Fees*)

978.
An Ardabil rug, 190cm x 132cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)
979.
A Tabriz carpet, North West Persia, mid
20th Century, 410cm x 300cm
£600-800 (+Fees*)

961.
Seven Victorian and later work boxes,
jewellery boxes etc.
£60-80 (+Fees*)

980.
A Kashan carpet, Central Persia, third
quarter 20th Century, 395cm x 265cm
£400-600 (+Fees*)

962.
A fitted leather writing case, 25.5cm
wide, a mahogany brass bound work
box, 29.5cm wide and a walnut work box
£80-120 (+Fees*)

981.
A Tabriz carpet, North West Persia,
377cm x 300cm
£1000-1500 (+Fees*)

963.
A Victorian walnut work box, 27.5cm
wide, containing a quantity of medals,
steel work necklaces etc.
£120-160 (+Fees*)
964.
A Victorian work box, 28cm wide
containing a quantity of steel buttons
etc.
£80-120 (+Fees*)
965.
A George III rosewood tea caddy, 20cm
wide
£60-80 (+Fees*)
966.
A Regency rosewood
sarcophagus-shaped tea caddy, inlaid
brass foliate decoration, 33cm wide
£120-150 (+Fees*)
967.
A 19th Century rosewood and parquetry
work box, the hinged cover with
mother-of-pearl plaque inscribed
‘Isabella Knott’, 25.5cm wide
£80-120 (+Fees*)

982.
A Kashan rug, Central Persia, late 20th
Century, 215cm x 144cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)

Lot 971
969.
A terracotta figure of a Roman horse,
26cm long
£70-90 (+Fees*)
970.
A cloisonné vase and cover, 14cm high
£50-70 (+Fees*)
971.
After Louis Moreau
CURIEUSE
figure of a young woman seated on a
tree stump, her right hand raised
bears signature
bronze, 59cm high
£600-800 (+Fees*)

Rugs & Carpets
Works of Art
968.
Jean-Jacques Pradier (1790-1852)
DANSEUSE NUE AUX CALEBASSES
signed Pradier and bears Cresson Eteur
on circular base
bronze, 30cm high
£300-400 (+Fees*)

70

975.
A Chinese Art Deco style carpet, the
purple and orange ground decorated
flowers etc., 340cm x 275cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)
976.
A Hamadan rug, the all over geometric
design on a blue ground, within a multi
figured border, 155cm x 76cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)

983.
A North East Persian carpet of European
inspiration, mid 20th Century, madder
field with bold floral sprays and centred
by a pale blue cartouche medallion with
floral decoration, framed by indigo
spandrels and an indigo bold flower
head border, 200cm x 270cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)
984.
A Bakthiar carpet, West Persia, late 20th
Century, the madder Herati design field
centred by an ivory medallion, framed by
a samovar border, 325cm x 195cm
£400-600 (+Fees*)
985.
Three modern Pakistani rugs, the
largest 147cm x 93cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)
986.
A modern Pakistani runner with floral
motif, 350cm x 79cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)
987.
A modern Aubosson style carpet with
central floral cartouche, 275cm x 176cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)

Further images & information at www.chorleys.com
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Lot 988
988.
A late 19th century Serapi carpet, North West Persia, the
madder field with trailing vines with ivory and indigo spandrels
and centred by a bold indigo pendant medallion, framed by an
indigo and polychrome samovar and flowerhead border,
flanked by sky blue meandering flowering vine guard stripes,
484cm x 352cm
£4000-6000 (+Fees*)

994.
A Central Persian Rudbar rug, 215cm x 160cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)

989.
A North East Persian Turkoman carpet, 270cm x 170cm
£300-400 (+Fees*)

996.
A North West Persian Bidjar rug, 210cm x 120cm
£250-350 (+Fees*)

990.
A North West Persian Malayer rug, 247cm x 115cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)

997.
A South West Persian Abadeh carpet, 307cm x 172cm
£400-600 (+Fees*)

991.
A North West Persian Nahawand carpet, 295cm x 152cm
£400-600 (+Fees*)

998.
A North West Persian Mahal carpet, 430cm x 312cm
£1000-1500 (+Fees*)

992.
A Central Persian Kashan carpet, 320cm x 206cm
£400-600 (+Fees*)

999.
A North West Persian Tabriz rug, 143cm x 97cm
£180-220 (+Fees*)

993.
A North West Persian Tabriz carpet, 413cm x 315cm
£800-1000 (+Fees*)

1000.
A North West Persian Tabriz carpet, 355cm x 231cm
£500-700 (+Fees*)

995.
A North West Persian Heriz carpet, 338cm x 242cm
£700-900 (+Fees*)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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1004.
A Bokhara rug, Turkmenistan, 214cm x
114cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)
1005.
A Ziegler design carpet, 363cm x 257cm
£800-1200 (+Fees*)
1006.
A Tekke rug, circa 1910-20
£500-700 (+Fees*)
1007.
A North East Persian signed Moud
carpet, 290cm x 194cm
£300-400 (+Fees*)

Textiles & Costumes

Lot 1001
1001.
A Hereke silk prayer rug, 166.5cm x
120cm
£400-600 (+Fees*)
1002.
A Turkish rug, 165cm x 103cm
£50-70 (+Fees*)
1003.
A Belouch carpet, North East Persia,
300cm x 200cm
£300-500 (+Fees*)

1010.
A 19th Century paisley shawl, the two
central cartouches within borders of
scrolling boteh and a fringed surround,
170cm x 300cm
£40-60 (+Fees*)
1011.
A Kashmir double sided paisley shawl
with central medallion within a surround
of foliate and tear drop designs, 180cm x
170cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)
1012.
An early 20th Century Kirman Suzani
with embroidered tear drop to each
corner within a stylised floral surround,
300cm x 146cm
£150-200 (+Fees*)

1013.
A Chinese black silk shawl with fringed
border, embroidered flowers and birds
in colour, 130cm square
£60-80 (+Fees*)
1014.
A silk program commemorative of
Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee at The
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden
£70-90 (+Fees*)
1015.
A pair of silk work floral pictures, 28cm
x 13.5cm with easel stands, a porcelain
button, mounted, framed and glazed and
a quantity of sundries
£60-80 (+Fees*)
1016.
Two pairs of riding boots
£120-150 (+Fees*)
1017.
A pair of curtains decorated flowers and
foliage, lined and interlined, 280cm x
120cm and a door curtain
£80-120 (+Fees*)
1018.
A box of lace table linen and other
material
£50-60 (+Fees*)
1019.
A Bel Robe Mod Model evening gown, a
satin floral dress and a blue sequin
dress
£80-120 (+Fees*)

Lot 1005
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Portrait Miniatures

Lot 1021
1020.
English School, mid 19th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A GENTLEMAN
wearing a blue stock and red coat
oil, 6cm x 5cm
and a Victorian photographic portrait of
a lady, the dress heightened in white
£120-150 (+Fees*)
1021.◆
Charles Foot Tayler
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A LADY AND
GENTLEMAN
she wearing a white dress and coloured
shawl, he wearing a black jacket and
white stock
a pair
oil on ivory, 9cm x 7cm
£600-800 (+Fees*)

Lot 1024

Lot 1022

Lot 1023

1022.
T B Ford after Landseer
DIGNITY AND IMPUDENCE
a portrait of Impudence
enamel on porcelain as a stock pin, 2cm
diameter
£200-300 (+Fees*)

1025.◆
English School, late 18th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A WOMAN
looking left, her hair up, wearing a pearl
necklace and puce dress
oil on ivory, 5cm x 4cm
£800-1200 (+Fees*)

1023.◆
English School, 17th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF CHARLES I
wearing a broad lace collar and blue
satin lined coat
oil on ivory, 4cm x 3.5cm, in a gilt frame
£1000-1500 (+Fees*)

1026.◆
Italian School, 19th Century, after Jean
Jacques Henner (1829-1912)
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF SAINT FABIOLA
wearing a red veil and looking right
oil on ivory, 6cm x 5cm, in a gilt
turquoise set frame
Note: Saint Fabiola was born into a
wealthy Roman patriarchy family in the
second Century AD, she was beatified
for giving up a life of wealth and ease to
administer to the sick and poor
£150-200 (+Fees*)

1024.◆
English School, late 18th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A GENTLEMAN
wearing a colourful waistcoat and brown
jacket
oil on ivory, 4.5cm x 3.5cm
£300-400 (+Fees*)

Lot 1025

Lot 1026

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Lot 1027

Lot 1029

Lot 1028

1027.◆
French School, 18th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A GENTLEMAN
wearing a blue coat and white lace stock
to the reverse, ‘Ils sont de Lui’
a scene of a woman grieving by a
monument, ‘Son bonheur me console’
oil on ivory, 6cm x 4cm
£600-800 (+Fees*)
1028.◆
English School, 18th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A GENTLEMAN
looking left, wearing a blue coat and
white stock
the reverse monogrammed and hair set
oil on ivory, 7cm x 5.5cm
£500-700 (+Fees*)
1029.
English School, early 19th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A GENTLEMAN
looking left, wearing a blue coat and
white stock
oil on card, 6.5cm x 5cm
£120-150 (+Fees*)

Lot 1031
74

1031.◆
French School, 18th Century
A GIRL KNEELING BENEATH A TREE
a memoriam gold locket
sepia on ivory, 2.5cm x 0.5cm
£300-500 (+Fees*)
1032.◆
Follower of Plimer
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A LADY
looking left, her hair in ringlets, wearing
a white dress
oil on ivory, 3.5cm x 2.5cm
in a gold frame with jewelled border
£500-700 (+Fees*)
Lot 1030
1030.
English School, late 18th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A NAVAL COMMANDER
looking left, wearing a blue uniform, gilt
lined and with white stock
oil on card, 6.5cm x 5cm
£600-800 (+Fees*)

Lot 1032

1033.
English School, late 18th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF CHARLES FAULKNER
aged six, wearing a green jacket with
lace collar
inscribed on reverse
gouache on card, 7cm x 5.5cm
£300-400 (+Fees*)

Lot 1033
Further images & information at www.chorleys.com
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Lot 1034

Lot 1035

1034.
English School, late 17th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A BEWIGGED
GENTLEMAN
wearing a brown coat and white stock
oil on copper, 7.5cm x 6.5cm
£250-300 (+Fees*)

1036.◆
Frederick Buck
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A GENTLEMAN
looking left, wearing a black coat and
white stock
oil on ivory, 7cm x 6cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)

1035.◆
Prussian School, late 18th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A MILITARY OFFICER
looking left, wearing a dark blue uniform
and buttoned collar
oil on ivory, 7cm x 5cm
in a fine carved wood frame
£600-800 (+Fees*)

1037.◆
Frederick Buck
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF AN OFFICER
looking left, wearing a blue uniform
jacket with open white collar
oil on ivory, 6cm x 4.5cm
£300-400 (+Fees*)

Lot 1037

Lot 1038

Lot 1036

1038.◆
French School, early 19th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A NAVAL OFFICER
looking left, wearing a tricorn hat and
high collar blue uniform with gilt
borders
tondo
oil on ivory, 6cm diameter
in a gilt metal plush lined frame
£300-400 (+Fees*)
1039.◆
English School, 18th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF JOHN CLUAR
(1736-1828)
looking left, wearing a white lace stock
and red coat
inscribed on reverse
tondo
oil on ivory, 5cm diameter
£400-600 (+Fees*)

Lot 1039

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Lot 1040

Lot 1042

Lot 1041

1040.
English School, 17th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A BISHOP
looking left, bewigged and wearing a
blue cassock, white surplice, stock and
red sash
oil on copper, 6.5cm x 5cm
£400-600 (+Fees*)
1041.◆
After Reynolds
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A SEATED LADY
wearing a white dress and red shawl
oil on ivory, 7.5cm x 6cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)
1042.
Miers
SILHOUETTE OF A BOY LOOKING TO HIS RIGHT
the back hair set with a Masonic
emblem
in black on white chalk, 4cm x 3cm
in a fine oval gold enamel frame
Note: See Morgan May, A Master of
Silhouette, plate 61
£800-1200 (+Fees*)

Lot 1043
1044.
English School, early 19th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A LADY
wearing a red hat and blue dress, her
left arm leaning on a wall
oil on copper, 18.5cm x 14.5cm
£300-400 (+Fees*)

1045.◆
English School, early 19th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A NAVAL OFFICER
seated, wearing a gilt buttoned coat with
epauletes
oil on ivory, 9.5cm x 7.5cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)

1043.◆
Indian School, 19th Century
THE INTERIOR OF THE DIWAN-I-KHAS
The Hall of Private Audience of the
Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan (1627-58),
once housing the Peacock Throne
plundered by the Persians in 1739, over
the corner arches of the northern and
southern walls is inscribed the verse of
the poet Amir Khusro ‘If there is heaven
on earth, it is this, it is this, it is this!’
oil on ivory, 13.5cm x 19.5cm
£250-300 (+Fees*)

Lot 1044
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Lot 1046

Lot 1047

Lot 1049

Lot 1050

Lot 1051

1046.
Mughal School, 19th Century
A PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A MAHARAJA
wearing a decorative jacket, crown and
tunic
watercolour, 15cm x 9.5cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)
1047.◆
M E Hawkley
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A GENTLEMAN
signed and dated, 1899
oil on ivory
£150-200 (+Fees*)
1048.
Two portrait miniatures of women, one
wearing a turban the other initialled
MEM
£60-80 (+Fees*)
1049.◆
English School, early 19th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A MAN
half-length, wearing a white stock and
brown coat, his right arm resting on the
back of a chair
oil on ivory, 9cm x 7.5cm
£150-200 (+Fees*)

1051.◆
English School, early 19th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A YOUNG MAN
bust length, wearing a brown cloak
oil on ivory, 8cm x 8cm
£300-400 (+Fees*)

1052.
Attributed to Christian Zincke
(1683-1767)
PORTRAIT MINIATURE IN ENAMEL OF A YOUNG
GENTLEMAN
bust length, wearing a blue coat
oval
enamel, 4.5cm x 4cm
with a silver gilt support for the frame
£500-700 (+Fees*)

1050.◆
English School, mid 19th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A GIRL
bust length, wearing a white lace and
red dress
oval
oil on ivory, 6.5cm x 5.5cm
£250-350 (+Fees*)

Lot 1052

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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1053.◆
English School, mid 18th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A GENTLEMAN
bust length, wearing a red coat
oval
oil on ivory, 3.5cm x 3cm
the gold frame with jewelled border
£500-700 (+Fees*)
1054.◆
English School, 19th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A LADY
bust length, wearing a blue striped
dress
oval
oil on ivory, 4.5cm x 4cm
the gilt frame with rope border
£300-400 (+Fees*)
1055.◆
English School, mid 19th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURES OF A LADY AND A
GENTLEMAN
bust length, the lady wearing a white
lace veil, the gentleman in a black cravat
and coat
a pair
oval
oil on ivory, 4cm x 3cm
both in gilt frames mounted as brooches
£300-400 (+Fees*)

Lot 1053

1056.◆
Attributed to Samuel Cotes (1734-1818)
PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN
possibly Reverend D Little
bust length
signed with initials and dated 1761
oval
oil on ivory, 4cm x 3cm
in a gilt metal pendant mount, the
reverse set hair
£400-600 (+Fees*)

Lot 1054

Lot 1055

1057.◆
English School, late 18th Century
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A LADY
half-length, wearing a white dress and
bonnet
oval
oil on ivory, 7.5cm x 6cm
£100-200 (+Fees*)
1058.◆
19th Century School
PORTRAIT MINIATURE DEPICTING CHRIST
enamel on porcelain, 7cm x 4.5cm
Early 19th Century School
PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A GENTLEMAN
bust length, wearing a blue coat and
white stock
watercolour on ivory, 5cm x 4cm
and three other miniatures including a
print of a lady in a decorative gilt frame
(5)
£150-200 (+Fees*)
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Prints
1060.
20th Century
MANNEQUIN
signed indistinctly
a black and white photograph, 24cm x
33cm
£30-40 (+Fees*)
1061.
A collection of coloured engravings of
birds, mostly 19th Century
£150-200 (+Fees*)
1062.
Charles Joseph Hullmandel (1789-1850)
CHATEAUX DES ROCHERS
three engravings bound with description,
33cm x 50cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)
1063.
Wombwell’s Royal National Menagerie
advertisement and a collection of
thirteen plates of agricultural
implements
£80-120 (+Fees*)
1064.
Jacques Philippe Lebas after after Carel
van Folens
DEPART DE CHASE
black and white engraving, 47cm x 63cm
and other engravings, 17th Century and
later (unframed)
£150-200 (+Fees*)

Lot 1066 (part)

1067.
John Pine (1690-1756) after C Lempriere
BATTLE SCENES
four nautical engravings, 37cm x 61cm
and another 18th Century engraving,
SCARBOROUGH WITH THE CASTLE, PORT AND
SPAW
£100-150 (+Fees*)

1068.
George Vertue (1684-1756)
WESTMINSTER TOURNAMENT ROLL
five black and white plates to celebrate
the birth of Henry VIII and Katherine’s
son Henry 1510, Sumptibus Soc.
Antiquarae London 1726, 38cm x 54cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)

1065.
After Giuseppe Vasi (1710-1782)
VEDUTA IN PROSPETTIVA DELLA GRAN FONTANA
DELL ‘ACQUA VERGINE DETTA DI TREVI,
ARCHITETTURA D NICOLA SALVI
black and white engraving, 51cm x
71.5cm
and other 17th and 18th Century
engravings
£200-300 (+Fees*)
1066.
Poilly Francois de Francia (1623-1693)
OBELISCUM AS IMP. ANT. CARACALLA ROMAN
ADUECTUM CUM INTER CIRCI CASTENSIS
RUDERA CONFRACTUS DIU IACUISSET
INNOCENTIUS DECIMUS PONT, OPT MAX EID
FONTIS FORIIQ ORNATUM TRANSTULIT
INSTAURAVIT ERESCIT 1707
engraving, 75cm x 52cm and another
£100-150 (+Fees*)

Lot 1067 (part)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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1069.
Thomas Rowlandson
OUTLINES OF FIGURES, RESPECTFULLY
DEDICATED TO THOSE LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
WHO DRAW LANDSCAPES FOR THEIR
AMUSEMENT
four black and white etchings, 50.5cm x
34cm
published June 1 1790 by M Lay
Brighthelmstone
a sheet of pencil sketches of animals
and birds after Landseer and a black
and white engraving of sea birds
£80-120 (+Fees*)
1070.
John Jones after James Roberts
THE OSPREY
black and white engraving
and a folio of black and white
engravings, prints, etc.
£150-200 (+Fees*)
1071.
English School, 18th Century
PORTRAIT OF WILLIAM LENTHALL
Master of the Rolls, Commissioner of
the Great Seal and Speaker of The
House of Commons
half-length
black and white etching, 44cm x 30cm
and other 18th Century portraits
£100-150 (+Fees*)
1072.
After Dirk Jacobz Vellert (1511-1544)
THE DRUNKEN DRUMMER
his left foot resting on a drum case and
holding a lidded tankard in his right
hand
etching, 9.5cm x 6.5cm
£60-80 (+Fees*)

Lot 1070 (part)
1076.
After Daniel and Hieronymous Hopfer
CHARLES V, HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR
1519-1556
bust portrait
engraving, 24cm x 16cm
and another engraving of SOLOMON
EMPEROR OF TURKEYs
£400-600 (+Fees*)
1077.
J Baldrey
THE INFANT SHEPHERD
INFANT FONDNESS
a pair
stipple engravings, 16cm x 13cm
£60-80 (+Fees*)

1078.
A quantity of 18th Century portraits
KINGS AND QUEENS OF ENGLAND, NOBLEMEN,
ETC

black and white engravings
£200-300 (+Fees*)
1079.
Le Monde Elegant
TWO FRAMED PRINTS DEPICTING HATS
and eleven other framed prints
£30-40 (+Fees*)

1073.
After Altobello Meloni (1485-1530)
FOUR DANCING CHERUBS
one dressed in a tunic in the form of a
face
black and white etching, 14.5cm x 17cm
£60-80 (+Fees*)
1074.
After William Young Ottley
A MAN IN RAGGED CLOTHES PUSHING A
WOMAN SEATED IN A WHEELBARROW
etching, 10.5cm x 15.5cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)
1075.
After Benedetto Montagne
THE FIDDLER
Pan with onlookers on a cliff path
etching, 16.5cm x 10.5cm and two others
by the same
£120-150 (+Fees*)
Lot 1076
80
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Lot 1080
1080.
Anthony Buckley & Constantine Ltd
HER MAJESTY QUEEN ELIZABETH II
three-quarter length photographic
portrait
signed by Her Majesty and dated 1991
photograph, 60cm x 50cm
£150-200 (+Fees*)
1081.
Chinese School, 20th Century
PORTRAIT OF A MANDARIN WOMAN
signed
print, 47cm x 32cm
£60-80 (+Fees*)
1082.
Chapman after Bartolozzi
VIEW OF THE OUTSIDE OF THE ROYAL
EXCHANGE, LONDON and
After Johannes Kip
THE SOUTH PROSPECT OF THE CHURCH OF ST
CLEMENT DANES
prints
£80-120 (+Fees*)
1083.
By and after L E G
FLORAL SPECIMENS
thirty engravings, 27cm x 21cm, each
with verse from a Shakespeare play or
sonnet
£80-120 (+Fees*)
1084.
After William Hogarth
STREET SCENES
four facsimiles
£80-120 (+Fees*)
1085.ARR
Erté (1892-1990)
THE SEASONS SUITE
colour lithograph, 31cm x 21cm and two
other costume designs
£120-150 (+Fees*)
1086.
William Strang (1859-1921)
BEAUCHAMP, 1915
lithograph, 65cm x 52cm in a rosewood
frame
£40-60 (+Fees*)

Lot 1104
1087.ARR
Sir Wally Herbert (1934-2007)
ICEWALK
limited edition print no 5 of 500
print, 38cm x 55cm
Sir Peter Scott (1909-1989)
GOLDEN EYES ON GOLDEN WATER
limited edition print no 21 of 500
print, 38cm x 45cm
and a county Map of Worcestershire, all
rolled and unframed
Note: being sold to benefit Stroud Court
Community Trust
£20-30 (+Fees*)
1088.
After James Gillray (1757-1815)
INTRODUCTION OF CITIZEN VOLPONE & HIS
SUITE AT PARIS - VIDE THE MONITEUR &
COBBETTS LETTERS
hand coloured print, 25cm x 35cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)
1089.
George Cruikshank (1792-1878)
A SWARM OF ENGLISH BEES HIVING IN THE
IMPERIAL CARRIAGE
hand coloured print, 26cm x 36cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)
1090.
After Goya etching
CAMPEADOR
from La Tauromaquia
etching
£40-60 (+Fees*)
1091.
James Malton (c.1766-1803)
DUBLIN SCENES
colour engravings, 26.5cm x 38cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)
1092.ARR
Erté (1892-1990)
READY FOR THE BALL
a pair
prints, 28cm x 21cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)

Watercolours
1100.
Henri Correvon (1854-1939)
BOTANICAL STUDIES
a collection of approximately two
hundred and fifty botanical studies in
seven sketch books, most named, some
dated, one book signed
watercolour, 13cm x 10cm
£180-220 (+Fees*)
1101.
A folio containing a quantity of 19th
Century period sketches of birds, three
pen and ink maps, North Wales, South
Wales and the Brecon Beacons and a
quantity of black and white engravings
£120-150 (+Fees*)
1102.
A folio containing a quantity of 19th
Century period pencil, charcoal and
other drawings, Classical figures etc.,
watercolour drawings etc.
£150-200 (+Fees*)
1103.
After Honoré Daumier
NUDES
initialled
five red chalk drawings, various sizes
£120-150 (+Fees*)
1104.
John Faulkner (1835-1894)
FARM AT THE PLAISANCE, KENILWORTH
signed and inscribed
watercolour, 47cm x 97cm
£500-700 (+Fees*)
1105.
John Faulkner (1855-1894)
A BYWAY TO THE CHURCH
signed
watercolour, 47cm x 97cm
£400-600 (+Fees*)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Lot 1106
1106.
John Faulkner (1855-1894)
THE SHEPHERD’S HOUSE
signed
watercolour, 47cm x 97cm
£500-700 (+Fees*)

1109.
Atoi
CARDINAL, THE DUCHESS OF MALFI
and three other costume designs, 71cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)

1107.
English School, 19th Century
READING THE TEA LEAVES
watercolour, 19cm x 27cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)

1110.
No Lot

1108.
Peter Kent
27 LAMBS CONDUIT STREET WG1
signed and dated 81
pencil and crayon, 29cm x 41cm and
43 KING ST, COVENT GARDEN
monogrammed JS ’81
pencil and crayon, 39cm x 38cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)

1111.ARR
Denis Aldridge (1898-1985)
PORTRAIT OF A HUNTER AT GRASS
signed
watercolour, 34cm x 52cm and
STUDY OF A HORSE ‘YES SIR’
indistinctly signed G Falkner and dated
1957
graphite on paper, 41cm x 49cm
£40-60 (+Fees*)

1112.ARR
Francis S Leke (20th Century)
FISHING BOATS
a pair
signed
watercolour, 25cm x 35cm
£40-60 (+Fees*)
1113.
James Hardy (1801-1879)
BRITTANY PEASANTS
watercolour, 54cm x 76cm
£150-200 (+Fees*)
1114.
Herbert Menzies Marshall (1841-1913)
SHIPPING ON THE THAMES
signed and dated 1986
watercolour, 17.5cm x 25.5cm and
Charles Hayes
SHEPHERD AND FLOCK
watercolour, 16.5cm x 25cm
£150-200 (+Fees*)
1115.
John William Juritz (1870-?)
SS SUEVIC
Table Mountain in the background
signed
watercolour, 25cm x 36.5cm
STILL LIFE WITH BASKET OF FLOWERS
signed Michel
oil on canvas, 21cm x 26cm
and another by the same hand, 26cm x
21cm (3)
£60-80 (+Fees*)

Lot 1113
82

Further images & information at www.chorleys.com
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1116.
Evan Davies
MARY OF CARDIGAN
inscribed ‘Mary of Cardigan, Evan
Davies, Master, 1850’
watercolour, 45cm x 69cm
£300-500 (+Fees*)
1117.
Giuliano De Luca
THE SHEPHERD
watercolour, 31cm x 23cm
£50-70 (+Fees*)
1118.
J Robinson
IFORD BRIDGE
Near Christchurch, Hants
watercolour, 44.5cm x 65cm
£60-80 (+Fees*)
1119.
‘Spy’ Leslie Matthew Ward (1851-1922)
’JUDICIAL POLITENESS’ PORTRAIT OF THE RT
HON SIR C S C BOWEN
watercolour, 28cm x 20.5cm and three
Spy prints
£150-200 (+Fees*)
1120.ARR
Gerald Mynott (born 1957)
ZWINGER PALACE, DRESDEN
signed and dated 1985
mixed media, 57cm x 44cm
Provenance: Francis Kyle Gallery label
verso
£100-150 (+Fees*)

Lot 1116

1133.
Manner of Scottie Wilson
TREE OF LIFE
oil on board, 79cm x 59cm
£40-60 (+Fees*)
1134.ARR
K Hillman (Contemporary)
ABSTRACT COMPOSITION
acrylic on canvas, 76cm x 76cm
£40-60 (+Fees*)

1135.
David James (1854-1904)
FISHING BOATS GOING OUT
signed and dated lower right, D James
’89
oil on canvas, 50cm x 75cm
£2000-3000 (+Fees*)

Oil Paintings
1130.
20th Century
NEPALESE MAN WITH PIPE AND BASKET
signed indistinctly lower right
mixed media on board, 60cm x 44.5cm
£40-60 (+Fees*)
1131.
Continental School, 20th Century
MOUNTAIN POOL
signed indistinctly and dated 1906
oil on board, 12.5cm x 21cm
£40-60 (+Fees*)
1132.
Karel Collens (1869-1901)
PORTRAIT OF A BEARDED MAN
signed lower left
oil on canvas laid to board, 39cm x 29cm
£80-120 (+Fees*)

Lot 1135

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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1138.
English School, 20th Century
PORTRAIT OF A WOMAN
wearing a purple dress against a
papered wall
oil on canvas, 50cm x 45cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)
1139.
M Ludlow Symonds
MRS GREENING
half-length portrait
oil on canvas, 74cm x 64cm
£150-200 (+Fees*)
1140.
After Meléndez
STILL LIFE
a bowl of fruit and wine glass on a table
oil on canvas, 41cm x 50cm
£150-200 (+Fees*)
1141.
Attributed to Lodewyck Toeput
A BANQUETING SCENE ON A PALACE TERRACE
oil on panel, 43cm x 75cm
£3000-5000 (+Fees*)

Lot 1136
1136.
After Sir Anthony Van Dyck
PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST WITH A SUNFLOWER
oil on canvas, 31cm x 34cm
£800-1200 (+Fees*)

1137.
English School, early 19th Century
SEATED LADY PLAYING A LUTE
oil on board, 14cm x 10cm
£80-100 (+Fees*)

1142.
After Correggio
CUPID WITH FRIEND SHARPENING HIS ARROW
(fragment of an 18th Century copy
Danae)
oil on canvas, 63cm x 52cm
£600-800 (+Fees*)

Lot 1141
84

Further images & information at www.chorleys.com
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Lot 1146

1143.
After Diego Rodríguez de Silva y Velázquez
THE WATERSELLER OF SEVILLE
oil on panel, 50cm x 40cm
£400-600 (+Fees*)
1144.
19th Century
STILL LIFE
fruit and jugs on a ledge
oil on canvas, 61cm x 81cm
£150-200 (+Fees*)
1145.
English School, late 19th Century
FAMILY GROUP
oil over photograph on canvas, 63cm x 76cm
£100-150 (+Fees*)

1146.
David Gauld RSA (1865-1936)
CALVES
oil on canvas, 62cm x 76cm
£2500-3500 (+Fees*)
1147.
Manner of Frederick Leighton (1830-1896)
MYTHOLOGICAL SCENE
perhaps Mars, Venus and Cupid, the adult figures clad in
drapery and furs, holding a baby aloft
bears signature
oil on canvas, 131cm x 83cm
£1000-1500 (+Fees*)

Fees* – Buyer’s Premium on a sliding scale + VAT at 20%. ARR – Some lots may be subject to an additional fee (see page 1)
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Lot 1148
1148.
Paul Jones (act.1855-1888)
WAITING FOR THEIR MASTER
ponies and hounds in highland
landscapes
a pair
signed and dated 1874
oil on canvas, 20cm x 30cm
Provenance: Burlington Paintings 6th
October 1994s
£3000-5000 (+Fees*)

86

1149.
Henry Bright (1810-1873)
WINDMILL ON THE SCHELDT
oil on canvas, 35cm x 49.5cm
Provenance: Hahn Fine Art, 29th June
1970
£200-300 (+Fees*)
1150.
Dutch School, 18th Century
WOMAN PEERING THROUGH HER FINGERS
oil on panel, 17.5cm x 16cm
£200-300 (+Fees*)

1151.
Circle of Charles Baxter
MOTHER AND CHILD
oil on canvas, 59cm x 48cm
£400-600 (+Fees*)
1152.
English School, early 19th Century
FIGURES IN AN INTERIOR
oil on board, 18.5cm x 15cm
£80-100 (+Fees*)

Further images & information at www.chorleys.com
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CONDITIONS OF BUSINESS FOR ONSITE AUCTIONS
INFORMATION FOR BUYERS AT AUCTIONS
1. Introduction. The following notes are intended to assist bidders
and buyers, particularly those that are inexperienced or new to
our salerooms. All of our auctions are governed by our
Conditions of Business incorporating the Terms of Consignment
(primarily applicable to sellers), the Terms of Sale (primarily
applicable to bidders and buyers) and any notices that are
displayed in our salerooms or announced by the auctioneer at
the auction. Our Conditions of Business are available for
inspection at our salerooms and the Terms of Sale are printed
in the back of our auction catalogues. Our staff will be happy to
help you if there is anything in our Conditions of Business that
you do not fully understand.
Please make sure that you read our Terms of Sale set out in
this catalogue or on our website carefully before bidding in the
auction. If your bid is successful, you will be obliged to comply
with our Terms of Sale.
2. Agency. As auctioneers we usually act on behalf of the seller
whose identity, for reasons of confidentiality, is not normally
disclosed. If you buy at auction your contract for the goods is
with the seller, not with us as auctioneer.
3. Estimates. Estimates are designed to help you gauge what sort of
sum might be involved for the purchase of a particular lot.
Estimates may change and should not be thought of as the sale
price. The lower estimate may represent the reserve price (the
minimum price for which a lot may be sold) and will not be below
the reserve price. Estimates do not include the buyer’s premium
or VAT (where chargeable). Estimates are prepared some time
before the auction and may be altered by a saleroom notice or
announcement by the auctioneer before the auction of the lot.
They are not definitive.
4. Buyer’s Premium. The Terms of Sale oblige you to pay a buyer’s
premium on the hammer price of each lot purchased.
22.5% on the first £100,000
15% on the excess between £100,001 and £500,000
12.5% on the excess between £500,001 and £1,000,000
10% on the balance above £1,000,000
Where thresholds apply, the higher premium rate will apply to
the portion of the bid price up to the threshold and the lower
premium rate will apply to the portion of the bid price in
excess of the threshold. VAT at the standard rate is added to
this premium with the exception of books and unframed maps
(see below).
5. VAT. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways:
a. (*) indicates that VAT is payable by the buyer on the hammer
price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium.
VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%).
This imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is
registered for VAT within the European Union and is not
operating the Dealers Margin Scheme or because VAT is
due at 20% on importation into the UK.
b. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside
the European Union. [These lots are liable to a reduced rate
of VAT (5%) on the hammer price and buyer’s premium)].
c. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no
VAT payable on the hammer price. This is because such
lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The
VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as
input tax.
6. Inspection of goods by the buyer. As we act on behalf of the seller,
we are dependent on information provided by the seller about
their goods. We may inspect lots and will act reasonably in
taking a general view about them. However, we are normally
unable to carry out detailed examinations of lots to check their
condition in the way a buyer would do. You will have ample
opportunity to inspect the goods. You must inspect and
investigate lots that you might wish to bid for. Please note
carefully the exclusion of liability for the condition of lots set out
in the Terms of Sale at clause 13.4.

7. Electrical goods. These are sold as “antiques” and for collection
and display only. If you buy electrical goods for use you must ask
a qualified electrician to check them for compliance with safety
regulations before you use them.
8. Export of goods. If you intend to export goods you must find out:
a. whether an export licence is needed; and
b. if there is a prohibition on importing goods of that character
e.g. because the goods contain prohibited materials such
as ivory (see Terms of Sale clause 15).
9. Bidding. Bidders will be required to register with us before the
auction starts. We reserve the right to impose a deadline prior
to the auction by which you must register or by which we must
receive a commission bid. If you wish to bid on high value lots
this deadline may be several days before the auction in order to
allow us sufficient time to carry out the necessary checks. Lots
will be invoiced to the name and address on the registration
form. Please enquire in advance about our arrangements for
telephone or online bidding. Please note that we may refuse to
register you if you do not provide us with all the information and
documentation that we ask for or at our discretion.
10. Financial Checks. As auctioneers we may have to conduct
various checks into our customers under the Money Laundering,
Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on the
Payer) Regulations 2017 and related legislation. Unless we
confirm we already have this information, on registration you
will be required to provide the following:
For individuals, official photo identification (driving licence, passport
or equivalent) and proof of address (if this is not included in your ID
document);
For corporate entities, the certificate of incorporation (or equivalent)
with your official name, registered number (if any) and registered
address, as well as details and ID documentation for directors and
beneficial owners of the entity;
For trusts and estates, details and ID documentation for
executors/trustees and details of beneficiaries; please contact us for
further information.
You may be asked for further information if we deem this
necessary. If you are bidding for another person (your
“Principal”) you will be required to provide the above information
for yourself and your Principal, along with a signed letter from
your Principal authorising you to bid.
For further information about ID requirements please call us on
01452 344499. If we deem that you have not provided sufficient
information for us to complete our anti-money laundering and
terrorist financing checks to our satisfaction, we may refuse to
register you to bid and we may postpone completion of or cancel
any contract made by you and the Seller in the event you have
made a successful bid.
11. Commission bidding. You may leave commission bids with us
indicating the maximum amount to be bid against a lot
(excluding the buyers’ premium and/or any applicable VAT). We
will execute commission bids as cheaply as possible having
regard to the reserve (if any) and competing bids. If two buyers
submit identical commission bids we may prefer the first bid
received (where this can be reasonably ascertained). Please
enquire in advance about our arrangements for the leaving of
commission bids by telephone, email, via our website or through
online bidding platforms.
12. Methods of Payment. We accept payment by debit card, credit
card (maximum £1,000 per auction) and bank transfer. Please
contact us before the sale if you plan to use any other method
of payment. We do not accept payment by card over the
telephone.
13. Collection and storage. Please note what the Terms of Sale say
about collection and storage. It is important that you pay for and
collect goods promptly. Any delay may involve you having to pay
storage charges.
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TERMS OF SALE
Both the sale of goods at our auctions and your relationship with
us are governed by the Terms of Consignment (primarily applicable
to sellers) the Terms of Sale (primarily applicable to bidders and
buyers) and any notices displayed in the saleroom or announced by
us at the auction (collectively, the “Conditions of Business”). The
Terms of Consignment and Terms of Sale are available at our
saleroom on request.
Please read these Terms of Sale carefully. Please note that if you
register to bid and/or bid at auction this signifies that you agree to
and will comply with these Terms of Sale.
Please note that these Terms of Sale relate to auctions held at our
premises only. We have separate terms for online only auctions.
1 Definitions and interpretation
1.6 To make these Terms of Sale easier to read, we have given the
following words a specific meaning:
“Auctioneer”
Means Chorley’s, a limited company registered in
England and Wales with registration number
5857433 and whose registered office is located at
Staverton Court, Cheltenham GL51 0UX, or its
authorised auctioneer, as appropriate;
“Bidder”
means a person participating in bidding at the
auction;
“Buyer”
means the person who makes the highest bid for a
Lot accepted by the Auctioneer;
“Deliberate
means: (a) an imitation made with the intention of
Forgery”
deceiving as to authorship, origin, date, age, period,
culture or source; (b) which is described in the
catalogue as being the work of a particular creator
without qualification; and (c) which at the date of the
auction had a value materially less than it would
have had if it had been as described;
“Hammer
means the level of the highest bid for a Lot
Price”
accepted by the Auctioneer by the fall of the
hammer;
“Lot(s)”
means the goods that we offer for sale at our
auctions;
“Money
means the Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing
Laundering
and Transfer of Funds (Information on the Payer)
Regulations”
Regulations 2017, as amended;
“Premium”
means the premium that we will charge you on your
purchase of a Lot to be calculated as set out in
Clause 4;
“Reserve”
means the minimum hammer price at which a Lot
may be sold;
“Sale
means the net amount due to the Seller;
Proceeds”
“Seller”
means the persons who consign Lots for sale at
our auctions;
“Terms of
means the terms on which we agree to offer Lots
Consignment” for sale in our auctions as agent on behalf of
Sellers;
“Terms of
means these terms of sale, as amended or Sale”
updated from time to time;
“Total Amount means the Hammer Price for a Lot, the Premium,
Due”
any applicable artist’s resale right royalty, any VAT
due and any additional charges payable by a
defaulting buyer under these Terms of Sale;
“Trader”
means a Seller who is acting for purposes relating
to that Seller’s trade, business, craft or profession,
whether acting personally or through another
person acting in the trader’s name or on the trader’s
behalf;
“VAT”
means Value Added Tax or any equivalent sales tax;
“Website”
means our website available at www.chorleys.com
In these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc.
refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc.
refer to the Auctioneer. Any reference to a ‘Clause’
is to a clause of these Terms of Sale unless stated
otherwise.

2 Information that we are required to give to Consumers
2.1
A description of the main characteristics of each Lot as
contained in the auction catalogue.
2.2
Our name, address and contact details as set out herein, in
our auction catalogues and/or on our Website.
2.3
The price of the Goods and arrangements for payment as
described in Clauses 4, 5 and 8.
2.4
The arrangements for collection of the Goods as set out in
Clauses 9 and 10.
2.5
Your right to return a Lot and receive a refund if the Lot is
a Deliberate Forgery as set out in Clause 14.
2.6
We and Trader Sellers have a legal duty to supply any Lots
to you in accordance with these Terms of Sale.
2.7
If you have any complaints, please send them to us directly
at the address set out on our Website.
2.8
We also refer you to your warranties as a Bidder and Buyer
as set out in clause 6.
3 Bidding procedures and the Buyer
3.1
You must register your details with us before bidding and
provide us with any requested proof of identity and billing
information, in a form acceptable to us (Paragraph 10 of the
Information for Buyers in the Sale Catalogue refers). You
must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in
place before entering the auction room to view or bid.
3.2
We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in
person if possible. You are responsible for your decision to
bid for a particular Lot. If you bid on a Lot, including by
telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission
bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot
and satisfied yourself regarding its condition.
3.3
If you instruct us in writing, we may execute commission
bids on your behalf. Neither we nor our employees or
agents will be responsible for any failure to execute your
commission bid, unless our failure to do so is
unreasonable. Where two or more commission bids at the
same level are recorded we have the right to prefer the first
bid made (where this can be reasonably ascertained).
3.4
The Bidder placing the highest bid for a Lot accepted by the
Auctioneer will be the Buyer at the Hammer Price. Any
dispute about a bid will be settled at our discretion. We may
reoffer the Lot during the auction or may settle the dispute
in another way. We will act reasonably when deciding how
to settle the dispute.
3.5
Bidders will be deemed to act as principals, even if the
Bidder is acting as an agent for a third party.
3.6
We may bid on Lots on behalf of the Seller up to one bid
below the Reserve.
3.7
We may refuse to accept any bid if it is reasonable for us to
do so.
3.8
Bidding increments will be at our sole discretion (but will
be in line with standard auction practice).
4 The purchase price
As Buyer, you will pay:
a. the Hammer Price;
b. a premium of a percentage of the Hammer Price
calculated on an incremental basis:
22.5% on the first £100,000
15% on the balance between £100,001 and
£500,000
12.5% on the balance between £500,001 and
£1,000,000
10% on the balance above £1,000,000;
c. any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the
Lot; and
d. any VAT due.
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5 VAT
5.1

You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on
the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. Please see
the symbols used in the auction catalogue for that Lot and
the “Information for Buyers” in our auction catalogue for
further information.
We will charge VAT at the current rate at the date of the

auction.
6
Buyer Warranties
6.1
You warrant that the funds used for settlement are not
connected with any criminal activity including tax evasion,
and that you are neither under investigation, nor have you
been charged with or convicted of money laundering,
terrorist activities or other crimes.
6.2
Where you are bidding on behalf of another person, you
warrant that:
you have conducted appropriate customer due
diligence on the ultimate buyer(s) of the Lot(s) in
accordance with all applicable anti-money
laundering and sanctions laws, you consent to us
relying on this due diligence, and you will retain for
a period of not less than 5 years the documentation
evidencing the due diligence;
You will make such documentation promptly
available for immediate inspection by an
independent third party auditor upon our written
request to do so;
the arrangements between you and the ultimate
buyer(s) in relation to the Lot or otherwise do not,
in whole or in part, facilitate tax crimes;
you do not know, and have no reason to suspect,
that the funds used for settlement are connected
with, the proceeds of any criminal activity, including
tax evasion, or that the ultimate buyer(s) are under
investigation, or have been charged with or
convicted of money laundering, terrorist activities
or other crimes.
7 The contract between you and the Seller
7.1
The contract for the purchase of the Lot between you and
the Seller will be formed when the hammer falls accepting
the highest bid for the Lot at the auction.
7.2
You may directly enforce any terms in the Terms of
Consignment against a Seller to the extent that you suffer
damages and/or loss as a result of the Seller’s breach of
the Terms of Consignment.
7.3
If you breach these Terms of Sale, you may be responsible
for damages and/or losses suffered by a Seller or us. If we
are contacted by a Seller who wishes to bring a claim
against you, we may in our discretion provide the Seller with
information or assistance in relation to that claim.
7.4
We normally act as an agent only and will not have any
responsibility for default by you or the Seller (unless we are
the Seller of the Lot).
7.5
In addition to any other rights we may have to cancel a
contract for sale under these Terms of Sale, in the event:
7.5.1
you are in breach of your warranties in
clause 6; or
7.5.2
we have not completed our enquiries
pursuant to the Money Laundering
Regulations and related legislation to our
satisfaction; or
7.5.3
we have reason to believe that the
transaction might be unlawful for any
reason, or that the sale might put us under
any civil or criminal liability,
We may delay completion of a sale, delay release of a Lot
or cancel the sale of a Lot.

8 Payment
8.1
Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will:
8.1.1
give to us, if not already provided to our
satisfaction, proof of identity in a form
acceptable to us (and any other information
that we require in order to comply with our
anti-money laundering obligations – please
refer to Paragraph 10 of the Information for
Buyers in the Sale Catalogue ); and
8.1.2
pay to us the Total Amount Due by debit card,
credit card (for which there is an upper limit
of £1,000 per client per auction) or bank
transfer.
8.2
If you owe us any money, we may use any payment made
by you to repay these debts.
9 Title and collection of purchases
9.1
While you are bound by the contract for the purchase of the
Lot from the fall of the hammer on your successful bid,
ownership in the Lot will not pass to you until:
9.1.1
you have paid us in full the Total Amount
Due in cleared funds for that Lot;
9.1.2
you have provided us with the information
set out in clause 8.1.1; and
9.1.3
we have completed our enquiries pursuant
to the Money Laundering Regulations and
related legislation.
You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it
and ownership has passed to you.
9.2
Unless notified otherwise, you will (at your own expense)
collect any Lots that you have purchased and paid for
either:
9.2.1 not later than seven business days following the day
of the auction; or
9.2.2 not later than seven business days following the date
that we have received payment of the Total Amount
Due in cleared funds, if later.
9.3
If you do not collect the Lot within this time period, you will
be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and
insurance charges in relation to that Lot, unless the delay
was caused by our continuing investigations under Clause
7.5.2.
9.4
Risk of loss or damage to the Lot will pass to you when you
(or your agents) take physical possession of the Lot.
9.5
If you do not collect the Lot that you have paid for within
thirty days after the auction, we may sell the Lot. We will
pay the proceeds of any such sale to you, but (unless the
delay was caused by our continuing investigations under
Clause 7.5.2) will deduct any storage charges or other sums
that we have incurred in the storage and sale of the Lot. We
reserve the right to charge you a selling commission at our
standard rates on any such resale of the Lot.
10 Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchases
10.1
Please do not bid on a Lot if you do not intend to buy it. If
your bid is successful, these Terms of Sale will apply to you.
This means that you will have to carry out your obligations
set out in these Terms of Sale. If you do not comply with
these Terms of Sale we may (acting on behalf of the Seller
and ourselves) pursue one or more of the following
measures:
10.1.1 take action against you for damages for breach of
contract;
10.1.2 reverse the sale of the Lot to you and/or any other
Lots sold by us to you;
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10.1.3

resell the Lot by auction or private treaty (in which
case you will have to pay any difference between
the price you should have paid for the Lot and the
price we sell it for as well as the charges outlined
in Clause 9.5. Please note that if we sell the Lot
for a higher amount than your winning bid, the
extra money will belong to the Seller;
10.1.4 remove, store and insure the Lot at your expense;
10.1.5 if you do not pay us within seven business days of
your successful bid, we may charge interest at a
rate not exceeding 1.5% per month on the total
amount due;
10.1.6 keep that Lot or any other Lot sold to you until you
pay the Total Amount Due;
10.1.7 reject or ignore bids from you or your agent at future
auctions or impose conditions before we accept
bids from you; and/or
10.1.8 if we sell any Lots for you, use the money made on
these Lots to repay any amount you owe us.
10.2
We will act reasonably when exercising our rights under
Clause 10.1. We will contact you before exercising these
rights and try to work with you to correct any noncompliance by you with these Terms of Sale.
11 Health and Safety
Although we take reasonable precautions regarding health
and safety, you are on our premises at your own risk.
Please note the lay-out of the premises and security
arrangements. Neither we nor our employees or agents are
responsible for the safety of you or your property when you
visit our premises, unless you suffer any injury to your
person or damage to your property as a result of our, our
employees’ or our agents’ negligence.
12 Seller’s Warranties
12.1
The Seller warrants to us and to you that:
12.1.1 the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is
authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the
lot at auction;
12.1.2 the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable
title to the Lot to you free from any third party
rights or claims; and
12.1.3
as far as the Seller is aware, the main
characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction
catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in
the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at
the auction) are correct.
12.2
If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot,
any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please
notify us in writing. Neither we nor the Seller will be liable
to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due
and we will not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the
information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
12.3
Please note that many of the Lots that you may bid on at
our auction are second-hand.
12.4
If a Lot is not second-hand and you purchase the Lot as a
Consumer from a Seller that is a Trader, a number of
additional terms may be implied by law in addition to the
Seller’s warranties set out at Clause 12.1 (in particular
under the Consumer Rights Act 2015). These Terms of Sale
do not seek to exclude your rights under law as they relate
to the sale of these Lots.
12.5
Save as expressly set out above, all other warranties,
conditions or other terms which might have effect between
the Seller and you, or us and you, or be implied or
incorporated by statue, common law or otherwise are
excluded.
13 Descriptions and Condition
13.1
Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information
provided to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not
liable); and (b) our opinion (although it is likely that we will
not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot).

13.2

13.3

13.4

13.5

13.6

13.7
14

We will give you a number of opportunities to view and
inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any
independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy
yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We
shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your
consultants to properly inspect a Lot.
Representations or statements by us as to authorship,
genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or
estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We
undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and
reasonably held and accept liability for opinions given
negligently or fraudulently.
Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are
unlikely to be in perfect condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e.
as you see them at the time of the auction). Books are not
collated and are not guaranteed to be complete. The
absence of any reference to condition in a description does
not mean that the lot is without damage, restoration or loss.
While we do not usually include condition information within
our catalogue descriptions, we are happy to provide a
condition report for any lot upon request before the auction.
Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the
condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues
affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description
of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice)
and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to
have revealed.
Historically many gemstones have been subject to a variety
of treatments to enhance their appearance. Sapphires and
rubies are routinely heat treated to improve their colour
and clarity, emeralds are also frequently treated with oils
or resin for the same purpose. Treatments such as
staining, irradiation or coating may have been used on other
gemstones. These treatments may be permanent, whilst
others may need special care or re-treatment to retain their
appearance. Bidders should be aware that estimates
assume that gemstones may have been subjected to such
treatments. A number of laboratories issue certificates that
give more detailed descriptions of gemstones, however
there may not be consensus between different laboratories
on the degrees or types of treatment for any particular
gemstone. In the event that Chorley’s has been given or
obtained certificates for any lots in the sale, these
certificates will be disclosed in the catalogue. In the event
that no certificate is published in the catalogue, bidders
should assume that the gemstone may have been treated.
Neither Chorley’s nor the seller accepts any liability for
contradictions or differing certificates obtained by buyers
on any lots subsequent to the sale.
Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the images
on our website and in our printed catalogues, however due
to variations in the printing process and in the screen
settings of individual computers, tablets and phones, we
cannot guarantee that the colour in an image is truly
representative of the actual item.
All weights and measures provided in the catalogue should
be regarded as approximate.
Ivory and Endangered Species
Chorley’s condemns the poaching of all species, especially
African elephants and the wanton destruction of natural
habitat. Thus we will offer for sale no products containing
ivory produced after June 1947, the date of the Convention
of International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna
and Flora (CITES). We consider that pieces produced before
this date are likely to be purchased as pieces of artistic or
cultural merit, which happen to contain ivory, rather than
be purchased for their ivory content.
Due to international laws, any item on the Endangered
species list, whether it dates from the 18th/19th Century or
the 1930s, requires re-export permits for bidders outside
the EU (CITES). Some countries also require import permits
as well and all permits must be in place prior to shipment.
Chorley’s cannot be held liable if a purchaser buys a lot that
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comes within this field and then import/export licences
cannot be arranged. It is the potential buyer’s responsibility
to check the applicable regulations before bidding for a lot
which comes under these laws.
15 Deliberate Forgeries
15.1
You may return any Lot which is found to be a Deliberate
Forgery to us within six months of the auction provided that
you return the Lot to us in the same condition as when it
was released to you, accompanied by a written statement
identifying the Lot from the relevant catalogue description
and a written statement of defects.
15.2
If we are reasonably satisfied that the Lot is a Deliberate
Forgery we will refund the money paid by you for the Lot
(including any Premium and applicable VAT) PROVIDED that
if:
15.2.1 the catalogue description reflected the accepted
view of experts as at the date of the auction;
or
15.2.2 you personally are not able to transfer good and
marketable title in the Lot to us;
you will have no right to a refund under this Clause 15.2.
15.3
If you have sold the Lot to another person, we will only be
liable to refund the price that you paid for the Lot. We will
not be responsible for repaying any additional money you
may have made from selling the Lot.
15.4
Your right to return a Lot that is a Deliberate Forgery does
not affect your legal rights and is in addition to any other
right or remedy provided by law or by these Terms of Sale.
16 Our liability to you
16.1
We will not be liable for any loss of opportunity or
disappointment suffered as a result of participating in our
auction.
16.2
In addition to the above, neither we nor the Seller shall be
responsible to you and you shall not be responsible to the
Seller or us for any other loss or damage that any of us
suffer that is not a foreseeable result of any of us not
complying with the Conditions of Business. Loss or damage
is foreseeable if it is obvious that it will happen or if at the
time of the sale of the Lot, we, you and the Seller knew it
might happen.
16.3
Subject to Clause 16.4, if we are found to be liable to you
for any reason (including, amongst others, if we are found
to be negligent, in breach of contract or to have made a
misrepresentation), our liability will be limited to the total
purchase price paid by you to us for any Lot.
16.4
Notwithstanding the above, nothing in these Terms of Sale
shall limit our liability (or that of our employees or agents)
for:
16.4.1 death or personal injury resulting from negligence
(as defined in the Unfair Contract Terms Act
1977);
16.4.2 fraudulent misrepresentation; or
16.4.3 any liability which cannot be excluded by law.
17 Notices
17.1
All notices between you and us regarding these Terms of
Sale must be in writing and signed by or on behalf of the
party giving it.
17.2 Any notice referred in Clause 16.1 may be given:
17.2.1 by delivering it by hand;
17.2.2 by first class pre-paid post or Recorded Delivery; or
17.2.3 by email, provided that a copy is also sent by prepaid post or Recorded Delivery.
17.3 Notices must be sent:
17.3.1 by hand or registered post:
a. to us, at our address set out in these Terms of
Sale or at our registered office address appearing
on our Website; and

b. to you, at the last postal address that you have
given to us as your contact address in writing;
or
17.3.2 by email:
a. to us, by sending the notice to both the following
email addresses:
simon.chorley@chorleys.com
enquiries@chorleys.com
b. to you, by sending the notice to any email address
that you have given to us as your contact email
address in writing.
17.4 Notices will be deemed to have been received:
17.4.1 if delivered by hand, on the day of delivery;
17.4.2 if sent by first class pre-paid post or Recorded
Delivery, two business days after posting,
exclusive of the day of posting; or
17.4.3 if sent by email, at the time of transmission unless
sent after 17.00 in the place of receipt in which
case they will be deemed to have been received
on the next business day in the place of receipt
(provided that a copy has also been sent by prepaid post or Recorded Delivery as set out in
Clause 17.2.3.
17.5
Any notice or communication given under these Terms of
Sale will not be validly given if sent by fax, email, any form
of messaging via social media or text message.
18 Data Protection
We will hold and process securely any personal data in
relation to you in accordance with the 2018 General Data
Protection Regulation.
19 General
19.1
We may, acting reasonably, refuse admission to our
premises or attendance at our auctions by any person.
19.2
We act as an agent for our Sellers. The rights we have to
claim against you for breach of these Terms of Sale may be
used by us, our employees or agents, or the Seller, its
employees or agents, as appropriate. Other than as set out
in this Clause, these Terms of Sale are between you and us
and no other person will have any rights to enforce any of
these Terms of Sale.
19.3
We may use special terms in the catalogue descriptions of
particular Lots. You must read these terms carefully along
with any glossary provided in our auction catalogues.
19.4
Each of the clauses of these Terms of Sale operates
separately. If any court or relevant authority decides that
any of them are unlawful, the remaining clauses will remain
in full force and effect.
19.5
We may change these Terms of Sale from time to time,
without notice to you. Please read these Terms of Sale
carefully, as they may be different from the last time you
read them.
19.6
Except as otherwise stated in these Terms of Sale, each of
our rights and remedies are: (a) are in addition to and not
exclusive of any other rights or remedies under these
Terms of Sale or general law; and (b) may be waived only in
writing and specifically. Delay in exercising or non-exercise
of any right under these Terms of Sale is not a waiver of
that or any other right. Partial exercise of any right under
these Terms of Sale will not preclude any further or other
exercise of that right or any other right under these Terms
of Sale. Waiver of a breach of any term of these Terms of
Sale will not operate as a waiver of breach of any other term
or any subsequent breach of that term.
19.7
These Terms of Sale and any dispute or claim arising out
of or in connection with them (including any noncontractual claims or disputes) shall be governed by and
construed in accordance with the laws of England and the
parties irrevocably submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of
the English courts.
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THE COTSWOLD LANDSCAPES OF
ALLAN LAYCOCK R.W.A (1928-2020)
A Selling Exhibition at Chorley’s
Friday 10th June to Thursday 16th June 2022
The late Allan Laycock was a member of the Royal West of England Academy of Art and
the Fosseway Artists, and his gentle landscapes, painted ’en plein air’, capture the
essence of the Cotswolds with its rolling fields of crops and flowers, barns and villages,
twisting country lanes and drystone walls.
After the sell-out exhibition held here four years ago to celebrate Allan’s 90th birthday,
we are honoured to have been asked by his Estate to offer another selection of his
beautiful paintings for sale. With prices starting at less than £50, and proceeds going to
The Artists’ Benevolent Fund, we hope many of you will be able to come along.
Enquiries:
Catrin Hampton
01452 344499
catrin.hampton@chorleys.com
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...as the days get brighter & flowers begin
to blossom, you may be thinking it's time to plant new roots.
Your local Fine & Country agent can provide a professional valuation, as well as
an unrivalled insight into your local marketplace.
For more information, or to request a no-obligation valuation, please get in touch

30 High Street | Chepstow | Monmouthshire | NP16 5LJ
01291 629 799 | chepstow@fineandcountry.com
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Prinknash Abbey Park
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